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We show how ideas, models, and techniques from statistical physics prove useful for building quantitative theories of collective behavior with a focus on social
systems.
In the first chapter, we develop a statistical mechanics of political voting on the
US Supreme Court. By building minimal models of voting behavior, we find
that signatures of strong consensus and partisanship are captured by a maximum entropy model only relying on the pairwise correlations between voters.
We extend this maximum entropy approach to collective voting outcomes on a
Super Supreme Court, inferring how the set of historically disjoint justices from
1946–2015 might have voted with one another. When we measure how correlations decay between justices across time, we find a long, institutional timescale
approaching a century, a quantitative signature of historical precedent. Beyond
consensus, we find that voting blocs fracture in many possible ways, belying
a common assumption that partisan intuition generalizes to the history of the
court; actually, Supreme Court voting over time is immensely more complex.
Then, we use minimal models to measure how sensitive collective outcomes are
to perturbations to “pivotal components,” akin to how majority outcomes are
sensitive to swing voters. We demonstrate how to extract these pivotal components from an information-geometric analysis of example social systems including Twitter, financial markets, legislatures, and judicial courts. Our approach

presents a principled, quantitative step towards characterizing the robustness
of social institutions to changes in component-level behavior.
The second topic we address is about conflict dynamics. In a society of pigtailed
macaques and in armed conflict in human society, we find remarkable, emergent
regularities suggesting that conflict is dominated by a low-dimensional process
that scales with physical dimensions in a surprisingly unified and predictable
way. For macaque conflict, we discover a temporal scaling collapse for conflict
duration distributions. This collapse indicates the presence of long-time correlations that connect early conflict events with later ones. We propose a model that
explains this collapse and consider how we might predict conflict evolution. For
armed conflict, we find that social and spatiotemporal properties of conflict can
be unified by a reduced scaling framework, and we make initial steps towards
a model that captures the dynamics of observed properties of conflict.
The final topic we address is that of interpersonal coordination of motion. We
describe an experimental apparatus that combines a commercial virtual reality
platform, a human motion-capture suit, and a mirroring game with an avatar.
We use this apparatus to show how frequency-based auditory cues enhance the
ability to mirror motion. Our work lays the groundwork for future experiments:
better understanding of how information is encoded in visual or auditory cues
could facilitate joint coordination when navigating visually occluded environments, improve reaction speed in human-computer interfaces or measure altered physiological states and disease.
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FOREWORD
...the spirit of physics, the idea of discovery, the idea of understanding.
- Hans Bethe
...‘thinking like a physicist’ is supposed to mean something, and it is this,
above all else, that we try to convey to our students.
- William Bialek

What is Physics?
This question has dogged me in one form or another during graduate school,
arising in conversation, lectures, and referee reports.
I was lucky that this question, cornering me into the box marked “physicist,”
only arose during my graduate career. As an undergraduate of the Integrated
Sciences program at Princeton, I was introduced to physics as the mathematical framework tying together our understanding of Nature including the many
wonders of Biology. What was for me the “normal” approach to physics turned
out to be somewhat avante-garde. As a research experience undergraduate at
the Santa Fe Institute, I was challenged to explore big questions that didn’t hew
to disciplinary boundaries, but invoked a heretical mix of transciplinary incantations. And finally, at the forward-looking Physics Department at Cornell, I
found thinkers who weren’t interested in defining the limitations of their disciplines, but rather in dismantling the walls to build cross-disciplinary bridges.
Disciplinary walls keep thoughts in as much as they keep wanderers out.
Physics has made striding advances and correspondingly has evolved over the
centuries. Through the Copernican revolution, classical mechanics, quantum

xii

mechanics, statistical mechanics, nuclear physics, astrophysics, biophysics,
physicists have incorporated entire new volumes into the disciplinary canon.
What was once, sometimes unacceptably, new—be it statistical mechanics or
astrophysics—is now standard. I hope that this dissertation represents a step
into the wilderness guided by the question,
What could the next chapter in Physics become?

xiii

CHAPTER 1
POLITICAL VOTING

Political voting provides a data-rich opportunity for studying collective human
behavior. Both legislative and judicial bodies in the US keep extensive historical
records specifying the rules of the body, membership, transcripts, text of legislative bills, court opinions, and votes. Committees in the executive branch also
make decisions by voting such as on the Federal Reserve Board and the ExportImport Bank. Beyond these official records, there are often records of interaction
with the public on news media or social media. These sources of data provide a
detailed timeline of political behavior and possibly insight into how politicians
make decisions. Since political decisions can have major social consequences, it
is useful to be able to anticipate them or to explain them quantitatively.

We focus on votes because they are a distilled representation of the dynamics that lead to a political outcome. Voting behavior presents a testing ground
for honing our techniques, leading us towards an increasingly detailed understanding of political behavior. Of the reasons for which voting is particularly
amenable are that votes are straightforward to map to physical models and are
accessible in digital format—though seemingly trivial is really essential.1 Here,
we develop a statistical physics approach to political voting that emphasizes
sparsely-parameterized models, use it to characterize collective aspects of vot1

Until the advent of the Supreme Court Database Project, for example, report (final) votes on
the US Supreme Court had to be determined from reading physical copies of the opinions. This
is straightforward in principle but presents major practical difficulties. Even more inaccessible
are the conference votes, which are votes made in private by the court previous to the report
vote. Some of these are recorded in now public docket records kept by previous justices. The
author at one point visited the Congressional Research Library to look at these docket records
and can appreciate the labor it takes to decipher such records.

1

ing, and touch on the topic of intervention.

We discuss voting on the US Supreme Court in the context of a single natural
court, a period during which the membership of the nine justices remains fixed,
using a minimal model that agrees closely with the data and recapitulating work
published in reference [36]. Then, we extend our analysis to consider simultaneously many natural courts using the fact that the members overlapped in tenure
to infer how historically disjoint justices might have voted together [35]. As in
physical systems where the most interesting properties arise when there are interactions between components, we find that voting on the court is characterized by strong competing interactions that generate collective structure beyond
the binary partisan picture—a widespread simplification of the court as divided
between liberal and conserative factions. This picture is violated in an irreconciliable way when we look at Supreme Court voting over time as is published in
reference [35], where we discover that any low-dimensional description of voting falls short of describing the wide variety of potential outcomes. Results like
these show how an approach informed by statistical physics can lead to new,
even surprising, insights about political voting.

The statistical framework that we develop opens the door to many other interesting questions. One such question is how sensitive collective outcomes are
to changes in individual behavior. For example, swing voters in majority-rule
voting systems are often the focus of those wishing to change the outcome.
Building on observations gleaned from a reduced toy model capturing the essential features of the swing voter, we use the information geometry of our minimal models to search for pivotal components on which collective outcomes are

2

the most sensitive. We survey systems including Twitter, financial indices, state
and federal legislatures, and state and federal courts [37]. We find large variety
in behavior, but also hints that institutional structure might strengthen pivotal
components, ultimately rendering collective outcomes highly dependent on a
few system components. This observation suggests that, by comparing many
systems, we could determine the factors that make an institution more or less
robust to changes in individual behavior and perhaps use that knowledge to
better design our institutions.

3

1.1

Statistical mechanics of the US Supreme Court

The US Supreme Court is the highest court in the nation and constitutes the
third complement to the legislative and executive branches as is articulated in
the US Constitution. In its modern form, it consists of nine justices who are nominated by the president, confirmed by the Senate, and appointed for life. Though
the court is often portrayed as impartial, it is political [61], and its decisions consequential. Perhaps because of its importance, patterns of internal division, and
tractable size, its voting behavior has attracted much research interest across
many fields [68].

Here, we focus on the second Rehnquist Court (lasting from 1994–2005 with 909
recorded nine-member votes). The court writes majority and minority opinions,
sometimes supplemented with other opinions. Although these can be nuanced
(e.g., dissenting in part, providing alternative legal justification), the justices
must choose to vote in the majority or minority:2 each justice casts a yes (si =
1) or no (si = −1) vote, and the majority decides the outcome. The definition of
yes and no in each case is determined by decisions in lower courts and thus is
somewhat arbitrary. There are more relevant axes along which votes could be
labeled, as with ideology, but it is not clear exactly how this underlying intuition
corresponds to quantitative description. As a start, we imagine that the opposite
definition was also possible, so that the voting patterns {si } and {−si } are equally
likely, and we return to this problem below. With this symmetry, the average
vote is neutral, hsi i = 0 for all justices.
2

We are not considering cases where any justice is recused or absent.

4
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Figure 1.1: Majority-minority divisions on US Supreme Court (SCOTUS) over
time. These include all nine-member votes from natural courts who voted at
least 30 times together.

1.1.1

A pairwise maximum entropy approach

One of the major themes in the study of the court is the partisan divide [44, 61].
In the modern Supreme Court, which is considered to have begun in 1946 when
dissenting rates rose substantially, the justices are often discussed as divided
into ideological left and ideological right. In truth, such a divide only characterizes a fraction of the decisions. The plurality of decisions for a given natural
court, a period of time during which membership is fixed, is usually unanimity
as is given by the probability q(k) of having k votes in the majority in Figure 1.1.
It is only behind this strong tendency to unanimity that partisanship is apparent
in the voting record.

It is immediately clear from inspecting the distribution dissenting votes q(k) that
each justice does not vote independently of the others. If they were independent,
the distribution of votes would be described by a binomial distribution and the

5

probability of k votes in the majority would be
q(k) = 2

−8

!
n
.
k

(1.1)

A unanimous vote would be unlikely, q(k = 9) = 2−8 , which is evidently far
from the case for any of the natural courts shown. These examples demonstrate
that strong correlations between justices are essential for explaining how they
vote.

To explain such structure, we begin by writing the average votes, or the “mean
magnetizations,” that were fixed by the up-down symmetry previously as
hsi i =

X

p(s)si = 0.

(1.2)

s

Eq 1.2 involves a sum over all possible votes s ≡ {si }. We will relax the assumption of up-down symmetry later when we consider the ideological direction of
a vote in a case. Then, a good model should be able to capture the statistics of
the data as described fully by the set of all correlations without imposing excessive complexity [43]. We turn to the principle of maximum entropy (maxent) to
formalize these criteria.

The information entropy of a statistical model describes the amount of statistical structure encoded in it. As Shannon proved in his seminal work [64], the
unique measure of uncertainty up to a scaling factor given three basic assumptions is
S =−

X

p(s) ln p(s).

(1.3)

s

The Shannon entropy is maximized when the probabilities of all states s,
here different votes, are equally likely. The statement that all configurations
6

are equally likely is a restatement of the equipartition principle, in which
case the Shannon entropy reduces to the classical thermodynamic entropy
S ∝ ln[# of states]. At the other extreme, S = 0 when only a single configuration
is possible with unit probability, and we have perfect information about the
state of the system. If we imagine starting with no prior knowledge about a
system, we will through observation constrain the probabilities in configuration space and reduce the entropy of model in a way that reflects additional
incorporated structure. By maximizing the entropy as we constrain the model,
we ensure that we infer models from a set of observations while being explicit
about the information that we have used.

How do we choose which properties of the data to impose on the model? From
the physics perspective, it is most natural to consider how structures emerge
from lower-order interactions, so we are motivated to consider a maxent
model that agrees with the pairwise correlations while ignoring higher-order
constraints as a first step. So, we start by specifying the joint probability
distributions of every pair of variables si and sj . It is entirely reasonable to fit
higher-order patterns first or any combination thereof, and we might do that by
comparing how quickly the model converges to the data as in reference [36] or
by identifying features that are essential for a close fit to the data [14, 16, 65].3
For the Supreme Court as we consider here, the set of pairwise correlations
efficiently captures much of the probability distribution p(s) [36].
3

When starting with higher order correlations, however, there arises an issue in the choice of
representation. An entirely equivalent way to define the votes is as si ∈ {0, 1} with a concomitant
change in the fields and couplings such that any correlation in one basis immediately includes
a combination of lower order correlations in the other basis. By building from the lowest order
correlations up, we avoid this issue entirely.
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Figure 1.2: (A) Pairwise correlations hsi sj i for Second Rehnquist Court. The
standard error in estimating Cij is given by δCij = [(1 − Cij2 )/K]1/2 with K = 909
votes, and we find δCij < 0.03 for all ij. (B) Solved couplings Jij . Justices are
ordered from most liberal to most conservative according to a standard
political science score of ideology [44]. Their full names are John P. Stephens,
Ruth B. Ginsburg, David H. Souter, Stephen G. Breyer, Sandra D. O’Connor,
Anthony M. Kennedy, William H. Rehnquist, Antonin G. Scalia, and Clarence
Thomas.
To wring any additional statistical structure out of the model beyond the
specified constraints, we use the standard method of Lagrangian multipliers to
maximize the Shannon entropy.4 We construct a Lagrangian functional of the
form
L[p] = −

X

p(s) log p(s) −

s

1X D E X
Jij si sj −
hi hsi i .
2 ij
i

(1.4)

The Langrangian multipliers are the set of “couplings” {Jij } and “fields” {hi }. The
unique optimum of Eq 1.4 is the Ising model with Boltzmann form,
.
p(s) = e−E(s) Z,

(1.5)

normalized by partition function
Z=

X

e−E(s)

(1.6)

s
4

Another interpretation of this procedure is to recognize that the Lagrangian in Eq 1.4 is
the Helmholtz free energy where the units kB T have been set to unity. So it is the case that the
maximization of entropy is really the minimization of free energy—after all they are Legendre
transforms of one another—if free energy be a more familiar way of describing the situation.
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Figure 1.3: Comparison of pairwise correlations with the corresponding
couplings for the Second Rehnquist Court.
and Hamiltonian
N

X
1X
E(s) = −
Jij si sj −
hi si .
2 ij
i

(1.7)

Since we insisted that the average of every vote was hsi i = 0, all the fields hi = 0,
and this ensures that there is no bias in the vote. When two voters, or spins,
are aligned and share a positive coupling Jij > 0, this lowers the energy and
enhances the probability of observing the vote s by a factor of e Jij . When the
coupling is negative, the pair tends to align against each other, lowering the
probability of the vote by a factor of e−|Jij | instead.

The question of now solving for the couplings that match the pairwise correlations is straightforward in principle but difficult in practice. Since for each
coupling we have a corresponding pairwise correlation, there is no parameter
fitting because there is a single solution for the data. However, the equations
are nonlinear and it becomes exponentially expensive to calculate the partition
function with system size N. For the Supreme Court, we are fortunate that N = 9,
and it is straightforward to enumerate the partition function and find the solution with standard optimization algorithms. For larger N, more sophisticated
9

approximation and sampling techniques must be used like those that are discussed in Appendix A.1.

In Figure 1.2A, we show the matrix of pairwise correlations between the justices ordered from ideological left to ideological right for the Second Rehnquist
Court. Consistent with this ideological picture, the strongest pairwise correlation, hsAS sCT i = 0.86 ± 0.02, is unsurprisingly between the pair of highly conservative justices, A.S. and C.T. The “swing voters” S.O. and A.K. straddle the
divide, though they tend to vote more with the conservative voters than the liberal ones. Yet, despite the frequent emphasis on partisan lines, the entire matrix
of correlations is positive, demonstrating that the court is actually dominated
by unanimity. Ideological divisions manifest as blocks of stronger correlations
between the ideological wings within this consensus-dominated matrix.

The couplings, shown in Figure 1.2B, are clearly different. They span a range
of both positive and negative values, reflecting antagonistic tendencies within
the court that are buried within the entirely positive set of correlations. The
strongest positive couplings tend to concentrate close to the diagonal which
is consistent with the idea that there is an ideological spectrum rather than a
simple bipartite structure to the interaction network. Finally, it is clear that Justices A.S. and C.T. share strong tendencies to agree, as we found in the correlations. Despite such satisfactory agreement with partisan intuition for the court,
it is important to point out that the strong correlation between A.S. and C.T.
does not alone imply a strong coupling. Couplings describe change to the logprobabilities, whereas pairwise correlations are a marginalization of this probability distribution, and as we show in Figure 1.3 these two sets share no simple
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relationship. Thus, the nontrivial mapping between the couplings and the correlations mean that couplings provide an alternative way of extracting insight
about the interactions in the system.

A common misconception is that the couplings represent physical or even
causal interactions betweeen voters, confusion that perhaps arises from the
nomenclature “interactions.” The couplings, by definition, are given by the set
of pairwise correlations as specified by the principle of maximum entropy in
Eq 1.4. Thus, in the strictest sense the couplings represent statistical interactions. There is, however, evidence that couplings reflect physical interactions in
protein folding, where Coulomb forces and thermal noise generate an ensemble
of protein shapes [74].5 For bird flocks, the topological nature of the coupling
network (i.e., starlings tend to follow a fixed number of neighbors) suggests
that the couplings capture social interactions mediated through perception [7].
In the case of a voting system like SCOTUS, the analogy is less clear, and the
couplings reflect direct social interaction between voters and indirect ones like
those induced by the selection of cases faced by the court.

We must check if the model with only pairwise correlations is sufficient to capture the higher-order statistics of the system without explicitly having fixed the
higher-order correlations. A useful property of maxent models is that the entropy must decrease monotonically as we add further constraints and is minimized when the model matches the data exactly. With this in mind, we define a
sequence of maxent models that incorporate all correlations up to order n with
5

Maxent techniques have been used as an inference procedure to identify residue contacts
in protein-protein interactions. Relying on statistical correlations in sequence, Weigt et al. were
able to identify through the couplings pairs of proteins with physical interactions without relying on tuned fitting parameters [74].
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Figure 1.4: Testing the maximum entropy model for the Rehnquist court. (A)
Probability of k votes in the majority. We compare the data (green) with the
predictions of the pairwise maximum entropy model p(2) (orange), and with
independent voters p(1) (blue). (B) Probability of each of the 106 observed
voting patterns s versus the “energy” in Eq 1.5; line is Eq 1.7. Errors in
probability arise from counting, the standard errors; errors in the energy are
propagated from errors in estimating the parameters Jij . Only states that
appear more than once are shown, setting a floor for p(s). (C) Mutual
information I(si ; S) between individual votes si and the decision S of the
majority, compared with I2 (si ; S) from the model. Conservatives are red and
liberals blue, from highest I(si ; S) to lowest according to data.
entropy S n to measure how much of the total correlation has been captured by
the model compared to the first-order model. This is called the fraction of multiinformation captured [59],
fn =

S1 − Sn
,
S 1 − S data

(1.8)

and fn ranges from f1 = 0, the independent model, to fN = 1, when the model
matches the probability distribution in its entirety.6

As a more direct method of verification, we show that the pairwise maxent
model presents a vast improvement over the independent model in matching
the higher-order statistical structure encoded in the probability of k votes in the
majority, q(k) (Figure 1.4A). We also show by comparison of the probabilities of
6

The estimation of entropy is biased for small data sets, an issue that we discuss in further
detail in reference [36].
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each vote p(s) with the energies E(s), that the model does well predicting almost
the entire distribution of votes (Figure 1.4B). This close agreement is reflected in
the fraction of multi-information captured of f2 = 0.95. Thus, perhaps surprisingly, the model matching only the pairwise statistics matches features of the
data that were not explicitly specified in its construction.

1.1.2

The energy landscape

The competition between positive and negative couplings lead to local minima
in the energy landscape defined by Eq 1.7, where we might think of votes that
belong to the same basin of an energy minimum as noisy versions of “prototypical” voting configurations; these minima are equivalently maxima in the probability landscape. We find these prototypical votes by taking a vote and flipping
a single voter at a time that leads to the largest decrease in energy. When no
more votes can be flipped, we have found an energy minimum. For the Second
Rehnquist Court, the energy minima that contain over 99% of all possible votes
are the unanimous 9–0 vote, the partisan 5–4 divide, and the conservative core
7–2 of everyone against A.S. and C.T. These basins constitute 50%, 32%, and 18%
of the probability distribution, respectively.7

To visualize how strongly the voting configurations “order” into the prototypical voting states, we measure the overlap of a vote s with the nth most frequent
minimum ξ(n)
m

(n)

=

N
X

ξi(n) si .

(1.9)

i=1
7

There is a fourth basin accounting for less than 1% of the distribution consisting of the three
most liberal and two most conservative justices, but this basin occurs with frequency on the
order of statistical sampling noise.
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Figure 1.5: Projection of the energy landscape in the data (A) and the
predictions of the pairwise maximum entropy model (B). The horizontal axis
shows the projection m(1) onto the unanimous +1 basin, and the vertical axis
shows the projection m(2) onto 5–4 basin oriented so the majority voters are +1.
The 7–2 basin lies in between. Local energy minima are marked with red dots.
Note that blocks are separated by at least one empty block because a single
vote flip corresponds to a change of 2 along either dimension. The space is
highly structured, with density almost exclusively on the periphery and with a
nearly empty center.
In the density of states by overlap with the first two minima as in Figure 1.5, we
find that the density is localized on the boundary of the two-dimensional space.
This feature of the data, which is predicted clearly by the model, means that the
full distribution is in effect dominated by the competition between the tendencies toward unanimity and ideological division, and this is not just a qualitative
statement but a quantitative one. Importantly, all of this structure is predicted by
the maxent model using only the observed pairwise correlations among votes
as inputs.

1.1.3

Measuring influence

This Court is often described as being divided between liberal and conservative voters with the majority outcome being decided by the swing voters in the
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middle. To test whether or not the statistics are consistent with this description, we measure the mutual information between each voter and the majority
vote,
I(si ; S) =

X

p(si ; S) log2

si ;S

PN
S ≡ Pi=1
N

p(si ; S)
p(si ; S)

si

i=1 si

(1.10)
(1.11)

As we show in Figure 1.4C, the two swing voters S.O. and A.K. have the highest
mutual information with the majority outcome of I(sSO ; S) = 0.59 ± 0.03 bits and
I(sAK ; S) = 0.55 ± 0.03 bits, which is consistent with the perception that they are
important swing voters on the court.

For a system symmetric with respect to the two possible outcomes −1 and 1,
the mutual information is a monotonic function of the positive correlation between any voter and the majority vote, so these two different measures of influence contain the same information. We might use our metaphor for a physical
system, where we would measure the response of the majority outcome to an
applied “field” on a single voter, the susceptibility Xi = ∂ hSi /∂hi = hsi Si. Yet
again, the susceptibility returns the correlation, and it is the case that multiple
measures of statistical influence on the outcome are redundant.

As an alternative measure, we imagine what would happen if a justice were
to signal a change in a particular direction of voting without actually changing his or her own vote. Given that each Justice i “feels” an effective local field
P
from others heff
j,i Jij sj , what would happen if Justice i exerted a tendency to
i =
change on Justice j? We would see a small change in j’s local field ∆heff
j,i (i) = Jij .
Yet, through feedback Justice i’s votes will become biased as well. In order to
15
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Figure 1.6: Network influence Γi of the majority to a signal from Justice i, as
defined in Eq 1.12. Note that these values were calculated incorrectly in
reference [36].
isolate the influence of Justice i on others, we add to its local field ∆heff
i (i) =
D
E
D
E
P
−(/χii ) j χji Jij , where χji = ∂ sj /∂hi = si sj , and as a result fixing hsi i = 0. The
resulting susceptibility of the majority vote to a signal from i is
N

1X
Xj ∆heff
Γi ≡ lim
j (i).
→0 
j=1

(1.12)

We summarize this measure of network influence in Figure 1.6. This measure
of influence Γi tends to decrease towards the ideological extremes, in agreement
with measures given by the correlation of justice votes with the majority, but it
does not peak on the medians. Interestingly, ΓSB is the largest, which suggests
that S.B.’s role may be unnoticed but important on the court. On the other hand,
W.R. has both the third largest mutual information I and measure of network
influence Γi , highlighting a relatively important role in the court. This observation would be consistent with the chief justice’s keeping of special privileges
with respect to procedural rules for the agenda and the assignment of written
opinions. The network influence thus captures a dimension of importance that
differs from the correlation with the majority.
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More generally, there are many such ways of considering how voters might “influence” each other. Though it remains unclear how causal influence, if it can be
measured, would be mapped to perturbations in the pairwise maxent model,
such ways of experimenting on the model present hypothetical opportunities
for changing outcomes. We further discuss this concept of perturbing outcomes
as a measure of influence using the information geometry of minimal models in
Chapter 1.3.

1.1.4

Considering ideology

At the beginning of this section, we assumed that there was a symmetry between the orientation of the votes −1 and 1 such that the model only captured
majority-minority dynamics. Yet, the fact that we were able to capture accurately the entire probability distribution of votes may have been surprising because it is possible that the patterns of agreement and disagreement reflect the
political biases of each of the actors. In other words, the correlations between
voters might be a result of sharing similar biases when presented with a case.
Here, we consider this possibility by including the ideological orientation of the
votes.

Measuring ideological orientation, however, is not a straightforward task. For
one, the typical measure of ideology is unidimensional, mapping voters to a
liberal-conservative axis, whereas cases can be complex and contain multiple
issues that are not straightforward to map to a scalar. Second, ideology is, to
an extent, defined by the relative differences between voters. For example, standard political science voting models learn ideological tendencies from the voting record by relying on the distribution of disagreements [52], which assumes
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Figure 1.7: (A) Average vote hsi i and pairwise correlations hsi sj i for Second
Rehnquist Court with ideologically labeled data. The value −1 corresponds to
liberal. (B) Solved fields hi and couplings Jijide . Compare with Figure 1.2.
the same majority-minority symmetry we considered earlier. Third, interpretation of both qualitative and quantitative differences can be subjective, and there
is debate amongst Supreme Court scholars about how to best label the ideological leanings of votes in cases [68]. Finally, some cases do not have a natural
interpretation as left or right because they fall outside the realm of partisan policy lines such as interstate disagreements. Given such qualifications, we do not
attempt to identify ideology ourselves, but rely on the Supreme Court Database,
which contains a binary labeling of the votes as either liberal si = −1 or conservative si = 1. Now accounting for ideology, the voters have clear biases: the
libertarian J.S. with bias hsJS i = −0.33 and the conservative ideologue with bias
hsCT i = 0.43. We now include these ideological biases into the pairwise maxent
model.

As a result of considering bias in the “magnetizations” of each voter, the fields
hide
in the energy function from Eq 1.7 are no longer fixed at 0. As we show
i
in Figure 1.7, negative fields indicate a tendency to vote liberally and positive
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Figure 1.8: Testing the maximum entropy model for the Rehnquist court with
ideologically labeled votes. (A) Probability of k conservative votes pide (k). We
compare the data (green) with the predictions of the pairwise maximum
entropy model p(2) (orange), and with independent ideologues p(1) (blue). (B)
Probability of voting patterns s from the data versus the “energy” in Eq 1.5; line
is Eq 1.7. Errors in probability arise from counting, the standard errors; errors
in the energy are propagated from errors in estimating the parameters Jijide .
Only states that appear more than once are shown, setting a floor for pide (s). (C)
Mutual information I ide (si ; S) between individual votes si and the decision S of
the majority, compared with I2 (si ; S) from the model. Conservatives are red
and liberals blue, from highest I(si ; S) to lowest according to data.
fields indicate a tendency to vote conservatively. Though the average votes
grow steadily from the most negative value to the most positive along the
liberal-conservative ordering of justices, the fields hide
do not in Figure 1.7A.
i
This suggests, if ideology can be measured by average vote, that the tendency
to vote either in the liberal or conservative blocs is mediated not just through
individual biases but also through interactions with others. This hint that the
interactions are important is evident in the failure of the independent model
in Figure 1.8A, where we show the distribution of k votes in the conservative
majority pide (k). As was the case with the majority-minority model, there is an
overwhelming tendency to form unanimous blocs at the expense of 5–4 divisions in contrast with the distribution predicted by the model of independent
ideologues.
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It could have been that by accounting for individual bias, the couplings would
have been very different. Instead, we find that the ideological couplings Jijide are
very similar to Jij with a correlation coefficient of ρ = 0.90. We show in Figure 1.7B the ideological couplings. The similarity between the couplings suggests that the couplings are responsible for generating the pattern of strong
collective blocs. Once these tendencies to form political blocs is accounted for,
it takes little for the system to become ideologically polarized. In analogy to
strongly interacting systems in statistical physics, the energy required to break
a symmetry encoded in the Hamiltonian is small.

The pairwise maximum entropy model’s success suggests that simple models,
grounded in statistical physics, provide surprisingly accurate descriptions of
collective behavior even in a complex, political context. One of the main sources
of intuition behind the use of statistical physics ideas in the description of social dynamics is that the emergence of consensus or polarization is analogous
to the emergence of order in physical systems at thermal equilibrium: having
everyone in a group agree to vote the same way reminds us of all the spins in
a magnet “agreeing” to point in the same direction. Importantly, once all the
spins in a magnet agree to point in the same direction, even a very small external magnetic field is sufficient to get the entire magnet pointing north.

Concretely, the energy difference between a single electron spin pointing up
or down in the earth’s magnetic field is much, much smaller than the energy
kB T that sets the scale of random thermal motion: individual spins do not point
north reliably, although the collective magnetization of a compass magnet certainly does. Similarly, the biases which couple individual justices’ ideological
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preferences to the merits of individual cases are weak, insufficient to induce
unanimity or even to predict correctly the probability of a 5–4 split. What we
see in the patterns of Supreme Court votes is dominated by the emergence of
collective states, which then align to the particulars of individual cases. This is
not a metaphor or analogy, but rather the description of a precise, quantitative
model that predicts almost all the structure of these votes from the pattern of
pairwise correlations.
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1.2

Partisan intuition belies strong, institutional consensus and
wide Zipf’s law for voting blocs in US Supreme Court

In the previous section, we considered voting on a single natural court at a time.
While the membership of the Supreme Court may change every few years, the
institution has existed for centuries. Here, we model the Supreme Court over
time, integrating over many natural courts during the era of the modern court
to explore how collective patterns manifest over the ensemble of justices over
time. As a result, we identify characteristics of the institution rather than of any
single natural court.

The modern US Supreme Court is often described as being divided between
liberal and conservative wings balanced on the fulcrum of one or two swing
voters [23, 34, 45]. In the 1930s, a similar dynamic was at work where a conservative bloc known as the “Four Horsemen” relied on a fifth swing vote to
countermand policy designed to ameliorate the economic impact of the Great
Depression [72]. Over time, political issues and the composition of the court
have changed, but the idea that a left and right divide characterizes voting on
the court is a widespread observation in the literature [32, 36, 45, 62, 67]. The implicit hypothesis is that ideologically similar justices on different courts would
have voted similarly on the same cases, but in reality they never faced the same
cases nor voted with the same set of colleagues. Although we could take similar cases and then compare two justices’ votes [62, 69], a more direct approach
would be to compare how the two vote with a shared cohort to infer how the
two might have voted together.
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Long overlapping stints between pairs of justices are informative about how
they vote relative to each other. If two pairs out of three voters are highly correlated, then transitivity implies that the third pair would likewise vote together
often. If, however, the two pairs are anticorrelated, then the proverbial logic “the
enemy of my enemy is my friend” implies that the third pair would be again
correlated. In general, there are an infinite number of models that would match
the correlations between observed pairs while filling in the missing ones. If we
insist that the model match the observed pairwise averages of agreement but
otherwise make no further assumptions, we have specified pairwise maximum
entropy (maxent) models. This minimal set of assumptions means that maxent
models are not guaranteed to capture the statistics of political voting with few
parameters. We show, however, that they do while remaining consistent with
highly parameterized spatial voting models from political science.8

We take all 36 justices who formed part of the modern Supreme Court from
1946–2016 (K = 8, 737 recorded votes) to build a pairwise maxent model of a
“Super Court,” capturing the probability distribution over the joint distribution
of all justices. Although one might anticipate that, in the much larger group
of voters, strong divisive forces tear apart the Super Court into small factions,
we find that the Super Court is dominated by unanimity, showing the Supreme
Court to be an extremely stable institution. Besides the strong consensus captured from only pairwise statistics, the model generates a rich structure of dissenting blocs that goes far beyond a low-dimensional, ideological picture. This
comparison of Supreme Court justices across time is just one example of the
comparative study of political institutions. We show how minimal models from
8

For the approach we discuss here, we integrate over the entire history of each justice including some that show clear changes in voting patterns over their tenure.
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Figure 1.9: (left) Predicted pairwise correlations from pairwise maxent model
are almost all positive. (middle) Inferred couplings Jij as defined in Eq 1.7.
Couplings between pairs of justices that did not vote together are excluded
from the model and are effectively 0. (right) The pairwise maxent model fits
the pairwise, 4th, 6th, and 8th order correlations better than the 10-dimensional
W-Nominate model even after the spatial model is adjusted for unanimous
votes. For the maxent model, over 97% of the 197 fit correlations are within two
standard
p errors of the mean given Kij observations for justices i and j,
δij = hsi sj i + 1)(1 − hsi sj i/4Kij , except for a few major deviations accounted for
by conflicting constraints (Appendix B.1). Strong deviations in 4th, 6th, and 8th
order correlations can be explained by short temporal fluctuations in the
distribution ofpcase types (Appendix B.2). For clarity, only points with absolute
error δij...k = 2 p(si = sj = ... = sk )[1 − p(si = sj = ... = sk )]/Kij...k > 0.25 have
error bars.
statistical physics make quantitative predictions that could be rigorously tested
against alternative models or new data.

1.2.1

Pairwise maxent approach

As in the previous section with the Second Rehnquist Court, we represent
the vote of Justice i to be si where the binary majority vote is represented by
si ∈ {−1, 1}. For nearly all votes, the sign of the vote corresponds to whether
to affirm or to reverse the previous court’s ruling, but the orientation is
determined by the history of the case. Since we do not expect the pattern of
internal disagreement to depend on whether the question is formulated as “Is
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A constitutional?” or as “Is A unconstitutional?”, we remove any such bias by
symmetrizing the data set such that [26, 36]
p(s) = p(−s)

(1.13)

Thus, every justice votes Yea as frequently as votes Nay, but the patterns of internal pairwise disagreement are left unchanged. Along with observed pairwise
correlations, Eq 1.13 and the principle of maximum entropy specify the values
of the remaining unobserved pairwise correlations.

For each hsi sj i we fix, we have a corresponding coupling Jij that, in the strictest
sense, only has probabilistic implications. A positive Jij lowers the energy E
when the two justices i and j vote together, increasing the probability that we
observe such a vote by a factor e Jij . A negative Jij would decrease the probability of observing i and j voting together. Since justices who never voted together
have no correlations to constrain, the corresponding couplings are not specified,
effectively setting Jij = 0. Although one might interpret this to indicate the absence of real interaction, the precise statement is that the predicted correlations
are mediated through the structure implied by the constrained correlations. The
couplings do not imply causal interaction between the justices. If there were
causal interactions, then the consequences would be hidden in the pairwise correlations. In other words, the only information in the model is that available in
the pairwise correlations and no more as is explicitly imposed by the maxent
approach.

Finding the couplings that match the observed pairwise correlations is a hard
computational problem, but a number of efficient numerical techniques and
open source packages have been developed recently [35, 48]. The problem is
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more complicated here because we have no votes of the full Super Court. With
a finite set of data and votes from different subsets of the Super Court, it is possible to measure a set of marginals that are incompatible with a joint probability
distribution. Instead of exactly fitting the marginals, we minimize the distance
to the observed pairwise correlations and are able to find a good fit using the
Monte Carlo Histogram technique as we show in Figure 1.9 [13]. To check that
the model predicts other features of the data, we compare it with fourth, sixth,
and eight order correlations and find that it does well. The few measured correlations that have strong deviations correspond to subsets that voted together for
short periods of time and are not well-characterized by the long-time averaged
statistics that are well fit by the model (Appendix B.2).

In the maxent model for the Super Court, the pairwise correlations are almost
exclusively positive as shown in Figure 1.9, confirming that the Supreme Court
has always been dominated by consensus. Out of the 197 observed pairwise
correlations, only 2 are negative—between W.O. Douglas and W.E. Burger and
between W.O. Douglas and W.H. Rehnquist—hinting that W.O. Douglas is an
unusual justice in the history of the court [70]. After solving the model, we
can predict the hypothetical correlations between justices who never served together, and even in this enlarged set of possibilities the only further negative
correlations are between W.O. Douglas and conservatives S.D. O’Connor, W.H.
Rehnquist, A Scalia, and C. Thomas. Additionally, the ideologically opposed
pairs W.J. Brennan and C. Thomas, T. Marshall and W.H. Rehnquist, and T. Marshall and C. Thomas are negatively correlated. While they are all small negative
values, the correlations are nevertheless prominent because they are unusual
in a political body that prizes public agreement [20, 72, 76]. Although the re-
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maining correlations are positive, the left-right divide is indicated by stronger
correlations within and weaker correlations between ideological sides when the
justices are ordered by ideology (Figure B1). This tension between competing
blocs is reflected in the interaction matrix Jij , where couplings of both signs are
recovered from the model of majority voting. Thus, both consensus and ideological tendencies manifest in the pattern of pairwise correlations and are reflected
in the structure of the model.

1.2.2

W-Nominate model

We compare the maxent model with a standard spatial voting model from political science called W-Nominate (Appendix B.3) [52]. Canonical spatial voting
models assume that each justice lives in some low-dimensional, policy space
along with the Yea and Nay votes for every case considered; a justice is more
likely to vote for the position to which he or she is closer.

In this model, each justice votes independently such that the probability of observing any given vote can be factorized into the product of the probabilities
P
of each justice, correspondingly the sum of the energies, log p(s) = i log p(si ) ∝
P
− i βE(si ) and correlations are induced by similar positions in policy space. In
physical terms, the parameter β would be called an inverse temperature and
controls how randomly justices are voting such that when β → 0 features of the
cases do not matter and justices vote randomly.

Given justice i’s preferred policy position θid corresponding to vote si with distance from case k, fkd (θi , si ), along dimension d of a D-dimensional policy space,
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every justice contributes to the total energy
 D

 X 2

Ei (si ) = − exp −
wd fkd (θid , si )2 /2

(1.14)

d=1

The parameters wd weight each dimension, hence the “w” in the name. Eq 1.14
stipulates that when cases are located close to a justice’s preferred policy position, justices are more likely to vote for it than against it.

In the language of statistical learning, spatial voting is a kernel technique [9].
The kernel describes how the positions of points in the space relate to one another. Eq 1.14 describes a radial basis kernel for a Gaussian process for Justice
i where the position of the justice and cases are parameters and the weights
wd and inverse temperature β are hyperparameters [55]. The rotation, translation, and scaling symmetries of this kernel reflect the fact that only relative positions of the justices matter for the spatial voting model. All parameters are
found simultaneously by maximizing the Bayesian posterior probability across
all justices and all cases. This is implemented in an R-package described in Ref
[53].

Although unanimous votes are a particularly notable feature in the pairwise
maxent model, unanimous votes in the data are excluded from the training set
for the W-Nominate model. They are degenerate in the sense that every voter
has the same apparent policy preference. In this sense, they give no information
about the relative positions of the voters in policy space (and can negatively
impact numerical accuracy), and so it is standard procedure to exclude them
from the analysis [53, 54]. Still, unanimous votes can be generated by sampling
from the W-Nominate model even if they occur rarely. To compare the models
directly, we explicitly include the probability of a unanimous vote as given by
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the pairwise maxent model, punan . We reweight the W-Nominate model such that
a unanimous vote su
p(su ) ← p(su )(1 − punan ) + punan .

(1.15)

p(s) ← p(s)(1 − punan )

(1.16)

While for other votes

to conserve probability. Eqs 1.15 and 1.16 do not fix the two models to have the
same p(su )—even if comparable—but they do ensure that similarities beyond
the unanimous mode are readily apparent.

The D = 10 spatial voting model referred to as Nom10 has > 105 parameters
yet is minimal compared to other variations of spatial voting models. In comparison, the pairwise maxent model has < 103 parameters. Despite this large
disparity in parameterization, the maxent model fits the observed statistics of
the data better as shown in Figure 1.9.

1.2.3

Strong consensus spans a century

As times change, the justices on the court are replaced one by one, eventually
yielding an entirely new cohort. By tradition and precedent, the new members
are bound to the court’s past [72]. On the other hand, it is not unusual for the
Supreme Court to overturn previous rulings or to pass rulings that align with
the political preferences of the court.9 How does the tension between keeping
and breaking with the past manifest in the voting record? If each new set of
justices were radically different, we would expect correlations to decay very
9

Bush v. Gore is cited as an example of how political preferences are no more unusual in the
court than in the other branches of the US government [61].
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Figure 1.10: Decay length of consensus spans a century for both pairwise
maximum entropy (ME) and the 10-dimensional W-Nominate (Nom10) spatial
voting models. The maxent model probability that a bloc of size k vote together
pu (k) decays exponentially when k & 20 with decay length of l = 43 justices
(dashed black line) corresponding to a century of justices. We show justices
that sat on the same court (blue), justices who did not (red), independent voters
(green), independent defectors from unanimity (cyan), and the 10-dimensional
W-Nominate model (magenta). (inset) “Norm to consensus” force increases the
probability that justices in a natural court all vote together pnat
u relative to
justices who did not vote together pdiff
.
The
ratio
of
probabilities
grows by a
u
constant factor with each additional justice. We measure this as an energy
difference that grows linearly for justices in the same natural court compared
to justices did not work together. The rate of increase, 0.035 per justice, is faster
than the inverse decorrelation length in the limit of large courts l−1 = −0.023
per justice showing that consensus dominates over random disagreement.
quickly, evidence of independence from historical precedent. If new justices
were maintaining strong coherence with the past, the time scale for correlations
would be long. In order to ask this question, we consider how the pairwise correlations change as we consider increasingly larger subsets of the Super Court
spanning increasingly distant spans of time.

Despite consisting of members from 24 nine-member natural courts, the probability of unanimity on the Super Court is an astounding 10% of the time. In
comparison, the maxent model constrained to fit only the individual voting av-
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erages hsi i describes independent justices who vote unanimously with a minuscule probability of pu (k = 36) = 2−36 . The wide gulf between the independent
model and pairwise models shown in Figure 1.10 implies that the interactions
impose strong collective structure. As another test of the strength of cohesion,
we might consider that justices already have an idea of how the court is leaning before they cast their vote. If we instead imagine that each justice independently defects from unanimity with probability pdef , we can measure for a natural court of k = 9 that typically votes unanimously about 36% of the time,
pdef = 0.89. Here, pu accounts for factors like ideology that induce consensus for
a typical nine-member court. Extrapolating this defection model to 36 individuals, we find that the Super Court would vote unanimously with probability
pu (k = 36) = 0.015.10 This is an order of magnitude below what we find on the
Super Court and shows that independent defection is suppressed by consensus. Thus, the Super Court shows a strong tendency to consensus that spans the
many natural courts it represents.

Even in a chain of tightly correlated voters, we might expect that the probability that justices agree with others far away in time becomes dominated by
drift [28]. Looking at Figure 1.9, we see that pairwise correlations far from the
diagonal tend to be smaller than those closer, indicative of weaker correlations
spanning longer periods of time. To test this more systematically, we consider
the probability of unanimity in blocs of size k, pu (k) and compare justices that
sat together with random subsets in Figure 1.10. In the limit of large blocs of 20
or more justices, or roughly two disjoint Supreme Courts, the unanimous mode
We use the probability of unanimity of a group of size k0 = 9 to estimate the probability
0
0
that a each justice would defect if there were independently doing so, pdef = 1 − p1/k
u (k ). The
probability of no defections with k independently defecting justices is then pu (k) = (1 − pdef )k ,
shown as teal x’s in Figure 1.10.
10
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begins to decay like an exponential, indicating the regime of finite correlation
length. Here, adding a new justice is like adding an independent voice to the
system. The decay length l, however, is 43 justices, roughly equivalent to a century of justices. When explicitly accounting for unanimity in the W-Nominate
model, it likewise predicts a similar decay length of 77 justices with a similar
decay profile as shown in Figure 1.10. In this quantitative sense, the Supreme
Court is an extremely stable and conservative institution.

The force quelling dissent, a “norm of consensus” [20], is even stronger for justices that sit on the same court. We again calculate the probability of unanimity
for blocks of size k, but only for justices who sat on the same natural court. As
k increases from 2 to 9, the log-ratio of the probabilities, or energy difference,
of finding a unanimous vote on a natural court pnat
u compared to justices from


diff
different courts pdiff
increases linearly with the bloc size log pnat
u
u (k)/pu (k) =
E diff (k) − E nat (k) ∝ 0.035k as we show in Figure 1.10. This linear relation reveals
a force encouraging the formation of blocs and especially for consensus specific
to natural courts. Notably, the energy term for consensus grows faster than the
inverse decorrelation length in the limit of large courts l−1 = −0.023 per justice.
This suggests that consensus would dominate even when random justices who
had never voted together are made to vote together which is akin to the situation when new justices are nominated into the Supreme Court.

These results together provide evidence for collective effects that impose strong
consensus on the court—in fact strong enough that unanimity occurs ten times
more frequently than the most frequent vote with dissenters (Figure 1.11). We
show that collective effects are necessary to describe not only how justices band
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together to form a united decision but also in how they dissent, indicated by
the slower than exponential decay in Figure 1.10 in comparison to null models
we consider. Furthermore, the long correlation length for unanimity even at the
regime of uncorrelated justices shows that consensus effects decay very slowly
over time. Finally, comparison of the decay length of the exponential tail with
the measured force to consensus shows that the norm of consensus dominates
over entropic effects. In this sense, the Super Court shows strong consensus and
this institutional consensus is a signature of Supreme Court voting.

1.2.4

Heavy-tailed Zipf’s for voting configurations

Besides consensus, the distribution of Super Court votes that emerges from pairwise interactions shows much richer structure including and going far beyond
binary ideological division. After ordering the votes from the pairwise maxent
model by frequency rank r, the probability p(r) clearly follows a power law over
four orders of magnitude in Figure 1.11. This form is described by Zipf’s law [47,
60]
p(r) = (1 − α)r−α /(rmin − rmax )

(1.17)

where α = 0.85 when excluding the strong consensus mode that appears prominently for r = 1 and r = 2. The small value of α < 1 indicates a distribution
overwhelmingly dominated by the tail. In the limit of a large number of unique
dissenting coalitions as shown here, votes are almost exclusively found in the
tail rather than in any fixed number of votes with high rank. This finding is consistent with data on the Second Rehnquist Court, but over a limited range of
∼ 102 unique votes. There, a power law fit yields α ≈ 1 [36]. Such heavy-tailed
distributions show that the intuitive notion that we could compress the voting
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Figure 1.11: (circles) Zipf’s plot for the pairwise maxent model (red circles) and
the W-Nominate model (green circles) as described by Eq 1.17 (black circles).
Symmetry about the sign of the vote means that there are always two votes
with the same probabilities. The maxent distribution is very heavy-tailed with
exponent α = 0.85. Note that the unanimous vote (the first pair of points)
occurs about 10 times more frequently than the most frequent dissenting
coalition. (triangles) Maxent distribution over energy basins (red triangles)
follows a truncated power law described by Eq 1.19 (black triangles) with large
cutoff n = 340. Nom10 (green triangles) does not have a natural energy
landscape relating votes, but the distribution over basins found assuming the
maxent energy equation in Eq 1.7 shows remarkable similarity. In comparison,
random, independent voters show strong deviations from the maxent
distribution over basins when assuming the maxent landscape (blue triangles).
of the Super Court into a few ideological modes is misleading because even
votes that defy this intuition are probable.

The scale-free nature of the distribution of votes p(r) furthermore indicates the
lack of a cutoff for a simple description of Super Court voting. Like previous approaches for constructing a sparse description of Supreme Court voting based
on spectral techniques [34, 67], we consider the eigenvalue spectrum of the coD E
variance matrix si sj estimated from the pairwise maxent model. If it were possible to compress the covariance matrix into a few principle components with
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high fidelity, then there would be a natural scale at which including further components would do little to improve the accuracy of the model. Only a few components would matter, for example, if a binary ideological spectrum were sufficient to describe Supreme Court voting across time such that the cutoff would
always include a fixed number of dimensions: a dimension for consensus, left
vs. right, liberal and conservative cores, etc. [36]. However, we find that the
eigenvalues of the principle components λ(r) ordered by rank r and averaged
over random subsets of size N are well-described by the scale-free form
λ(r) = rb/a Λ(rN −a ).

(1.18)

with a = 0.8, b = −1.1, and universal scaling function Λ shown in the scaling
collapse in Figure 1.12. Since the spectrum is close to a power law with cutoff
that grows with N, there is no fixed length scale for the spectrum. In contrast,
previous work has shown that a small number of principle voting modes can
indeed summarize sitting nine-member natural courts [34, 67]. we show that by
considering how voting behavior scales with the number of justices in the larger
set that the addition of every justice reveals yet another level of complexity. In
this sense, Supreme Court voting cannot be reduced to a few principle dissent
coalitions, but is inherently complex.

By grouping votes together such that similar votes belong to dominant clusters
of “noisy” prototypical votes, however, we might find that the clusters serve
as a compressed description of the Super Court [27, 36, 59]. A natural way of
clustering votes is given by the energy landscape from Eq 1.7. By taking a vote
and flipping the single voter most likely to change his or her vote at a time,
we will eventually reach an energy minimum, where no vote flip will lower
the energy of the vote. This defines an energy landscape where states can be
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Figure 1.12: Rank-ordered
D E spectrum of eigenvalues of the pairwise maxent
covariance matrix si sj when averaged over random subsets of size N of
justices from the Super Court. Eigenvalues are normalized by the largest
eigenvalue λmax before averaging. Spectrum decays like a power law with
λ(r) ∼ rb/a where b/a ≈ −3/2 as proposed in Eq 2.12 and with exponents
estimated by scaling collapse shown in inset. The cutoff of the distribution
scales with the number of justices considered N, revealing dependence on the
system size and not a fixed number of dominant dimensions. (inset) Universal
scaling function Λ(rN −a ) obtained from a scaling collapse.
grouped by local energy minima. This procedure is equivalent to searching for
local maxima in probability where single voter flips climb hills in a probability
landscape. When we measure the probability of being located on a given hill,
we find again Zipf’s law but now with an exponential cutoff
0

pbasin (r) ∝ r−α e−r/n

(1.19)

with α0 = 1.1 and n = 340. The exponential cutoff means that clusters of noisy
prototypical votes could serve as dominant modes, but the slow decay of the
power law and the size of the cutoff means the important modes are many.

The large number of energy minima is in stark contrast with the Second Rehnquist Court where there are only six meaningful clusters despite being a quarter
of the size of the Super Court [36]. This comparison, however, is misleading. For
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spin glasses, systems with many frustrated interactions as with the Super Court,
the number of maxima grows exponentially with system size [12]. Like with the
Second Rehnquist Court, we find that many of the largest energy minima correspond to votes that fracture along ideological lines. The “noisy” perturbations
away from the energy minima describe how a few individuals tend to buck the
line. Thus, ideological tendencies manifest in the structure of the energy landscape, but they are not the full story. Dominant modes of voting are indeed useful and accurate descriptions of voting on natural courts because the systems
are small [34, 67], yet a low-dimensional representation of collective voting over
time misses the heavy tail generating a rich range of behavior.

1.2.5

Relating votes to legal issues

At the beginning of this section, we started with two possible ways of comparing voters across time, either by comparing similar cases or by using overlapping voting records, and we decided to use the latter to construct the joint
probability distribution of the Super Court. Yet, given that justices prefer to vote
in certain ways for different types of cases, we would expect that the way that
justices align contain information about the type of cases they are considering.
We might expect, for example, that especially partisan issues are reflected in
partisan divides (e.g., Bush v. Gore), whereas cases dealing with uncontested application of precedent show unanimous outcomes.

The statement that the pattern of internal divisions contains information about
the type of case being considered is the assertion that the joint probability distribution p(s, τ) , p(s)p(τ) of the vote s and type of case τ. Then, the distribution
over votes p(s) represents a marginalization over all the types of cases τ consid-
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Figure 1.13: Joint distribution of legal topics and Super Court voting. (right)
Each column is the conditional probability of seeing a vote given the topic
p(s|τ). The topics occur with frequencies p(τ) as shown on top. Topic labels are
abbreviations for Criminal Procedure, Economic Activity, Civil Rights, Judicial
Power, First Amendment, Federalism, Unions, Due Process, Federal Taxation,
Privacy, Attorneys, and Interstate Relations. (left) Each column is a different
vote: justices have been ordered left-to-right by ideological scores
(term-average Martin-Quinn scores), where blue corresponds to liberal and red
conservative.
ered by the justices across the overlapping history of these 36 justices from the
Super Court,
p(s) =

X

p(s, τ).

(1.20)

τ

We never witness a full vote of the entire Super Court, but if we were to take a
particular type of case where we know the votes of a subset of the Super Court
sk of k voters, we could used the joint correlations in the pairwise maxent model
to guess how the remaining justices would have voted on a case on the same
topic, p(s|τ, sk ). In other words, the distribution of voting patterns of the Super
Court when conditioned on case type τ encodes information about the case. By
Bayes’ Theorem, the converse is true: the case encodes information about the
voting patterns of the Super Court.
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Figure 1.14: Symmetrized Kullback-Leibler divergence between legal topics on
Super Court voting as in Eq 1.21. See caption of Figure 1.13 for full topic names.
The Supreme Court Database labels cases by their primary legal topic and provides 14 such topics [68].11 We focus on the top 12 topics that have at least 50
data points with distribution p(τ). We compare the probabilities of the ten most
frequent votes for each legal topic in Figure 1.13. Even with just these ten votes,
it is clear that the way that the Super Court divides is strongly variable, suggesting that the voting distributions serve as fingerprints for legal topic. Such a
picture aligns with the intuition that we could use divisions between justices on
the different topics to distinguish cases from one another.

To measure the differences between the distributions of voting patterns conditioned on two different legal topics p(s|τ) and p(s|τ0 ), we measure the sym11

An alternative approach would be to learn a useful labeling of the cases like with natural
language processing techniques or by the origins of the cases.
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metrized Kullback-Leibler divergence,
SDKL =

1X
p(s|τ0 )
p(s|τ)
0
+
p(s|τ
)
log
,
p(s|τ) log2
2
2 s
p(s|τ0 )
p(s|τ)

(1.21)

limiting ourselves to the top 100 states that appear across all conditional distributions because of numerical sampling limits. We show the pairwise distances
in Figure 1.14, having ordered the legal topics such that each topic is more similar to neighboring topics than ones further away. It is apparent that some topics
yield very similar distributions of voting outcomes, whereas others like “Federal taxation” are substantially different from almost every other topic.

Taking this matrix of distances, we hierarchically cluster the legal topics. Starting with the most similar pair of legal topics, we join the two into a single cluster,
continuing to join either pairs of individual topics or adding new topics to an
existing cluster if the average pairwise distance to the members of the cluster
is smaller. By keeping track of the value of the distances at which topics are
clustered together, we build a tree from the roots as we show in Figure 1.15, a
method called agglomerative clustering based on average linkage [50].

We find that the quantitative similarities between the topics seem to align with
the conceptual similarity suggested by the names. Dividing topics into clusters
by SDKL = 0.04 around which a large gap appears across several clusters, we
find that topics dealing with legal practice—Attorneys and Privacy—go together. Economic questions that also bring in questions of federalism—Judicial
power, Economic activity, Unions, Federalism, and Interstate relations—belong
together. Topics dealing with civil liberties go together: Due process, Civil
rights, First amendment, Criminal procedure. These intuitive groupings disagree with suggestions made by the legal scholars such as to group Federal
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Figure 1.15: Agglomerative clustering by symmetrized Kullback-Leibler
divergence (Eq 1.21) between Super Court vote distributions conditioned on
case type. See caption of Figure 1.13 for full topic names.
Taxation with Economic Activity, to group Attorneys with Economic Activity,
and to group Privacy with Civil Rights [68]. According to our model, Federal
Taxation clearly belongs in its own bracket, Attorneys is quite distinct from
Economic Activity, and Privacy cases are about as different from Civil Rights
as they are from the cluster including Economic Activity. This disagreement
suggests that a more quantitative approach to grouping these cases informed
from the pattern disagreement between voting justices and historical overlap in
voting records might better highlight the similarities between the topics.

1.2.6

Discussion

Although voting in a political context is complex, such collective social phenomena are natural to approach from the perspective of statistical physics [8,
16, 24, 59]. Voting on the Supreme Court shows strong collective effects—often
obscured by the focus on individual ideology [19, 44, 61]—that we exploit by using observations of justices that voted together to infer how justices who never
did might have (Figure 1.9). We find that the hypothetical Super Court is domi41

nated by strong consensus that nearly spans a century (Figure 1.10) even in the
modern era where dissent is much more likely [73]. Hiding beneath this dominant mode is a rich range of dissenting coalitions that emerge from the pattern
of pairwise correlations (Figure 1.11), illustrating the hypothetical behavior of
historically disjoint groups of justices. The wide distribution of dissenting coalitions is scale-free, and the absence of a cutoff for a sparse representation of Super
Court voting is reflected in the scaling behavior of the eigenvalue spectrum of
the covariance matrix (Figure 1.12).

The remarkable similarity in the distribution of votes beyond the unanimous
mode of the maxent and W-Nominate models suggests that they are largely capturing the same collective structure encoded in the maxent energy landscape.
From the perspective of model selection, however, the principle of Occam’s
Razor favors the pairwise maxent model for predicting voting across Supreme
Courts. The focus of voting models in political science are typically for extracting case, justice, and year specific parameters [44], and so the goal is to fit many
presumably informative parameters. Yet, we show here that the number of parameters dwarfs the number of available data points and a much simpler model
captures similar structure. This shows that the spatial voting model is overparameterized for inferring the distribution of voting across Courts. More generally, accounting for model complexity is useful for good prediction because
simpler models tend to generalize better [43].

Consideration of such hypothetical situations has long played a significant role
in legal research. Legal scholars study the influence of past precedents by using
written opinions as sources of legal reasoning for future justices [72]. Political
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scientists compare justices by considering similarities and differences between
the issues brought up in cases [5]. These approaches suggest alternative ways
of using or testing the predictions of this model. A direct quantitative test and
application of the maxent model would be for forecasting Supreme Court votes
[31, 57]. For example, the strong historical correlations that we find here suggest
how one might leverage historical votes on similar cases across time to enhance
predictions. Knowing how correlations decay over time are essential for weighting historical information as a function of temporal separation.

The slow decay of consensus in time highlights the role of the institution in the
Supreme Court. Given that the typical length of tenure is on the order of a few
decades (although a few cases span the range of a year to nearly 40 years), the
fact that consensus spans nearly a century implies the existence of an institutional timescale that surpasses any single justice’s role in the Supreme Court.
Such a phenomenon perhaps arises from the use of precedent or other institutional norms [72]. Indeed, we find evidence supporting the presence of such an
example, a “norm for consensus,” when comparing rates of unanimous voting
between random subsets of justices and subsets of natural courts (Figure 1.10)
suggesting that strong consensus is mediated by real interaction between justices [19].

More generally, the emergence of collective features explains why directly extrapolating from natural courts can fail to characterize the set of historically disjoint justices. We find, for example, that when we move from the Second Rehnquist Court to the Super Court, the number of metastable states in the energy
landscape increases from only 6 to the order of 340, respectively. This immense
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growth in complexity only becomes apparent when considering how voting behavior scales with system size. Yet previous, quantitative studies of Supreme
Court voting focus almost exclusively on natural courts where the number of
justices is fixed [23, 24, 34, 36, 67]. When justices are compared across natural
courts, dependence on N is not considered and much analysis hews closely to
the ideological narrative based on the study of natural courts [32, 45, 62]. It is
natural in statistical physics to look for signatures of collective behavior as a
function of system size, and we show that this approach provides quantitative
evidence for inherently high-dimensional voting on the Supreme Court based
on only binary voting data.

In contrast to partisan ideological intuition obtained from news on the Supreme
Court, the collective behavior of the court over time reveals an institution focused on consensus and insulated from the seemingly rapid pace of political
change. When we look beyond consensus, ideology captures only a part of the
story if we account for the changing composition of the court: ideological modes
are lost amongst the cacophony of dissenting voices. As we know from statistical physics, even simple models can generate an incredibly rich range of behavior when there are many competing, frustrated interactions [49, 66]. we show
that this intuition is expressed in the complex voting patterns of the Supreme
Court across time.
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1.3

Sensitivity of collective outcomes identifies pivotal components

In previous sections, we developed a statistical physics of political voting, relying on the principle of maximum entropy to construct quantitative models
grounded in data to characterize voting on the US Supreme Court. Here, we
will go beyond this picture in two ways.

We will consider the influence of individuals on collective outcomes. We will
think of influence as the response of the aggregate, e.g., majority outcome, to
fluctuations in individual voting behavior. In statistical physics, this is analogous to susceptibility coupling fluctuations along one degree of freedom with
those along another. The susceptibility, by the fluctuation-dissipation theorem,
is related to the linear response to a perturbation in a system at equilibrium
[56]. Leaning on the exact mapping between the maxent model and a system at
thermodynamic equilibrium—though we note that such an assumption was not
necessary for the maxent derivation—we might think of such a measurement of
influence as an experiment probing the behavior of a voter and watching the
perturbation cascade throughout the network of couplings connecting individuals.

As our second extension, we will expand our analysis to a wider range of examples of collective behavior that can likewise be mapped to binary states: voting in legislatures and other courts, the rise and fall of stock indices, and the
agreement or disagreement in choice of vocabulary by Twitter users. This set of
examples demonstrates the generality of our approach building on the maxent
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framework and yet represents a small sample of a great variety of systems that
remain to be studied with our systematic approach.

1.3.1

Introduction

When collective outcomes are highly sensitive to the behavior of few individual
components, these components are pivotal. Collective outcomes could be the
partition of voters into blocs, the pattern of co-moving financial indices, or the
coalescence of shared vocabulary in a social community. A classic example is the
swing, or median, voter, prominent in political science and economics: if voters
can be deterministically ranked according to preference, the median will always
vote in the majority and thus is predictive of the outcome [3, 10, 18]. In real systems, this simple picture becomes much more complicated because the median
might change depending on the contested issue [33], multiple issues may be at
stake simultaneously [17], voters might exchange votes strategically [19, 61], etc.
In other words, competing interactions between voters imply that changes in individual voting behavior may cascade into alignment or antagonistic changes in
others resulting from direct physical interactions or indirect ones, i.e., mediated
through a new compromise on the contents of a legislative bill. In contrast with
an idealized notion of a median, we consider a “pivotal” voter one that could
change collective outcomes even when accounting for such complexity. Here,
we develop this generalized notion and use it to identify components that are
especially indicative of collective changes in political voting, financial indices,
and social media on Twitter.

Information geometry provides a natural framework for measuring how sensitive collective properties are to change in component behavior. The Fisher in-
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formation, the fundamental quantity of information geometry [1], establishes
a metric over probability distributions p(s; {Jij }) of states s (e.g., a voting configuration, stock and sector price movement, behavior on social networks) determined by the set of parameters {Jij } indexed by ij. When the parameters are
infinitesimally changed to { J˜ij }, the distribution becomes p(s; { J˜ij }), and the distance between the two distributions is given by the Fisher information (FI) [15].
By measuring the FI for perturbations to each pair of variables Jij and Ji0 j0 in
turn, we construct the Fisher information matrix (FIM) Fiji0 j0 , whose eigenvectors describe how changes to the parameters lead either to sharp change in the
model (large eigenvalues) or slow change (small eigenvalues) [42, 71]. Often,
collective outcomes are a coarse-graining of the high-dimensional state s to a
lower-dimensional variable f (s). An example is when the full vector of individual votes is compressed into a binary variable indicating the direction of the
majority outcome. By coarse-graining, we map the probability distribution to
one over the coarse-grained state p(s) → q[ f (s)]. By calculating the FIM for q
instead of p, we consider the sensitivity of collective outcomes. When the FIM
indicates that aggregate properties are highly sensitive to a few components,
we determine that they are key contributors to the collective properties of the
system.

We outline our approach in Figure 1.16, where we fit a minimal statistical model
to a data set, measure the FIM, and extract properties of the local information
geometry. We first discuss this approach on a toy Median Voter Model to build
intuition, and we extend detailed analysis to voting on an example from the US
Supreme Court (SCOTUS) and State Street Global Advisors SPDR exchangetraded funds [11, 68]. Then, we perform a survey across multiple systems in
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society including examples of judicial voting across US state high courts [40],
California (CA) state legislatures [38], US federal legislatures [39], and communities on Twitter [25]. Across these examples, we find large diversity: ranging
from examples of median-like systems, with pivotal voters or components, to
other examples in which no special component emerges.

1.3.2

Median Voter Model (MVM)

The role of the median derives from the fact that in a majority-rule voting system, the voting outcome depends on a coarse-graining instead of the detailed
nature of every individual’s vote. The margin by which the majority wins, as is
captured in the probability q(k) that k voters of the system are in the majority,
can reflect the appeal of the voting outcome or even its legitimacy. These perceptions feed back into the decision process [72]. Thus, q(k) serves as an aggregate
measure of underlying decision dynamics that we will use to identify pivotal
blocs.

To outline our approach, we study the sensitivity of q(k) in the context of a reduced toy model that captures the essence of a median voter. The ideal median
voter exists in a majority-rule system where voters’ preferences are unidimensional. By virtue of a unique ranking of preference, the median is always in the
majority [10]. We propose a statistical generalization, the Median Voter Model
(MVM), with an odd number of N voters. The MVM consists of N − 1 Random
voters and one Median voter who always joins the majority. The binary vote
of voter i, si , is equally likely to be −1 and 1 such that only majority-minority
divisions are relevant. Thus, the average votes are all the same, but the set of
pairwise correlations as shown in Figure 1.16A display nonzero correlations be-
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D
E
tween M and R, hsM sR i = 0.3125, and no correlations between R’s, sRi sRj,i = 0.
Thus, this model consists of a special voter, the Median (M), who after a voting sample has been taken, is perfectly correlated with the majority, whereas
Random (R) voters all behave in a statistically uniform and random way.

To capture the network of interactions between individuals from which
majority-minority coalitions emerge, we take a pairwise maximum entropy
(maxent) approach [63]. The maxent principle describes a way of building minimal models based on data. We maximize the information entropy
P
S = − s p(s) ln p(s) while fixing the model to match the pairwise correlations
D E
D E
from the data, si sj
= si sj as defined in Figure 1.16A. The result is a
data

minimal model parameterized by statistical interactions between voters, or
“couplings” Jij in Figure 1.16B [29]. For each pair of voters with pairwise
correlations in Figure 1.16A, there is a corresponding coupling such that the
set of couplings is specified exactly by the pairwise correlation matrix. For the
MVM, the 52 − 5 = 20 couplings only take two possible values, one for each of
the two unique correlations. The couplings for the MVM indicate that all R’s
tend to vote with M (agreement between M and R leads to an increase in the
log-probability ln r(sM = sR ) ∝ JMR as in Figure 1.16B) with a slight tendency
for R’s to disagree with each other more than would be expected given their
shared correlation with M (disagreement between Ri and Rj decreases the
log-probability of the vote by ln r(sRi = sRj ) ∝ JRR ). In principle, any probabilistic
graph model is a viable alternative for the approach we outline, but the
pairwise maxent model has been shown to capture voting statistics better than
other models of voting with surprisingly few parameters [35, 36], fits the data
well (Appendix C.2), and presents a particularly tractable model for calculating
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information quantities.

To probe how the collective properties captured by the distribution q(k) depend
on the voters, we ask how the distribution changes if the voters were slightly different. In this example of majority-minority voting, any change in voting behavior is reflected in the pairwise correlations and preserves the symmetry between
the two possible outcomes −1 and 1. A natural endpoint for the set of possible
q(k) as we increase the pairwise correlations is when all voters are perfectly correlated, so we consider perturbations that take us towards this endpoint: with
some small probability, voter y’s votes are replaced by x’s,
r̃(sy = sx ) = (1 − )r(sy = sx ) + .

(1.22)

Eq 1.22 is a weighted average that interpolates from the current probability of
agreement between x and y, r(sy = sx ), when  = 0 to perfect agreement when
 = 1. We then account for the changes to y’s correlations with the remaining
voters:
r̃(sy = sx0 ,x ) = (1 − )r(sy = sx0 ) + r(sx = sx0 ).

(1.23)

Eq 1.23 interpolates from the current probability of agreement between y and x0
when  = 0 to that between x and x0 when  = 1. If replacing M with any R voter
such that y = M and x = R, the operation defined in Eq 1.22 increases the pairwise correlation hsM sR i while simultaneously changing M’s correlations with the
others to be more like those with R, pushing them to zero. When the statistical
model exactly matches the entire distribution of votes p(s) = pdata (s), the perturbation described in Eqs 1.22 and 1.23 is equivalent to shifting the probability
from any voting configuration where i and j disagree to the voting configuration
where i and j agree, holding all others probabilities constant. With the pairwise
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Figure 1.16: Overview of method for identifying pivotal voters for the Median
Voter Model. (A) Taking the pairwise correlations (hsRi sRj i = 0 is not shown), (B)
we solve a pairwise maxent model to learn the probability distribution p(s; {Jij })
parameterized by the couplings Jij . MVMs of different sizes N correspond to
different coordinates in this two-dimensional space, but we focus on N = 7 as
an example. (C) We calculate the FIM for q(k), the probability of k votes in the
majority, measuring the sensitivity of q(k) to changes in voter behavior as
described by Eqs 1.22 and 1.23. As we describe in Appendix C.3, the sensitivity
corresponds to the curvature of the Kullback-Leibler divergence DKL . We show
a two-dimensional cut of DKL when M copies Ri and Ri copies Rj . The principal
directions in the full space, vxy , determine the combinations of perturbations to
which q(k) is most sensitive. We show projections of eigenvectors obtained
from limiting perturbations to the Median or an Random voter as black
arrows. (D) The principal eigenvector of the FIM, reshaped into an
“eigenmatrix” on the right, specifies the relative change in the rate that x’s
votes are replaced by y’s (i.e., a positive value is the rate at which x’s voting
record becomes y’s and a negative the rate at which its disagreements
increase). The vector of principal subspace eigenvalues per voter λ̃i ,
corresponding to the outlined diagonal blocks in Appendix Figure C7C, are
divided by norm |λ| to give our pivotal measure. The asymmetry ay measures
the difference in perturbations localized to a specific voter vs. all its neighbors
in turn. If a voter and all its neighbors are similar, the asymmetry is close to
zero. Otherwise, it is bounded by a maximum value of one (see Appendix C.6).

maxent model, however, the perturbation is only reflected in the pairwise correlations, moving us from one model to another within the class of pairwise
maxent models. In this case, the perturbations can be mapped to changes in the
couplings Jij in the limit of  → 0 that we use to determine the entries of the FIM
shown in Appendix Figure C7C (Appendix C.4).

The variation in the entries of the FIM indicates the unique role of the median.
The FIM describes the curvature of the Kullback-Leibler divergence DKL as the
probabilities of pairwise agreement are modified. Under small perturbations,
the contours of DKL form an ellipse, whose major and minor axes represent components of the FIM’s eigenvectors, as in Figure 1.16C. We show the principal
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eigenvector in Figure 1.16D. Its entries represent the relative amount by which
pairs should be simultaneously varied for maximal local change to q(k) — as
if one could change all the pairwise voting “knobs” at once. To be clear about
the pairwise grouping of index, we reshape the principal eigenvector into an
“eigenmatrix” in Figure 1.16D. Each column corresponds to a directed change
where voter y is made more similar to the corresponding row voter x. Since R’s
are all the same, the first column connecting M to each R is uniformly valued. In
the first row, the entries all correspond to making the neighbors of M more like
M, so these are also all uniformly valued given that the R’s are interchangeable.
Thus, each column of the eigenmatrix describes perturbations localized to the
column voter and each row corresponds to changes across all the neighbors of a
particular voter such that the symmetry between R’s and the unusual role of M
manifests in the comparison of local neighborhood with the local neighborhood
of neighbors.

This local versus neighborhood asymmetry presents one way of pinpointing
an unusual voter by using the difference between the eigenmatrix vxy and its
transpose vyx . We define this per voter asymmetry ay in Figure 1.16E. Given a
P
normalized eigenmatrix, the total asymmetry over all voters A ≡ y ay is 0 when
the eigenmatrix is perfectly symmetric and is 1 when perfectly antisymmetric
vxy = −vyx . The point A = 1/2 marks the maximum asymmetry possible when
all the nonzero elements are of the same sign — such as when for each vxy > 0,
vyx = 0 (Appendix C.6). For the MVM with N = 7, we find that M’s asymmetry
aM = 0.06, whereas aR = 0.01, clearly distinguishing M from R. The total A =
0.13, a point of reference for systems that are more complex than the MVM. For
larger N, the MVM asymmetry aM grows as the role of M more visibly skews the
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distribution. Thus, both the asymmetry in the roles of voters and the growing
importance of a median with system size is reflected in the symmetry of the
eigenmatrices.

To measure the sensitivity of q(k) to each voter, we inspect the subspace eigenvalues λi , specifying the sensitivity of q(k) to change in a single voter’s behavior.
These values are calculated from the subspace of the FIM describing localized
perturbations — the diagonal blocks of the FIM as outlined in Appendix Figure C7C and whose eigenvectors are projected into Figure 1.16C. The upper
leftmost block corresponds to M and the remaining blocks correspond to each R
in turn. For each subspace, we retrieve the principal eigenvalue. To compare the
eigenvalues across voters, we calculate the normalized eigenvalue as defined
in Figure 1.16D, λ̃i , defining our measure of how “pivotal” a component is relative to others. For the N = 7 MVM, the principal eigenvalues are λ̃M = 0.70
and λ̃R = 0.05. This large difference indicates that q(k) is over 10x more sensitive to variation in M than R, again reaffirming the special role of the median.
It is important to note that voters with strong asymmetry are not necessarily
the most pivotal — clearly because eigenvalues and eigenvectors present different information. Still, asymmetry in the eigenmatrix indicates heterogeneity
amongst the voters; thus, large asymmetry is necessary, if insufficient, for the
pivotal measure to vary across a wide range. Overall, the information geometry
of this minimal class of models provides a way of quantifying the role of individual components on collective outcomes, identifying key components with
pivotal roles that can emerge given strong heterogeneity in the population.
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Figure 1.17: SCOTUS example. (A) Principal eigenmatrix of the FIM. Justices
are ordered from most liberal to most conservative according to a standard
measure of ideology [44]. We indicate the typical divisions between the liberal
and conservative blocs with black lines. (B) Normalized voter-subspace
eigenvalues and asymmetry per justice (Figure 1.16D). (C) Rate of change in
log-probability of dissent for dissenting blocs ln pb . (D) Each bloc b’s
probability of dissenting together according to the pairwise maxent model, pb .
(E) Rate of change in log-probability of k dissenters ln q(k). Error bars represent
95% confidence intervals from repeating the full procedure outlined in
Figure 1.16 for 102 bootstrapped samples of the data.
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of the FIM with eigenvalues Λ1 = 0.41 and Λ2 = 0.13, respectively. (B, D)
Relative sector subspace eigenvalues and asymmetry by sector (Figure 1.16D).
Error bars represent 95% bootstrapped confidence intervals.

1.3.3

US Supreme Court (SCOTUS) and S&P 500

We perform the same analysis on an example from SCOTUS of N = 9 voters, K =
909 votes, and between the years 1994–2005 (see Appendix E.1 for details about
data sets). We show the principal eigenmatrix in Figure 1.17 that consists of
perturbations primarily increasing similarity across ideological wings given by
the positive values connecting liberals and conservatives.12 The principal mode
has a total asymmetry of A = 0.10 compared to A = 0.25 for the N = 9 MVM,
indicating the absence of a median-like, pivotal voter. This absence is surprising
12

Since the recovered eigenvector is arbitrary with respect to sign, we could just as well consider the negative eigenvector that would reverse the sign but preserve the magnitude of the
elements.
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because discussion of medians A. Kennedy and S. O’Connor is prominent in
the context of this court. When we consider voter-subspace eigenvalues shown
in Figure 1.17, we find the justices in ranked order: C. Thomas, S. Breyer, and
Chief Justice W. Rehnquist. A change in C.T., given his strongly conservative
voting record, would naturally constitute consequential change, but the roles of
W.R. and S.B. are more subtle [34, 36, 67]. Despite A.K. and S.O.’s prominent
role in the narrative of Supreme Court voting, we find that other justices come
to the foreground when we consider the sensitivity of the Court to behavioral
change.

The principal mode can be projected into the more intuitive space of dissenting coalitions in terms of the rate of change of the probabilities for dissenting
blocs (Appendix C.5). Though the eigenmatrix in Figure 1.17 shows increasing
similarity between ideological wings, suggesting suppression of partisan 5–4
divides, the frequency of any 5–4 divide actually increases strongly along with
a decrease in lone and pair dissents as in the bottom of Figure 1.17. Seven of the
nine most common pair dissents found in the data decrease in likelihood. Thus,
this shift reflects an increasing tendency for justices to join larger blocs, reflected
in the suppression of every Justices’ lone dissents, in a way that breaks the typical partisan divide. To visualize changes in the existing 5–4 conservative-liberal
dynamic, we inspect defections from the liberal bloc, or 6–3 votes where a single
liberal vote is missing, and likewise defections from the five-member conservative bloc. On the whole, defections from the liberal bloc are less surprising than
those for the conservative bloc, consistent with the balance of power favoring
conservatives. For the liberal bloc, the most prominent change entails R.G. defecting, leaving D.S., J.S., S.B., which reflects the central role of R.G. in the liberal
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coalition. On the other side, increasing the probability of S.O. or A.K. defecting is
important though not as much as the defection of W.R., which reflects his oftenunderstated, unusual statistical role in the Court [36]. Consistent with pundits’
understanding is the large surprise associated with C.T.’s defection from the
conservative majority, a change that would represent a fundamental shift in the
established partisan dynamics. Overall, this individual variation in the context
of the partisan 5–4 dynamic reveals a portrait of much deeper subtlety than that
suggested by unidimensional partisan intuition [22, 33, 36]. Thus, the information geometry of statistical models of social systems can provide detailed insight
into specific components or blocs in direct connection to their role in collective
modes of the system.

In Figure 1.18, we analyze the founding set of State Street Global Advisors SPDR
exchange-traded funds (N = 9; K = 4, 779; 2000–2018), which replicate the indices and provide daily price data (binarized to positive si = 1 or negative daily
changes including no change si = −1 in analogy to votes). In contrast with SCOTUS, the collective behavior of each index reflects the aggregation of many individual investors: no stock index is monolithic in the sense of an individual
voter. Given this aggregate nature, it is natural to consider the eigenvectors
as the most surprising set of unanticipated global changes — although entire
sectors might be “perturbed” by government policy like sector-specific regulation or tariffs. From this point of view, fluctuations in the pivotal blocs might
reveal notable shifts in economic conditions or collective perceptions thereof
(Appendix C.7). Taking a look at the model, we find that the principal mode
displays large asymmetry across every index, reflecting the diversity of roles
played by the various sectors of the economy as captured in price movements.
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Figure 1.19: Example systems. (A, B, C) On top, we show the first two eigenmatrices for AK Supreme
Court, K-pop on Twitter, and CA Assembly. Below each eigenmatrix, we show the pivotal measure and
the asymmetry per component (see Figure 1.16). For the CA Assembly, voter are grouped into nine
blocs after rank ordering by the first W-Nominate dimension (see Appendix Figure C21). Large error
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votes in this session. (D) Asymmetry of the principal eigenmatrix of the FIM. Error bars represent 95%
bootstrapped confidence intervals.
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Relatively large subspace eigenvalues highlight XLE (energy) and XLU (utilities), in agreement with their role as drivers of the economy on whose outputs
many of the other sectors depend [2, 30]. Perhaps unsurprisingly, we also find a
“bellweather” XLP (consumer staples) and XLV (healthcare) as notably pivotal
whereas XLF (financial) and XLI (industrials) seem to be relatively not. Going
beyond the principal mode, we inspect the secondary mode and find that it is
remarkably symmetric, with an asymmetry score of A = 0.07, in contrast with
the second mode of the SCOTUS example where A = 0.44. This secondary symmetry is reminiscent of the MVM where a prominent asymmetric mode hides a
nearly symmetric mode arising from the uniformity of Random voters. Such a
symmetry is not found for the SCOTUS example, where at lower modes, asymmetry actually increases, signaling notable individual roles in determining collective outcomes. Thus, these examples are a comparison of opposites, where
the apparent asymmetry in components obscures shared structure for SPDR,
whereas for SCOTUS the overarching tendency to consensus overshadows individual roles on the Court.

1.3.4

Pivotal components in society

We explore other examples of social systems, including votes from US state high
courts [40], the California State Assembly and Senate [38], the US federal legislature [39], and communities on Twitter [25]. As with the previous two examples,
we map behavior in these systems to binary form. To reduce the larger legislative bodies to a comparable number of blocs, we first separate voters into 9 blocs
nearly-equally-sized blocs by ranked similarity according to a standard political science measure of ideology, the first W-Nominate dimension [53]. The bloc
vote is given by the majority vote of the members and is randomly chosen if
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equally divided (see Appendix Figure C21). For Twitter communities, we identify individuals as high-dimensional binary vectors where an element is positive
if they used a corresponding keyword, or else negative, such that the pairwise
correlations reflects overlap in their use of keywords. Thus, our analysis of the
information geometry involves the same procedure outlined above, but for a
wider variety of social systems.

Considering the principal eigenmatrix of the Alaskan (AK) Supreme Court (N =
5; K = 1, 021; 1998–2007),13 we find a remarkable degree of symmetry between
justices and a small value for the total asymmetry A = 0.01. Such symmetry implies that the justices on this court all dissent in a statistically uniform way as
described by the set of their pairwise correlations. Though this could be trivially true if all pairwise couplings were the same, this is not the case, a fact that
is mirrored in the spread of positive and negative values in the eigenmatrix in
Figure 1.19. Checking the local interaction networks described by the set of couplings to every neighbor j for justice i (Appendix Figure C9), we find that the sets
are all similar for every justice i. This symmetry is mirrored in the similarity of
the individual subspace eigenvalues shown in Figure 1.19. Consistent with this
symmetry extracted from the voting record, four out of the five justices served
as Chief Justice during this period,14 a regular rotation of roles imposed by the
state constitution stipulating that the Chief Justice only serve for three consecutive years at a time. In contrast, we show that the New Jersey (NJ) Supreme
Court (N = 7, K = 185, 2007–2010) has strong asymmetry of A = 0.5 (Appendix
Figure C14). Appointments to the NJ Court follow a tradition of maintaining
13

With one case Millette v. Millette published in 2008 though Justice Bryner officially retired
in 2007.
14
W. Matthews, D. Fabe, and A. Bryner rotated as Chief Justice during the period 1997–2009
and W. Carpeneti from 2009–2012 (following the period of analysis).
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partisan balance, apparently codifying a median role into the institution, and
we find two nearly equal pivotal voters. Despite the seeming alignment between each of these two examples and the institutional norms, AK Supreme
Courts are not always less symmetric than their NJ counterparts. The asymmetry is highly variable for previous years, suggesting that codified institutional
rules only partially determine the role of pivotal voters (Appendix E.1).

We also show the eigenmatrices of the 1999 session of the CA State Assembly (N = 77; K = 5, 424; 1999–2000) and a K-pop Twitter community (N = 10;
K = 7, 940; 2009–2017). The CA Assembly is an example of strong asymmetry
(A = 0.46). For the sessions starting between the years 1993–2017, we find that
the Assembly displays stronger signatures of asymmetry (average total asymmetry hAi = 0.4 ± 0.1) compared to the Senate (hAi = 0.3 ± 0.1), showing how
the rules of the institution might be reflected in the distribution of pivotal blocs.
We then compare the distribution of the single largest pivotal measure λ̃max with
that of the similarly coarse-grained US House of Representatives and Senate.
Though the CA distributions for λ̃max are statistically indistinguishable from
each other (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test statistic k = 0.31 and significance level
p = 0.5) and the federal bodies’ distributions are similar (k = 0.31, p = 0.05), the
state vs. federal levels show larger differences (k > 0.46, p < 0.03). This separation between the behavior at state and federal legislatures reflects institutional
differences that are captured in the sensitivity of majority-minority coalitions
(see Appendix C.8).

As for the Twitter Kpop community, we find much heterogeneity amongst users
with total asymmetry A = 0.30, exceeding that of the N = 9 MVM. In contrast
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with the MVM, this community contains multiple pivotal members but wide
variation in the strength of their subspace eigenvalues. Twitter communities
may be on average sensitive to the behavior a few individuals regardless of
identity [25], but this individual-level variation suggests that collective behavior may be much more sensitive to a select Twitter users even within smaller
communities [4]. Going beyond the detailed few examples in Figure 1.19, we
find large diversity within political institutions that highlights the important
role of heterogeneity in social institutions, heterogeneity that is captured in the
information geometry of minimal, maxent models.

1.3.5

Discussion

An important question in the study of social institutions is whether or not collective decisions are robust to perturbation targeting individual components. Robustness is reciprocal to sensitivity: when a system is highly sensitive to small
changes to components, its collective properties are not robust. In neural networks with avalanches of firing activity [21, 51, 59], in bird flocks with propagating velocity fluctuations [6], or in macaque societies with conflict cascades [16],
such sensitivity might have an adaptive functional role. In the context of human
society, questions of robustness are relevant to the stability of voting coalitions
or the susceptibility of a population to disease or disinformation. For example,
we might be interested in comparing the impact of different judicial nominees
on the dynamics of voting on a judicial bench or the impact of modified user
behavior on the spread of disinformation in social networks. By relying on the
formal framework of information geometry to investigate statistical signatures
of sensitivity, we present a data-driven and general approach to characterizing
robustness. As a result, our approach is not model-specific, only relying on the
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calculation of how sensitive a model is to changes in observable individual behavior (Figure 1.16D).

In voting systems, median voters are conventionally considered to be power
brokers who have outsize influence [10, 44, 61]. Building on this idea, we propose a reduced toy model to extract features of the Fisher information matrix
that correspond to signatures of a median voter. We show how to identify and
interpret signatures of strong sensitivity on individual components in multiple
social contexts, generalizing the intuition behind the median to pivotal components on which aggregate properties, measured by majority-minority divisions,
depend strongly. Intriguingly, we find hints that institutional differences may
contribute to structuring individual roles in collective outcomes both in courts
and legislatures. Though it is unsurprising that the particular rules of a voting
body may structure bloc dynamics, pivotal components provide a principled
way of comparing social systems with differing composition, from different
eras, and across different institutions in a unified, quantitative framework.

We might think of pivotal components as “knobs” that could drive a system
out of its current configuration described by the ensemble p(s). If the subspace
eigenvectors are knobs, the pivotal measure is inversely proportional to the
spacing of the dials such that for large eigenvalues the smallest turn results in
the strongest effect. Since each pivotal component only considers the effects of
perturbations localized to a single component, these knobs are independent. If
n components were accessible simultaneously, however, we would consider the
joint space of multiple pivotal components, and the principal subspace eigenvalue must increase beyond (or stay at) the maximum eigenvalue over the set
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of component subspaces: this reflects the fact that enhancing the breadth of control only increases the range of possible outcomes [41, 75]. By considering which
knobs are accessible experimentally, our analysis could be extended to measuring signs of statistical control in real systems. For judicial voting, the realizable
knobs that change judicial voting behavior may be the submission of amicus
curiae briefs, choice of litigating cases, or lobbying.15 Those trying to craft a legislative coalition might “perturb” aspects of proposed policy to affect its acceptability to potential supporters [46]. In controlled biological systems, localized
perturbations to single components could include manipulation of single neurons or the upregulation of specific genes.16 Our work presents the possibility
of informing the direction of such external perturbations in the broader context
of control.

The understanding of the interplay between components and social structures
across social and biological examples remains nascent at mesoscopic and macroscopic scales. With this principled, quantitative approach for measuring pivotal
components, we might, by comparing systems, better understand how institutional and envirnomental factors shape the emergence of social structure.

15

We are careful to point out that the ensemble of votes for political systems already include
such effects so it is important to distinguish between endogenous and exogenous factors.
16
For example, manipulation of single neurons is possible by electrical stimulation, optogenetic techniques, or chemical stimulation, all ways of enacting the localized perturbations of
neural “votes” [59]. Analogously, gene expression might be perturbed by switching genes on
and off or by adding protein directly to simulate changed expression levels [58].
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CHAPTER 2
CONFLICT DYNAMICS

Conflict is omnipresent in nature. When components have misaligned interests,
competition may lead to antagonistic interactions such as when the immune
system fights a pathogen, voting blocs are competing to form a winning coalition, and when armed groups are battling for control of territory. Despite the
ubiquity of conflict, the causes of variation in conflict size and duration are
poorly understood. In this chapter, we study the dynamics of conflict in a pigtailed macaque society, published in reference [36], and the spread of armed
conflict, developing quantitative models that allow us to peer into the social
interactions driving the spread of conflict [37].

In this chapter, we discover surprising regularities in the statistics of conflict in
social systems. One might expect that the vicissitudes of each particular conflict
dominate such that the ensemble of many show no simple pattern, as is emphasized in historical descriptions of wars that focus on particular circumstances
[35]. Instead, we find that for both pigtailed macaque and human societies that
the dynamics of conflict show universal structure in their growth in size and
temporal dynamics. These regularities suggest that the dynamics of conflict are
largely shaped by physical constraints in each respective system.

Indeed, the idea that conflicts are shaped by physical constraints is not new.
In 1948, the polymath L.F. Richardson discovered that the distribution of fatalities in interstate wars was distributed as a power law. Grasping at the enticing
possibility of a general theory of armed conflict, he proposed that wars were
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a function of the length of the boundary between countries [47]. Although his
theory never became widely accepted, his initial foray led to much speculation
on the mechanisms of conflict. Today, we have a much better theoretical understanding of how such statistical regularities arise from complex systems from
our understanding of renormalization group theory [51]. The theory provides a
reason for why we might be able to construct reduced theories of conflict that
fail to capture all the microscopic details of the system yet enough of the essentials to be mathematically valid.

As a first step, we focus on a small, closed macaque model system that has been
well-studied and for which a great of deal of detailed information has been collected. We study a society formerly housed in a social compound at the Yerkes
National Primate Research Facility. These are a social species of monkey that
form complex societies of many dozens of individuals with a range of social
roles mediated by a web of interactions. Unlike human conflict where data can
be difficult to collect, this society presents a high-resolution, controlled starting point for building intuition about how conflicts nucleate and grow [21, 22,
38]. We discover in this system that the distributions of the duration of conflict
episodes and interleaving peaceful periods furnish hints for the dynamics driving them [36]. The statistics of conflict reveal that peace is interrupted by rogue
actors, whereas conflict ends because pairs of interacting actors resolve their
disputes sequentially.

Rescaling conflict distributions reveals a universal curve, showing that the typical time-scale of correlated interactions exceeds nearly all individual fights. This
temporal correlation implies collective memory across pairwise interactions be-
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yond those assumed in standard models of contagion growth or iterated evolutionary games. By accounting for memory, we make quantitative predictions for
interventions that mitigate or enhance the spread of conflict. Managing conflict
involves balancing the efficient use of limited resources with an intervention
strategy that allows for conflict while keeping it contained and controlled.

Propelled by our success with finding emergent scaling regularities in macaque
conflict, we move on to consider a much larger and more difficult-to-measure
system of armed conflict spanning the African subcontinent during the two
decades 1997–2016 [30, 37]. Despite the vastly more complex nature of human
conflict, we likewise find striking emergent scaling regularities. In contrast with
macaque conflict, armed conflict is richer, showing dependence on large spatial scales and evidence of disorder that drives conflict differently in varying
locations.

By systematically clustering spatiotemporally proximate events into conflict
avalanches, we show that the number of conflict reports, fatalities, duration,
and geographic extent satisfy consistent power law scaling relations. The
temporal evolution of conflicts measured by these scaling variables display
emergent symmetry, collapsing onto a universal dynamical profile over a range
of scales. The measured exponents and dynamical profiles describe a system
distinct from prevailing explanations of conflict growth such as forest fire
models. Our findings suggest a “thermodynamics” of armed conflict in which
armed conflicts are dominated by a low-dimensional process that scales with
physical dimensions in a surprisingly unified and predictable way.
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2.1

Conflict dynamics in pigtailed macaques

In biology, conflict plays a central role in structuring interactions among components whether genes, cells, or individuals. Conflict occurs when components
have only partially aligned interests [7, 24]. Examples of conflict include fights
among group members in animal and human societies, infection, immune responses, and even autoimmunity, in which conflict arises when an immune response targets self instead of a pathogen. Conflict growth—the spread of conflict
from a small number of antagonistic or infected components to many—has been
modeled in a diversity of systems as a contagion process [34], where the resulting conflict duration (e.g., length of fights or duration of infection [31]) can vary
over several orders of magnitude.

A growing body of work suggests that a benefit of small, contained conflicts is
that they allow components to test and refine strategies at relatively low cost [33,
54]. This can facilitate adaptation and innovation [20]. Large and long conflicts
have been associated with system instability and increased component mortality [5, 21, 34, 40]. The key factors influencing conflict size and duration across a
range of biological systems are not yet understood, although in the specific case
of primate conflict some factors contributing to conflict size have been identified
[6, 56].

We investigate the dynamics of conflict duration using an animal society
model system—a group of captive, socially-housed pigtailed macaques
(Macaca nemestrina, N = 64) at the Yerkes National Primate Research Center
(Appendix D.1). Here, conflicts can manifest as fights. A fight starts when
one individual threatens or attacks a second individual. The total number
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of individuals participating in a given fight ranges from 2 to 35, with thirdparties becoming involved through intervention and redirected aggression
(Appendix D.1).

Fights have clear, operationally-defined starting times and endpoints and generally only one fight is active at a given time (Appendix D.1). This produces a time
series of fights separated by peaceful periods. The time series was measured at
the resolution of seconds, collected over a period of roughly four months, and
contains ∼1000 cycles of peace and conflict. We observe a wide range of conflict durations (1–840 s) and peace durations (2–5,570 s). We use these data to
infer and characterize the dynamics underlying the durations of conflict and
peace.

We find that peaceful periods are characterized by a “first to fail” process (as
in reliability theory [3]) in which the duration of peace depends only on the
waiting time for the first pair of individuals to begin fighting. The distribution of
peaceful periods is exponential, consistent with pairs independently choosing
to begin fights, and the likelihood of remaining in the peaceful state does not
depend strongly on the recent past.

We find conflict, on the other hand, displays increased variance in duration,
consistent with strong correlations between the aggressive interactions that occur within a fight. This suggests a “first to fight” mechanism: the beginning
of the conflict influences the duration of consecutive pairwise interactions, and
the end of fighting retains a collective memory of the start. Collective memory is
encoded in the aggregate interactions in a conflict (we return later to how this
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collective memory arises and whether it implies individual memory). As a result, distributions of fight duration are consistent with a universal lognormal
distribution under a simple scaling transformation that accounts for fight size.
In contrast with common models of conflict growth [19], fight duration cannot
be explained using a simple memoryless contagion process.

2.1.1

Peace dynamics

We first investigate the distribution of peaceful durations. As we show in Figure 2.1, this distribution has a nearly exponential tail with small deviations, and
a maximum likelihood fit to the exponential distribution
p(t) = Λe−Λt

(2.1)

returns a conflict outbreak rate parameter of 1/Λ = 414 s. We plot this distribution as a complementary cumulative distribution function (CDF),
Z t
0
1−
Λe−Λt dt0 = e−Λt ,

(2.2)

0

which obviates the need for bins to construct a probability density and makes
clear the exponential decay in the tail. An exponential distribution is a signature
of a process where at each moment in time there is a constant probability that
the peaceful period ends. When there are many processes running concurrently
that could lead to the outbreak of conflict with timescales λi , the combination of
P
those still return an exponential with rate Λ = i λi . Thus, peaceful durations in
macaque conflict are consistent with a “rogue actor” model, where troublemakers interrupt the peace in an independent manner.

Despite the close agreement with the data, we might wonder why there is a systematic deviation at the tail of the distribution for the longest peace durations. If
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Figure 2.1: Peace durations in pigtailed macaque society. (top) Distribution of
peace durations decay with an exponential tail with typical duration
1/Λ ≈ 400 s. (bottom) Rate of conflict outbreak increases close to linearly over
the course of the day, proportional to the number of hours macaques spent in
the social compound before being moved to individual cages. Linear regression
to the shown points was weighted by the number of points in each data point.
Rightmost point contains only 31 points compared to 39 for every other point.
the model were perfectly accurate, we would expect that the data would wander above and below the tail of the distribution, but this is not the case. We
know from qualitative observation that the macaques are more agitated at certain parts of the day compared to others. These special times are around meal
times and near the end of the day in the compound (and before being caged).
Such nonstationary effects manifest quantitatively in the instantaneous rate of
conflict outbreak over the course of the day, which indicates rise in rate around
meal time and a generally increasing trend towards the end of the day as shown
in Figure 2.1.
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To capture this variation in the rate of conflict outbreak, we imagine that instead
of a single outbreak rate Λ, the distribution is a mixture of many different average rates Λ—imagine that the set of subprocesses λi fluctuate. A simple version
of this hypothesis is to assume that Λ comes from a uniform distribution with
mean Λ̄ and width ∆Λ such that
p(Λ) =

1
.
2∆Λ

(2.3)

The resulting distribution for peaceful duration is
p(t, Λ) =

Λ −Λt
e
2∆Λ̄

(2.4)

and Λ̄ − ∆Λ ≤ Λ ≤ Λ̄ + ∆Λ. Maximizing the likelihood of the mixture model to
find the parameters Λ̄ and ∆Λ, we recover reasonable agreement between the
average timescale in this new model Λ̄−1 ≈ 540 s and the simpler model’s Λ−1 =
414 s. Furthermore, we find that we capture the rising tail of the distribution, the
most obvious systematic deviation from the exponential, closely.

Typically, we expect that models with more parameters do better, so we go
through another check of our more complicated hypothesis. We might imagine that the variability in Λ might be ordered by time such that the slowest rate
of conflict outbreak occurs at the beginning of the day and the fastest rate near
the end. If this were the case, the change in Λ would serve as a linear interpolation of the rate at which conflict outbreak changes. We overlay the data with
the maximum likelihood fit and find close agreement that almost exactly aligns
with a simple linear regression on the shown change in rate. Importantly, when
we fit the mixture distribution defined in Eq 2.4, we imposed no chronological
structure on the data. Yet, we find that increasing time spent in the compound
explains nonstationarity in the rate of conflict outbreak.
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As a final check, we consider another potential hypothesis that might serve as
a reasonable, but alternative explanation for the unusual behavior in the exponential distribution. We might wonder if longer peaceful periods are simply
less stable or become more stable over time instead of a changing mean over
the course of the day. This possibility is captured by the Weibull distribution,
with probability density function p(t) = k/Λ(t/Λ)k−1 e(t/Λ) , such that the rate of
k

decay changes as a power law. Unlike our nonstationary hypothesis, a maximum likelihood fit of the Weibull distribution yields no improvement, and we
find k = 1, reaffirming our finding that peace durations are indeed exponentially distributed though the average rate evolves with a timescale exceeding
the disintegration of any single peaceful period. Such a separation of timescales
suggests there are two separate processes driving the dynamics of peace in pigtailed macaque society: one driving the outbreak of the next conflict and another determining the average rate of conflict outbreak over the course of many
hours.

The durations of conflict follow a very different distribution from that of peace.
Whereas peace is characterized by a quickly decaying, nearly exponential tail,
conflict has a much heavier tail indicating that the longest conflicts occur with
non-neglible probability. Fitting various distributions (exponential, Weibull,
power law, and lognormal) with maximum likelihood to the distribution of
conflict duration in Figure 2.2, we show that the distribution is most closely
described by a lognormal distribution,
p(t) = √

1
2πσ̃x



exp −[log(t/µ̃)]2 /2σ̃2 .

(2.5)

The heavy tail indicates that conflict is driven by processes that enhance
variability—such as strong social interactions—providing a hint as to why
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Figure 2.2: Distribution of fight duration. Maximum likelihood fits for the
exponential, Weibull, power law, and lognormal distributions are shown after
accounting for the temporal discretization of the data.
conflict differs from peace.

2.1.2

Conflict dynamics

If social interaction could explain why the duration distribution of fights were
different from peace, then we might expect that this variability scale with the
number of participants, the “fight size.” We inspect the duration distribution
when conditioned on the number of participants n, or p(t|n). Since the means of
these distributions grow with size, we first center them for a fair comparison
in logarithmic scale, equivalent to rescaling in linear space. After rescaling by
the geometric means in Figure 2.3, we find to our surprise that the distributions
collapse onto a universal profile with the same width! The collapse shows that
that the distributions follow a universal, scale-free form
p(t) = φ(t/µ̃n )/µ̃n .

(2.6)

The form of Eq 2.6 depends on the presence of a dominant scaling variable that
determines how larger fights last longer.
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Figure 2.3: Scaling collapse of fight duration distributions to universal
lognormal form. (top) All fight duration distributions for 2 ≤ n ≤ 10 rescaled by
geometric mean. These account for 97% of the data. (bottom) Lognormal model
discretized to second resolution as is the data for fights of different sizes n.
The profile in Figure 2.3 is well-described by a lognormal distribution as given
in Eq 2.5 and obeys the scale-free form given in Eq 2.6. The lognormal is characterized by the geometric standard deviation exp σ̃ = 0.76 ± 0.07. This correp
sponds to a coefficient of variation of σn /µn = exp σ̃2 − 1 = 0.88. That is, fights
of a given size have fluctuations in duration with magnitude approximately 88%
of the mean across all observed fight sizes. The collapse implies multiplicative
scaling similar to Weber’s Law, though the size of fluctuations is too large to be
explained simply as errors in temporal perception.1 Furthermore, we check that
1

In perceptual tasks, this is related to the Weber ratio: if fights were to end simply by individuals stopping after some fixed perceived duration, then we expect a corresponding temporal
Weber ratio roughly the size of the observed coefficient of variation. Temporal Weber ratios are
typically 0.5 or less in both animals and humans, depending on the particular task and the dura-
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Figure 2.4: Scaling of the geometric mean of fight durations with fight size in
pigtailed macaque society. Given the heavy tail in duration, we show the
geometric mean as opposed to the arithmetic mean. Points n = 2 and n = 3 for
the binomial and trinomial models, respectively, are given by the data. For the
trinomial, no prediction is made for the n = 2 point.
the discretization of the data into seconds agrees with the distributions for small
fights in the bottom of Figure 2.3. We plot the distribution after assuming that
real-valued durations from the distributions are rounded to the nearest second.
The model fits the data well across the entire range of 1 s to 1000 s for fights of
sizes 2 ≤ n ≤ 7 with error bars determined by bootstrap sampling of the data.
Thus, the lognormal distribution provides a compelling model for the variation
of conflict duration about the geometric mean irrespective of conflict size.

This temporal collapse indicates that the way that the average fight duration µ̃n
scales with the number of involved actors n is an important factor. Since conflict is defined by the presence of aggressive interactions between actors, we
compare how the data scales with the number of subgroups of size k in Figure 2.4,
!
n
µ̃n = αµ̃k .
k

(2.7)

tion of the interval being estimated [1, 26, 39]. Our measured value of 0.9 is significantly larger,
suggesting variation beyond that implied by individual temporal estimation.
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Just from visual inspection, it is clear that the data scales most closely to k = 2.
We check with the weighted least-squares error on log-scaled axes to ensure that
this is indeed the closest scaling. Though none of the models fit the durations of
the longest conflicts n > 20, the small number of data points at that range makes
it difficult to distinguish the viability of the linear and binomial models from
each other based only on those data points (Figure 2.5). The overwhelming majority of data points are concentrated for n ≤ 10, so it is the case that the binomial
model captures the scaling of conflict duration closely for the vast majority of
conflicts that we observe in the data.

It is remarkable that the binomial scaling form given by Eq 2.7 provides such
a close fit to the growth of the mean duration. By fixing a relationship between
the linear and quadratic coefficients, we impose a much stronger hypothesis
about the nature of the scaling, yet one that hews closely to the data. The resulting scaling signals to us that fights are dominated by the number of potential
pairwise interactions. By measuring the coefficient in units of the average duration of pairwise interactions µ̃2 , we find that α = 0.66 from Eq 2.7. For triadic
fights, this coefficient indicates that typically two of the three pairwise interactions contribute to the duration of the conflict, a prediction consistent with the
number of aggressive interactions typically seen in triadic fights. From measuring the scaling of conflict duration, we thus gain insight into the structure of
macaque conflict, suggesting an intuitive picture where on average 2/3 of all
possible pairwise interactions are realized in a sequential manner.

This observation presents a simple model for the dynamics of macaque conflict.
If we imagine that each pairwise interaction occurs roughly in sequence, per-
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Figure 2.5: Distribution of fights with n participants in pigtailed macaque
society.
mitting some random overlap, then the total duration of a conflict would be the

summation of α n2 random variables with average duration µ̃2 . If these random
durations were independent of one another, however, the Central Limit Theorem shows that the distribution would have a well-defined mean with exponentially decaying tails. Instead, the way that the variance scales with the mean
suggests that sequential conflict interactions have correlated durations. If these
pairwise interactions had durations that were perfectly correlated, the variance
would scale with the means as µn ∝ σ2n . In the data, we find that µn ∝ σ1.8
n ,
close but not quite the perfect scaling that would lead to a perfect scaling collapse.

Yet another conundrum arises when we consider how the fights are spreading
to new participants. As shown in previous work, the number of participants
grows as a contagion process that recruits new participants into an ongoing
fight such that conflict spreads in the social network in a tree-like fashion [13].
If it were the case that each new interaction recruiting an additional member
contributed to the duration of the conflict, we would expect that the mean µ̃n ∼
n, in disagreement with the observed binomial scaling. If we assume that each of
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those “recruitment” interactions do not have duration that grows quadratically
with conflict size, it must be the case that tree-like growth that characterizes
conflict recruitment does not describe how the duration increases.

We organize several such possible explanations for the dynamics of conflict in
Table 2.1. First, we consider the tree-like model where the temporal dynamics
live on the same network as the recruitment process. If each recruitment interaction were to contribute to the final duration, but overlap as multiple branches of
the tree grow simultaneously, then we would find sublinear scaling of duration
with size n. If these recruitment interactions were to happen sequentially, we
would still recover the incorrect scaling for mean duration. In contrast, when
interactions occur between older and newer participants, the number of inter
actions scales with n2 gives both the correct scaling for the mean. When the durations of sequential pairwise interactions are likewise correlated, the variance
scales close to what is observed in the data.

In light of our observations, we propose a model of sequential pairwise interactions whose correlations in duration decay with a timescale τ. When τ → 0,
each sequential pairwise interaction has a different random value selected from
the lognormal model of the distribution of dyadic conflicts as given in Eq 2.5,
where as τ → ∞ every sequential pairwise interaction has the same duration
and we recover a perfect scaling collapse of conflict duration distributions conditioned on fight size. As we change τ to vary the amount of correlation between
subsequent interactions, we cross over between these two limits. From the scaling collapse, we expect that τ  1. Thus, we picture a fight as a sequence of
interactions whose durations randomly wander in duration space pictured in
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Table 2.1: Hypotheses for conflict duration. Fight durations obey a simple
scaling law in which the durations of fights
n of size n are rescaled versions of
smaller fights, by a factor that scales as 2 . This growth with the number of
pairs suggests that the durations of fights of size greater than 2 may arise from
a process consisting of multiple pairwise interactions, each with duration T 2
sampled from the duration distribution for fights of size 2. In this table, we
compare the outcomes of some possible processes. First, branching models are
inconsistent with the data because the number of interactions, and thus the
mean duration, grows too slowly with n. Second, sequentially adding a
fraction of possible pairwise interactions (“pairwise sequential”) produces the
correct scaling of the mean, but insufficiently large standard deviation. Finally,
sequentially adding correlated versions of pairwise durations can produce the
correct scaling of the first two moments of the duration distribution. Only the
perfect correlation case obeys an exact rescaling, but our data cannot
distinguish between the “correlated” and “perfectly correlated” cases.
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Figure 2.6: Diffusion model for fight durations in pigtailed macaque society.
(left) The observed histogram of pairwise fight durations compared with the
lognormal model in black. (right) We simulate three different fight trajectories
for different correlation times τ. When τ → ∞, every sequential pairwise
interaction has the same duration as the previous one. When τ → 0, every
sequential pairwise interaction has a random duration sampled from the
lognormal model. (top) The probability that a conflict with n participants lasts
that long.
Figure 2.6, acting as a proxy for aggression, with a diffusion constant that determines the rate at which the system forgets how the fight started.

By maximizing the likelihood of the data, we find that sequential fight models
with decorrelation times of τ > 270 s align closely with the data as we show
in Figure 2.7. Although short correlation times τ = D−1 are sufficient to explain
the distribution of triplet fight size distributions, the decorrelation between the
durations of sequential interactions means that the distributions for larger fight
sizes are poorly fit. As we increase τ, we improve our fit to the distribution of
large conflict durations the log-likelihood of the model saturates. This flattening
occurs for τ > 270 s, a lower bound that corresponds to strong correlations between sequential pairwise episodes in a conflict. We combine the distributions
per conflict size to construct the distribution of conflict duration beyond dyadic
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Figure 2.7: Maximum likelihood fit to decorrelation time to decorrelation time
τ in diffusion model for pigtailed macaque conflict. The data is well fit when
τ > 270 s, the limit of strong correlations between sequential dyadic
interactions.
fights, p(t) =

P
n>2

p(t|n)p(n), in Figure 2.8. The model with no correlations τ = 0 s

fails to capture the distribution at short conflict duration. At long times, it converges to the strongly correlated model (τ = 380 s) when the timescale for decay
is comparable to the duration of the typical pairwise interaction and so correlations become less important for determining the distribution. The model with
long-time correlations agrees closely with the data at both short and long conflicts, capturing the heavy-tailed nature of the distribution with relatively small
deviations [2].

The lower bound on the correlation time at τ > 270 s corresponds to strong
correlations between sequential agonistic interactions. The typical conflict with
three or more participants is 60 s long, and over 96% of those conflicts are shorter
than 270 s, showing that nearly all observed fights retain correlated interactions over their entire duration. This observation suggests that temporal correlations are strong over the course of a single fight and that the length of the
first pairwise incident significantly influences the evolution of the conflict over
time.
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Figure 2.8: Diffusion model fit to the distribution of fight duration distribution
p(t).
Correlated interactions are likely to persist over the course of conflict due to
cognitively-mediated or emotionally-mediated memory for past interactions.
This collective memory could be reducible to individual memory if it is caused
by individuals participating in multiple dyads within the same conflict and behaving similarly throughout. Alternatively, irreducible collective memory occurs when individual decisions to join and remain in a fight are a function of
these decisions by others.2 Different mechanisms for producing irreducible collective memory make different demands on individual-level memory: individuals may remember the duration or severity of (1) all previous dyads within the
fight, (2) only the initial bout, or (3) only the immediately previous dyad within
the fight.

2.1.3

Conflict prediction

To understand how conflict can be controlled, a crucial question to answer is
how long and how large an ongoing conflict might become. For example, po2

Such irreducibility is reflected in measures of synergy applied to conflict participation data
[15].
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licers, high-power individuals, in some macaque societies regulate conflict by
intervening in fights [21, 22]. Monitoring conflicts, however, consumes time and
attention and interventions carry the risk of injury, and this risk increases with
fight size [21]. Knowing how long a conflict is likely to last given the number
of individuals involved, or how big it will become given how long it has already lasted, would help intervening individuals decide how to distribute their
interventions.

Using our model, we can estimate the probability that more individuals will
join an ongoing fight and the probability that the fight will have a given duration. With the joint distribution of conflict size and duration p(t, n) = p(t|n)p(n),
the probability that a fight might be extended by time ∆t with ∆n additional
members given that we have observed n0 participants after t0 elapsed time is an
application of Bayes’ theorem, which yields (Appendix D.4)
p(∆t, ∆n|t0 , n0 ) = P R
∆n

p(t0 + ∆t|n0 + ∆n)p(n0 + ∆n)
p(t0 + ∆t|n0 + ∆n)p(n0 + ∆n) d∆t

.

(2.8)

In Figure 2.9, we show how the expected total fight size changes the longer
a conflict with 2 individuals lasts. Since the probability that the dyadic conflict
does not grow beyond the initial pair decays exponentially, one strategy for minimizing conflict size favors earlier intervention: it is more likely that the fight
will grow the longer it has lasted. If the probability of a successful intervention
terminating a fight becomes very difficult at, for example, a size of 6, our model
suggests that an effective intervention time is ∼15 s. After this point, the probability of the fight reaching size 6 is high. Similarly, if duration has important
functional consequences, our model suggests the policer or conflict manager can
estimate duration by monitoring conflict size (Appendix D.4).
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Figure 2.9: Predicted fight trajectories. Probabilities of conflict size growth for a
dyadic fight as a function of time elapsed t0 as in Eq 2.8. It is most likely that
the conflict will not grow in first few seconds, but it quickly decays as the
probability that it grows by at least one more member dominates between 4–15
s. At 15 s, the most likely outcome is a fight of size 6 or greater. Monitoring and
intervention strategies can be developed depending on, for example,
knowledge that interventions are ineffective after a critical fight size.
We cannot, however, use this analysis to identify the intervention strategies
used by individuals in this system. The fights analyzed here already contain
policing and other types of interventions. Some interventions terminated the
fight or reduced its intensity, others had no apparent effect (except to increase
fight size), and some exacerbated fight severity. This is a typical feature of fights
in this system. Hence this analysis only reveals how an intervener could strategically apportion additional interventions given these events.

2.1.4

Discussion

Simple branching processes have been proposed to underlie many growth and
contagion processes in biology and social science [14, 19]. We observe that for
primate conflict a standard branching process does not naturally capture the
temporal dynamics since (1) conflict durations are proportional to the number
of pairs of individuals in a fight and not the number of individuals, and (2) bouts
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within a conflict are influenced by how long previous dyadic events last [13]. Superlinear scaling suggests that conflict resolution requires time not merely for
each agitated individual to become inactive but for a large fraction of pairwise
relationships between involved individuals to be separately resolved. The duration correlation suggests that for fighting pairs the duration of fight bouts in
the population is a salient conflict feature and conflict growth is a function of
the collective memory of a group.

Collective memory, when it is not entirely reducible to individual memory, implies a long time scale associated with repeated interactions between participants in a conflict [17]. In other words the history of the conflict affects the
game under consideration and the set of payoffs. The idea that conflict is shaped
by a persistent social memory is of course not new. It was captured, for example, by Von Clausewitz when he wrote that “war is the continuation of politics by other means” [57]—the initial disagreement is present in every conflict.
Our results show that there is a quantitative basis for this idea and hence that
many of the frameworks typically applied to conflict, such as Markovian games
with iterated interactions, may be inappropriate because they assume a short
timescale.

The universal scaling of conflict durations in this society demonstrates the key
role of memory in conflict growth. This scaling has implications for conflict
management strategies, which are likely to reflect trade-offs between the costs
and benefits of intervention and monitoring. In systems with collective memory,
a relatively simple strategy to control conflict growth is to target initial interactions, which could be effective and efficient if sustained conflict monitoring is
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costly or interventions are ineffective in larger conflicts.

In systems in which conflict managers can reliably estimate the relationship between conflict duration and the number of participants, we predict that interventions will be targeted toward specific optimal sizes or durations. This type
of targeted conflict intervention tailored to conflict features stands in contrast to
conflict management mechanisms that control conflict systemically at regular
intervals [16]. We might expect such regular temporal control when managers
cannot respond reliably to specific conflicts.
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2.2

Emergent regularities and scaling in human conflict

In the previous section, we studied the temporal dynamics of conflict in a pigtailed macaque society. Macaque conflict involved acts of physical aggression
between a small number of individuals that did not result in death. Human violence, on the other hand, can spread to massive scales involving millions of
people and thousands of kilometers in a coordinated fashion. The use of arms
makes it much more likely to be fatal. Moreover, human conflict is seemingly
more complex because it evolves on a background of varying geographic terrain, is influenced by local and global social institutions, and depends on the
state of technological development.

Yet, human conflict displays signs of regularity that belie the additional layers
of complexity. In 1941, Lewis Fry Richardson announced that the distribution
of estimated casualties from interstate wars followed a power law distribution
closely [48, 49]. More recently, Clauset, with another half century of conflict and
more sophisticated statistical tests, confirmed that Richardson’s Law held up
well today as it did then [11]. Worryingly, it seems that the era of modern and
catastrophic conflict has not abated, at least statistically speaking.

The scale-free distribution of fatalities in interstate wars presents a clue that
the statistics of armed conflict, a more general category of conflict including
interstate wars, may show strong regularities. Here, we search for those signatures across a range of behavior including organized, armed resistance by nonstate actors and more spontaneous acts of violence like riots and protests. Here,
we focus on political violence grouped into sometimes overlapping categories
called Battles, Violence Against Civilians, and Riots/Protests. These groups con-
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stitute three types of events recorded in the Armed Conflict Location & Event
Data Project (ACLED) [45].

ACLED focuses on disaggregated conflict reports, or data points localized by
time in units of days, space indicated by geographic coordinates, and actor identities on three types of conflicts. These data are aggregated by ACLED from
news media organization or regional contacts. This kind of data that is disaggregated into discrete conflict points permits us to peer into the dynamics generating clusters of conflicts across time and space. This approach is much more
informative than is relying on preaggregated clusters of events via sociopolitical
criteria known as battles or wars. By systematically clustering such events into
conflict avalanches relying only on spatiotemporal proximity, we reveal emergent scaling structure at large scales connecting many such conflict events. Such
findings, consistent with predictions from the renormalization group, suggest
that simple physical models could capture the dominant processes underlying the spread of armed conflict as described in the language of universality
classes.

The central idea behind the renormalization group is the coarse-graining of a
length scale that defines a mapping operation from one model to another. The
coarse-graining operation describes a flow in the space of models that eventually leads to a fixed point, where separation of length scales leads to the emergence of characteristic, long-wavelength properties. Separating the basins of stable fixed points, or phases, are the critical manifolds corresponding to phase
transitions. These correspond to unstable fixed points where the system becomes scale-invariant and the resulting power laws are described by a set of
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critical exponents. In driven systems, these fixed points can become stable, e.g.,
the conservation of an order parameter under dynamics with infinitely mismatched time scales can lead to scale invariance, or self-organized criticality
[18, 28]. In principle, critical behavior is defined in the thermodynamic limit,
but real systems are finite, measurements are noisy, and systematic corrections
like finite-size effects are unavoidable [8, 14]. Yet when we are close enough to a
fixed point, we expect that a few relevant scaling variables dominate and a simple description of the system emerges that is independent of many microscopic
details [52]. Such a prediction suggests a simple scaling hypothesis that we test
with armed conflict data.

2.2.1

Scaling framework for armed conflict

We investigate data collected in the Armed Conflict Location & Event Data
Project (ACLED) that aggregates events reported by news media and regional
contacts from 1997–2016 [45]. The part of the data set on Africa is notable for
its extent—covering two decades, thousands of kilometers, and > 105 events.
We analyze three kinds of events in the data set: Battles involving two or more
armed groups (K = 42,738), Violence Against Civilians in which armed groups
attack the population (K = 39,127), and Riots/Protests (K = 37,582). Each identified event has a geographic coordinate, date, and number of fatalities. Like
the canonical avalanche picture for nonequilibrium critical phenomena, we call
clusters of events “conflict avalanches.” Although we consider all three conflict
types, we focus on the Battles (see Appendix E for other event types).

We cluster events into conflict avalanches by setting a separation length b and
separation time a such that events that are within the specified distance and
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Figure 2.10: Battle conflict avalanches in Africa between 1997–2016 [45]. Spatial
distribution of largest 10 conflict avalanches by size S for given separation
scales b = 140 km and a = 128 days. Spatial density is highly non-uniform,
largely confined to land, and typically denser near population centers.
time are grouped into the same avalanche (Appendix E.2), a procedure analogous to that done for neural avalanches [25, 44, 55]. As we vary these scales, the
typical duration and geospatial extent of conflict avalanches change systematically, but for a large range of scales the observed statistics are remarkably consistent. For the following, we fix b = 140 km because it is sufficiently large that
conflicts can percolate through a large network while sufficiently small that the
system boundaries defined by geographic features (e.g. Sahara Desert, coastlines) do not significantly impact scaling (Appendix E.2). In Figure 2.10, we
show the spatial distribution for the 10 largest avalanches by size for b = 140 km
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and a = 128 days. A single example of a conflict avalanche spanning Libya and
Tunisia lasting over 103 days with nearly 104 reported fatalities appears in Figure 2.11A along with its temporal profile. Thus, every conflict avalanche has a
duration T in days, size measured by the number localized events or reports S ,
reported fatalities F, and geographic extent L in kilometers given by the maximally distant pair of events. This clustering operation, with only straightforward dependence on physical scales, defines a systematic way of constructing
related sets of events, in contrast with notions of “battles” or “wars” which can
depend on sociopolitical nuances.

As visible in Figures 2.10 and 2.11A, the spatial density of conflict is strongly
nonuniform. Large conflicts tend to concentrate along high population areas:
few occur in the Sahara Desert and only a handful are reported in the oceans.
Conflict density also depends on other factors like the geography of country
borders (e.g., Darfur). Not only do these geopolitical features impose boundaries on the propagation of conflict, but communication technology may render
physical distance irrelevant for coordinated events. Considering the effects of
strong spatial nonuniformity, pinning on geographic boundaries, and rapid
long distance communication—analogous to effects that destroy scaling in
physical systems—it would be surprising if the length scale L fit into a scaling
description.

Since such effects are less relevant for time, we choose our scaling variable as
the duration of avalanches T . Then, our scaling hypothesis predicts
S ∼ T dS /z ,

(2.9)

F ∼ T dF /z ,

(2.10)
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and if including geographic extent L
L ∼ T 1/z

(2.11)

with dynamical exponents dS /z, dF /z, and 1/z for size, fatalities, and geographic
extent, respectively. The distributions of the scaling variables are likewise expected to scale simply
P(S ) ∼ S −τ ,

0

P(F) ∼ F −τ ,

P(L) ∼ L ,

P(T ) ∼ T ,

(2.12)
−ν

−α

The relations in Eqs 2.9–2.12 provide the basis for a scaling hypothesis of armed
conflict that we test empirically.

We first measure the distributions of the scaling variables and find that their
tails are well-described by power law distributions. Using a standard procedure
for discovering the lower cutoff and exponent for the distribution like shown in
Figure 2.11, we construct the distributions of the scaling variables (Figure 2.11B),
and we find via a standard procedure that they are statistically indistinguishable
from power laws [12]. The corresponding exponents appear in Figure 2.11C,
where for the highlighted case of a = 128 days, we find τ0 = 1.96 ± 0.03, τ =
1.65 ± 0.08, α = 2.44 ± 0.13, and ν = 2.78 ± 0.21.

If conflict avalanches grow in time, space, and magnitude in a self-similar manner, we expect that the dynamical exponents should be related to the power law
exponents in a consistent way. To measure the dynamical exponents, we directly
compare the scaling variables to determine dS /z = 2.0 ± 0.3, dF /z = 2.5 ± 0.3, and
1/z = 0.8 ± 0.1 as depicted in Figure 2.12. In a self-consistent framework, the
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Figure 2.11: Overview of scaling for Battles. (A) A single conflict avalanche
erupting across Tunisia and Libya from Feb. 2, 2011 til Dec. 27, 2016 with
temporal profile on left and spatial distribution on right. This avalanche
consists of S = 1,717 reports, F = 8,569 fatalities, lasts T = 2,141 days, and
extends L = 1,364 km as highlighted in each graph in B in blue. (B)
Complementary cumulative distribution functions for avalanche scaling
variables given a = 128 days. Points below the lower cutoff in gray. Black lines
indicate maximum likelihood fits, and error bars represent 90% bootstrapped
confidence intervals. The data are statistically indistinguishable from power
laws at the p ≥ 0.1 significance level (Appendix E.3) [12]. (C) Exponents as a
function of the separation time a. Dashed lines show the average exponent
value for the last five points 16 ≤ a ≤ 256 days.
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Figure 2.12: Dynamical scaling exponents measured from scaling relations are
dS /z = 2.0 ± 0.3, dF /z = 2.5 ± 0.3, and 1/z = 0.8 ± 0.1.
measured exponents must satisfy the relations
α − 1 = dS (τ0 − 1)/z = dF (τ − 1)/z = (ν − 1)/z.

(2.13)

These relations are satisfied within 90% bootstrap error intervals. Thus, the various features of conflict including, perhaps surprisingly, L are unified in a selfconsistent fashion given a simple scaling description.

Self-similarity also predicts that the average evolution of each scaling variable
within an avalanche approaches a universal profile at large scales. We test idea
using the normalized trajectories of size hs(t/T )/S i, fatalities h f (t/T )/Fi, and geographic extent hl(t/T )/Li that give the cumulative fraction of total events or
extent by rescaled time t/T . For sizes s, at least one event occurs at t = 0 and
t = T by construction, so we must account for a 1/S “lattice” bias to obtain a
collapse and a related bias for fatalities (Appendix E.5). Upon averaging, we
find across avalanches with duration T ≥ a that the cumulative profiles largely
overlap. Though we find notable variation between short and long conflict avalanches at short times t/T < 10−1 , indicative of a relevant scaling variable that
depends on conflict size (insets in Figure 2.13), the profiles largely converge for
t/T ≥ 10−1 . This overlap between the temporal profiles indicates that the dy106

namics of conflict avalanches may be dominated by a scale-invariant process as
is consistent with a scaling framework.

Notably, the statistical structure encoded in the exponent relations in Eq 2.13
and temporal profiles is largely preserved as we change the separation time a.
In Figure 2.11, we show that the exponents stay close to their values in the highlighted example over an order of magnitude of 16 ≤ a ≤ 256 days, and in Figure 2.13 the average temporal profiles hardly change across the matching range
of a. In physical systems near a critical point, symmetries under rescaling are
expected. In our case, increasing a does not exactly correspond to rescaling time
but rather groups together events that are increasingly further apart into the
same avalanche. Yet remarkably, we find that doubling a is statistically analogous to scaling T in that it largely preserves the exponents and temporal profiles
across timescales from weeks to years, a result that reflects self-similarity in the
timing of conflict events [43].

The temporal profiles hint at the underlying dynamics generating conflict
avalanches. For comparison, we show profiles of canonical systems with
self-similar avalanches like Barkhausen noise and an example of a neural
culture. These tend to accelerate in the middle whereas average size and
fatality profiles for conflict avalanches tend to evolve at a linear pace. Flat
profiles can indicate dissipative effects that suppress large events as with
demagnetizing fields in Barkhausen noise [41]. Yet, flattening is also a feature
of both subcritical and supercritical cascades that spontaneously end—though
such profiles will fail to collapse [27, 29]. Thus, the mapping between dynamics
and profile is many-to-one, but we can rule out analogues of properties that,
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Size

Duration

S vs. T

dS /z

F vs. T

dF /z

L vs. T

1.96
1.65
2.78
2.44
1.91, 2.02 1.61, 1.87 2.60, 3.29 2.26, 2.67

2.0
1.7, 2.5

2.5
2.1, 3.2

0.78
0.64, 0.96

τ′

Battles
Forest fires
2D

Fatalities Diameter

τ

ν

α

2.14
1.28
1.27
2.11, 2.17 1.19, 1.37 1.20, 1.34

Percolation
growth 2D

2.05

Barkhausen
2D*

2

ARW 2D

1.31

1.55

Neural

2.10
2.09, 2.11

2.86
2.85, 2.87

Wars

1.53
1.46, 1.60

2.87

2.65

2.09
1.87
1.91, 2.27 1.81, 1.93

1/z

1.89
0.96
1.86, 1.92 0.94, 0.98
1.57

0.88

1.55
0.80
1.51, 1.59 0.69, 0.91

1.85
1.82, 1.89

Table 2.2: Scaling exponents for Battles conflict avalanches with those for
physical, biological, and social systems. Critical exponents are shown for 2D
forest fires [10], percolation growth (Appendix E.7), Barkhausen noise (random
field Ising model) [42], and activated random walkers (Appendix E.7) [18]. For
comparison, we show experimental neural avalanches [44] and the fatality
exponent for interstate wars—defined sociopolitically in contrast to our
conflict avalanches—from 1823–2003 [11]. Either exponent dS or dF could
correspond to the conventional choice of exponents 1/σν for fractal dimension.
Where the exponent error intervals (shown in gray) overlap with those of
Battles, we color the box light blue. Bigger table with more exponents shown in
Appendix Table 4.1.
for example, generate asymmetric profiles such as eddy currents in magnetic
materials [41], certain networks like in disassociated neural cultures [25], or
variations in birth-death processes [27]. We also find that spatial extent grows
in a strongly nonlinear and asymmetric fashion as shown in Figure 2.13C. This
profile is closely described by the average linear extent of a convex hull of
planar Brownian walkers [32, 46], perhaps related to properties of generalized
diffusion models used to describe other conflict data sets [58]. More generally,
1
these profiles are compatible with Markovian
cascades on networks indicating

that such dynamics may come to dominate in long conflict avalanches.
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Figure 2.13: Temporal evolution measured by cumulative fraction of (A) sizes
as number of reports, (B) fatalities, and (C) geographic extent along scaled time
t/T . Profiles are averaged over all avalanches with duration T ≥ a days, the
separation time scale. We compare conflicts with the normalized trajectory for
experimental neural avalanches (dashed-dotted line, K > 103 [55]), Barkhausen
R t/T
noise 0 V(t0 ) dt0 = 3(t/T )2 − 2(t/T )3 (dashed line [41]), diffusive growth
l(t/T ) ∝ (t/T )1/2 (solid line [46]), and linear growth s(t/T ) ∝ t/T (dotted line).
(insets) For separation time a = 128 days, we show that average profiles show
substantial variation when binned by conflict duration. Error bars represent
standard errors of the means.
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Beyond temporal profiles, the measured exponents indicate how the spread of
armed conflict is comparable to physical, biological, and social systems in Table 2.2. In agreement with our observations with temporal profiles, armed conflict shows differences with the cascade processes listed. Of particular note is
the self-organized critical forest fire (FF) model that shows strong disagreement
with duration exponent α. This model is oft-cited in the context of human conflict [9, 50]. In comparison, our measured exponents are similar to those for
percolation growth, where time is measured by each shell of newly occupied
sites for a cluster nucleated at the origin. Such similarity hints that the spread
of armed conflict is comparable to growth processes on networks at the percolation threshold as appears to be the case with neural avalanches in zebrafish
[44]. We note that the scaling of S vs. T is nearly quadratic for most of the listed
processes, reflecting the fact that events happen faster in larger avalanches, one
way of distinguishing small conflicts from larger ones early on. Furthermore,
Battles, unlike the physical examples that are confined to the “lattice sites,”
exceed the spatial dimensions of the surface of the Earth: dF & dS & 2. This
means that multiplicity of the events at conflict sites is a crucial feature of conflict avalanche dynamics similar to the recurrence of a neural avalanche on the
same neuron. Thus, in this way we can use scaling exponents to systematically
compare armed conflict with other physical processes relying on the formalism
of universality classes from physics.

2.2.2

Discussion

The emergence of these large-scale symmetries is extraordinary. Such remarkable regularity presents an opportunity for prediction [53]. In particular, knowledge of the temporal profiles suggests one way of extrapolating from the begin-
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ning of an ongoing conflict the potential human cost of the rest of the conflict
before it ends. Scaling relations could be used to estimate missing data points
like fatalities (which are especially difficult to measure), to detect anomalous
statistics, or to help assess risk for nearby regions by showing how geographic
extent scales with duration. These statistics are extracted from clusters of conflict
events generated from simple physical scales, providing a well-defined, quantitative, and straightforwardly measured procedure as a complement to sociopolitical definitions of wars. Taken together, our results reveal a unified framework
for conflict growth in which physical space and time scales constrain a social
phenomenon. Universality and scaling laws have been found in a variety of social systems [4, 23], suggesting self-similarity and the renormalization group as
means to understanding how physical constraints translate into emergent patterns at large scales. In this wider context, our findings hint at the intriguing
possibility that emergent regularities reflect underlying physical principles that
shape the evolution of armed conflict.
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CHAPTER 3
COORDINATION OF HUMAN MOTION

How do dancing partners synchronize their motions? How does a jazz ensemble keep time? How do rowers on a crew team push and pull simultaneously?
Such coordination involves the interplay between physical coupling with the
environment, through perceptual information [49, 50], and internal dynamical
models of self and environment. In previous chapters, we investigated the collective behavior of many interacting individuals, but in this chapter we focus
down to a single individual in order to measure how a person responds to
changes in the sensory environment.

Many physical models of interaction between agents synchronizing their behavior involve generic parameters characterizing the magnitude and perhaps
the variation in interaction strength between agents. A classic example is the
Kuramoto model, where the phases of many oscillators are coupled [1, 25]. The
idea, of course, is that the simplified representation yields insight, whereas a
complicated model would be intractable and perhaps too complex for distilling
useful principles of behavior. Human interactions, however, display remarkable
diversity depending on the environment, the cognitive state of actors, physical
capabilities, etc. One surprising discovery in the study of interpersonal coordination is the ability of strangers to synchronize spontaneous motions precisely
without verbal communication, exceeding what might be expected from limits
of behavioral response time [30]. Accurate synchronization of behavior depends
on previous experience [47] as well as learning and adaptation [45]. Given observations like these, how we should appropriately reduce the variety of interper-
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sonal interactions into generic parameters when building models of interacting
human systems?

Answering this question even in the domain of motion has been difficult because experiments that capture precisely the entire human posture—needless
to say the cognitive state—has been difficult. As a result, many experiments are
based on clever but necessarily reduced experimental paradigms exploring a
limited range of environments. In the last few years, however, inexpensive commercially technologies have become available, making it possible to determine
the motion of the human body with relatively good accuracy, temporal precision, and ease. Furthermore, the advent of virtual reality technology opens the
door to directly controlling the visual and auditory fields in a much wider variety of ways [15, 35]. We combine multiple commercially-available technologies
to characterize how subjects response to changes in their sensory environment
as they perform a mirroring task [26].

This work presents an initial foray into this area of interpersonal coordination
including, in large part, the development of the experimental apparatus. With
such a tool, we propose that the complexity of sensory input data, the entire
visual and auditory fields, along with the that of the high-dimensional motioncapture data naturally leads to a statistical framework for studying the information that is encoded between the environmental and translated into behavior
[2, 40, 42]. Though this approach is evocative of the study of model biological
systems, such approaches remain yet undeveloped in the domain of human behavior.
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3.1

Audio cues enhance mirroring of arm motion when visual
cues are scarce

Successful coordination of human motion in a group is crucial for many tasks including dance, team sports, or music ensembles [11, 23, 31, 43]. In all these cases,
it is essential that the individual extract information from the local environment
[5, 6] to maintain coordination with others. When input to a sensory channel
is disrupted systematically, however, how do individuals compensate for such
disruption? In the context of sensorimotor integration for reaching tasks, this
question has been well-studied [14, 37, 49]. Here, we study the transition from
coordinated to uncoordinated behavior using an experimental apparatus that
manipulates the visual and auditory fields, measures the dynamic motions of
individuals, and quickly maps out performance across large regions of parameter space. To determine the relationship between available visual information
and a subject’s ability to mirror accurately, we asked 35 subjects to mirror the
hand motions of a pre-recorded avatar while we changed the rate with which
and duration during which the avatar was visible. Next, we measured changes
in performance when the subjects were given supplementary audio cues that
mapped velocity of motion to frequency, practice training rounds, or both training and audio cues. Using these data, we find that audio enhances performance
at fast time scales while the combination of both audio and training affects the
dynamics of coordination performance in a characteristic way that may be detectable in other experiments.

Pitch-based auditory cues provide an informative, intuitive, and commonly
used approach for representing kinematic and kinetic measurements in human
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motion [9, 46, 52]. When used as feedback, audio cues can enhance performance at motor tasks across a variety of contexts including learning a cyclic
motion [10, 13, 52] and interpersonal coordination [16, 23, 38]—more generally
perceptual coupling including other sensory modalities like vision and touch
have been shown to enhance interpersonal coordination (see reference [39] for
a review). In the case where subjects are trying to learn a new motion, evidence
suggests that feedback based on the target motion is more effective than that
based on the subject’s own motion [10, 16]. Along these lines, we represent the
target hand motion of the avatar that the subject is mirroring using a simple
proportional pitch mapping based on speed. Given that these auditory cues
provide complementary auditory information along with a visual of the avatar,
we expect that performance at mirroring the avatar will be enhanced.

Beyond perceptual coupling, higher-level planning processes may play a role in
learning how to mimic others’ motions [44], an aspect that we study by training
some of the participants in practice trials. In various studies of interpersonal
coordination, there is evidence that anticipatory motor activation might help
individuals respond to the motion of others [21, 24]. One experiment showed
that even imagining the motion of another subject prior to motion helped to
synchronize behavior [43]. Here, we explore how the provision of auditory cues
might compare to the benefits of a training round where individuals have a
chance to practice mirroring an avatar. We run two variations of the conditions
where in one participants do not have the opportunity to practice the task and
in the other they do. This variation allows us to measure interplay between audio cues and practice with the task. In some experiments exploring the effect of
audio cues, similar kinds of practice rounds precede measurement [10], whereas
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in others subjects only witness the task before immediately proceeding to performance [13]. We would expect that performance at the mirroring task would
improve when subjects receive either training or audio cues in the absence of
reliable visual cues, a prediction that would be consistent with other results in
the literature [10, 13, 30].

3.1.1

Experimental setup

In our experiments, subjects wore virtual reality goggles and a motion capture
suit, stood face-to-face with an avatar that played a pre-recorded sequence of
aperiodic motions generated by an experimenter, and were instructed to mirror
the motion of the avatar’s hand as shown in Figure 3.1A. Each experimental
sequence consisted of 16 sequential 30 s trials with varying difficulty. To control
the difficulty, we took windows of duration 1/2 s ≤ τ ≤ 2 s and only showed
the avatar for a contiguous visible fraction 0.1 ≤ f ≤ 1 of the window ( f is
analogous to the duty cycle). In the first and last trials, the avatar was visible
at all times, so f = 1. After a 16 trial sequence with a randomly chosen hand,
the subjects repeated another sequence with the other hand for a different set of
motions.

We constructed the experimental system by combining a variety of open source
and commercially available software and hardware components coordinated by
a custom-built program to coordinate the experiment and run the analysis. We
show in Figure 3.2 the architecture of the experimental apparatus, where the
components are indicated by boxes and direction of communication between
the components indicated by the arrows (e.g., to coordinate a change in the visual stimulus from the Python backend, a command would have to traverse
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Figure 3.1: (A) Experimental setup showing a subject wearing virtual reality goggles
and the motion capture suit along with his field of view when the avatar is invisible
and visible. The green bar indicates current performance. (B) Dynamic time warping
(DTW) aligns the measured velocities (blue) along the y and z axes. After DTW
(orange), we identify runs of successful tracking (gray), and the fraction of the trial
that these regions span is the estimated performance π̂. DTW, as expected, reduces
velocity error (normalized by standard deviation) as shown on right and returns time
delays with distribution on bottom right. (C) Parameter space diagram. The four
corners represent the extremes of the parameter space. We label where the visual
representation of the avatar blinks on and off quickly as stop motion animation and f
determines the fraction of time, akin to the duty cycle, during which the avatar is
visible. (D) Rescaled performance landscape hπ̃(τ, f )i ∗ =0.55 s aggregated across all
subjects in the Train+Audio condition (M = 15). One-dimensional cuts, outlined by red
rectangles, are shown on the sides with predicted uncertainties. Error bars are one
standard over the rescaled landscapes. Solid blue line traces the relation in Eq 3.1 fit to
the level curve in performance given by hπ̃i = 1/2. Dashed blue lines indicate fits to
rescaled landscapes one standard deviation above and below the shown mean
landscape.
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Figure 3.2: Architecture of the experimental apparatus. The boxes represent
separate software programs and the arrows represent directions of information
transfer for coordinating the programs. The Python backend collects data from
the Perception Neuron (PN) motion capture system and compares it with
prerecorded motion of the avatar that is displayed in the Oculus Rift virtual
reality headset in the environment designed using Unreal Engine 4 (UE4).
Subject performance is then assessed and the result used to train the learning
algorithm that determines the next set of visibility parameters. Those
parameters are communicated back to UE4 for the next 30 s trial.
both the C++ interface and the Unreal Engine 4 program). We used the Perception Neuron motion capture suit developed by Noitom to record subject motion
and we discuss the limitations of this device in further detail in Appendix F.2.
For generating the avatar stimulus, we built a 3-dimensional environment with
Unreal Engine 4, a game development software suite, that the subject experienced through the Oculus Rift Virtual Reality headset. In order to coordinate
all these components, we wrote a C++ interface to communicate with the central control program written in Python that kept track of the state of the other
interfaces. By coordinating multiple sensory components with a customizable
interface in Python, this architecture presents a flexible, modularized research
tool that can respond in realtime to the behavior of the subject.

All subjects were informed about the purpose and goal of the study at the be-
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ginning of the experiment and gave consent. After a preliminary survey about
experience in sports or performing arts and questions about any conditions
that would exclude them from the study (including vision, hearing, and arm
motion problems and history of poor experience with virtual reality headsets),
they were shown how to use the motion capture suit and virtual reality headset
comfortably. The subject was familiarized with the mirror game outside of the
virtual reality environment through two quick practice rounds (one hand at a
time) with the researcher. Subjects were then instructed to “mirror [simultaneously] the motion, or velocity, of the avatar” where the word “simultaneously”
was included in the training conditions because it was unclear if all subjects
understood what was implied by mirroring in the untrained condition. When
audio cues were used, they were also told, “Try to use the sound to predict the
motion of the avatar’s hand.” Immediately previous to the start of the mirroring task, they were reminded visually by a floating script to “Mirror the hand.”
Periodically throughout the trial, the comfort of subjects in the virtual environment was assessed verbally. At the end of the experiment, all subjects filled out
a post-experiment survey to assess the comfort of the suit and virtual headset,
importance of fatigue, clarity of instructions, and to check if they had been following instructions.

3.1.2

Experimental results

We assess how well subjects mirrored the motion of the avatar by comparing the
two-dimensional velocity trajectory of the subject ~vs (t) with the avatar’s ~va (t). We
show an example for a single 30 s trial in Figure 3.1B, where we measure the velocity of the subject’s hand (solid blue line) in the mirror plane separating the
subject from the avatar. The plane corresponds to the y and z axes as defined
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in Figure 3.1A.1 By inspecting the coarse features of the trajectories, we observe
that the subject captures much of the lower-frequency motions of the avatar
but only after a varying temporal delay. To account for these delays, we use a
standard algorithm for aligning two trajectories with local temporal modulation
called dynamic time warping (DTW) [18, 29, 36]. We regularize the alignment
problem so that solutions where the subject is more than 1/2 s ahead or 3/2 s
behind are penalized to avoid pathologies that can arise from periodic motion
(see Appendix F.2). We show an example of the time warped velocity trajectories (green solid and dashed lines) in Figure 3.1B. After DTW, the velocity difference normalized by the typical size of the velocity fluctuations of the avatar, σa ,
is narrower than the unaligned distribution. This narrowing indicates that accounting for temporal delays  (black line in Figure 3.1B) substantially improves
feature matching between the curves. Since close mirroring corresponds to minimal delay, we use the distribution of delays found from aligning the curves as
a measure of how well subjects mirrored the avatar; results are similar if we also
consider the direction of the velocity vector (see Appendix F.4).

After alignment with DTW, we summarize mirroring performance with the estimated fraction of time that a subject is able to stay within a time threshold  ∗
given the window duration τ and visible fraction f , π̂(τ, f ;  ∗ ), which can only
vary from 0 to 1. When the subject is consistently within a time delay of  ∗ (as
indicated by the shaded regions in Figure 3.1B), the estimated performance measure π̂ ≈ 1. With a short threshold  ∗ , high performing subjects must mirror the
avatar very closely with few deviations in both timing and velocity—we find
that dissimilar trajectories lead to strong temporal variability with DTW. On the
1

We do not consider the x axis which points from the subject to the avatar. This axis is particularly problematic for the motion capture system that we used and we found that timing errors
could be significant (see Appendix F.2).
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other hand with large  ∗ , slower reaction times and bigger corrections will not
affect the value of the performance. Thus, we vary  ∗ to probe variation in how
closely subjects mirror the avatar.

Given a particular value of the time threshold  ∗ , we use Gaussian process regression to model a single subject’s performance landscape using the 16 trials as
training data to interpolate the unmeasured points [4, 33]. These 16 data points
represent a sparse sample of 160 discretized grid points. During an experiment,
we chose these points by updating a Gaussian process model on previous trials
and selecting points of maximum predicted uncertainty to explore quickly the
performance landscape. After the experiments, we combined all subjects into
another multi-subject Gaussian process that captures subject-specific variation
and shared structure; this model agrees closely with the data. Checking with a
leave-one-out cross validation procedure, we find that the multi-subject model
works well as measured by the strong correlation of the prediction with the test
point (ρ = 0.95) across all experiments (see Appendixs F.5 and F.6).

Looking across subjects, we find that performance varies with both visibility parameters. To show this trend, we combine performance landscapes across subjects after normalizing them to be centered about the same midpoint of performance (see Appendix F.6). We show an example for  ∗ = 0.55 s—a few times the
fastest motor response time for humans [41]—in Figure 3.1C. At f = 1, the avatar
is always visible and subject performance is the highest. As avatar visibility is
reduced by decreasing the fraction visible f , we observe poorer performance.
We also tend to observe better performance at shorter window intervals τ. The
variation with τ and f shows systematic trends in performance across subjects
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Figure 3.3: Mean of the predicted performance landscape as a function of the
time error threshold  ∗ . (bottom) The mean over performance landscapes
P 1 P
∗
hπi ∗ = M1 i 145
(τ, f ) πi (τ, f ;  ). At the physical limit of reaction times of small
 ∗ , performance converges. For large  ∗ , performance again converges except
for untrained individuals who do poorly in general. For 0.1 s ≤  ∗ ≤ 0.4 s, mean
performance in Audio becomes better than Train, evidence that audio enhances
performance at faster time scales. Error bars are two standard deviations of the
mean by √
subject normalized by the square root of the number of subjects and
samples 16N and are small, reflecting precise estimates. (top row) Variation
in performance across subjects by cumulative distribution functions (CDF) of
1 P
∗
the average performance per subject i, hπi i ( ∗ ) = 145
(τ, f ) πi (τ, f ;  ).
in this mirroring task.

We characterize the typical form of the transition between high and low performance by inspecting the level contours of the aggregated performance landscape in detail in Figure 3.1D. A simple parameterization for the level contours
is the nonlinear, inverse relation
f = a − b/τ,

(3.1)

where a and b are constants. This form captures the fact that for large τ perfor-
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mance must become a linear function of f —because performance becomes an
average between long visible and invisible windows—and captures the intuition that as τ decreases subjects do better because the rapid, intermittent views
simulate stop motion animation. Fitting to the level contour π̃ = 1/2 on the aggregated landscape, we find that nearly all the landscapes we consider are well
captured by Eq 3.1 and better than by a linear relation between f and τ. The
results of the best fit parameters are shown on the landscape in Figure 3.1 (blue
line, see Appendix F.7). Thus, the shape of the transition region shows that faster
windows typically increase the range of f where good performance is accessible
across subjects.

To determine if audio cues can affect performance, we introduce the Audio experimental condition where subjects hear a tone whose frequency increases with
the speed of the avatar’s hand (see Section 3.2). Though the tone does not provide directional information, it can be used to deduce when the avatar is making long sweeping motions or changing directions. We compare Audio with
the Train condition, where subjects first undergo a 5 minute, practice version
of the experiment. Finally, we combine these two changes in the Train+Audio
condition in which subjects are reminded to use and coached on how to use the
audio signals. This schema gives four different experimental conditions with
N subjects and M unique subject and hand combinations: Visual Only (N =
10, M = 17), Audio (N = 10, M = 10), Train (N = 7, M = 13), and Train+Audio
(N = 8, M = 15).2

The presence of audio and training enhances average performance taken over
2

Some pairs of subjects and hands were not considered because of errors in the code.
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the predicted performance landscapes across subjects hπi ( ∗ ). Since this measure depends on  ∗ , we lower  ∗ to assess how well subjects track the motion
of the avatar at shorter time scales. We expect to find that the points converge
at large and very small  ∗ corresponding to the regimes of generous time delay
where subjects do equally well and the limits of human reaction time where
subjects perform equally poorly, respectively. Across nearly the entire range
shown, where  ∗ varies from 0.1 s to 1 s, we find large improvement from the
Visual Only to all other conditions as shown in Figure 3.3. When comparing the
other conditions with each other in the intermediate regime (circled regions),
we observe significant differences in mean performance of up to ∼ 25% with the
highest performance consistently in the Train+Audio condition. Interestingly,
at  ∗ ≈ 1/2 s the order of mean performance of the Train and Audio conditions reverses suggesting that audio cues enhance mean performance more at
shorter time scales. This result is consistent with studies showing that human
reaction times to audio cues are faster than reactions to visual cues [41], if effects
of training were visually mediated, or if training engaged higher-level anticipatory motor responses acting at slower time scales [21, 24]. Collectively, these
data demonstrate that for time scales spanning up to four times the human motor response time, from 200–800 ms, there is notable variation in performance
depending on whether or not audio cues and training are provided.

To gain insight into what distinguishes good performers across conditions, we
investigate the dynamics of how individuals mirror the avatar. We inspect runs
of successful mirroring that are indicated by the shaded regions in Figure 3.1B.
Each of these runs has a duration t. When subjects are able to mirror the avatar
closely, they show two kinds of dynamics: either long runs of close mirroring
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or a dearth of immediate failures (see Appendix F.8). We map where these behaviors appear in the parameter space given the condition of high performance
π̂ ≥ 1/2 (Figure 3.4). We plot in blue where at least one high performance trial
appears on the performance landscape for the Train+Audio condition. We plot
in red where one high performance trial appears in the Audio or Train conditions. Where blue and red overlap, we color the grid gray. For this comparison
we ignore the Visual Only condition where average performance is clearly poor.
At  ∗ = 0.7 s, we inspect the region in the bottom right corner where visual gaps
are the largest. To identify this region, we draw a line with the form of Eq 3.1
for which it is significantly more probable to find a high performance trial from
Train+Audio (p = 0.18 ± 0.07) than from Train or Audio (p = 0.07 ± 0.04) as
given by probabilities estimated with the Jeffreys prior and 90% confidence intervals. As we decrease  ∗ to 1/2 s, this region is still significantly dominated
by Train+Audio high performance trials. This effect is no longer significant
once  ∗ = 0.4 s, where high performance trials are rare across all conditions.
This asymmetry in the distribution across parameter space spanned by high
performance trials shows that for a limited range of  ∗ some subjects in the
Train+Audio condition are able to maintain stable mirroring under more difficult scenarios than subjects from the other experimental conditions.

3.1.3

Discussion

How might the few high performers in Train+Audio that do well across the extended parameter range be doing better? One explanation is that they reflect
natural variation in the population and are affected by neither training nor audio cues [31]. Although this is a possibility we could only rule out completely by
testing the same subjects de novo under multiple conditions, the significant in-
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Figure 3.4: Combination of audio cues and training expands the region of
parameter space accessible to stable mirroring in the regime of ∼ 1/2 s. Red
indicates where at least one sticky or robust trial with high performance
(π̂ ≥ 1/2) appears in the Audio or Train conditions. Blue indicates the same for
the Train+Audio condition. Gray indicates where red and blue overlap. Black
dashed lines denote areas below which there are significantly more trials in the
Train+Audio condition than the other two conditions using Jeffreys prior with
p < 0.1 and parameterized by the functional form given in Eq 3.1.
crease in typical performance over many subjects implies that our experimental
conditions are changing behavior. Thus, these dynamic signatures provide evidence that the highest performing individuals are better at learning to use information from the audio cues to mirror the avatar, enabling them to perform well
in regions of parameter space inaccessible to low performers. Similar examples
of high performers have been identified in a number of experiments involving
individuals mirroring the behavior of another subject between a leader and a
follower and in joint coordination without a designated leader [8, 30, 47]. The
enhanced stability of mirroring runs that we observe is consistent with studies
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showing that short training sessions reduce error rates and temporal variability
in motor tasks [38]. We find that the observed dynamics have signature distributions of temporal variation that have not been explored in other experiments
though studies of have shown that dancers show stronger coherence when following new motions versus non-dancers over a range of time scales [47]. Our
experiments also reveal that high performance is facilitated by audio cues, consistent with prior work showing that auditory information enhanced entrainment [34] as well as performance at joint coordination between individuals conducting complementary actions [16, 22]. In the context of these previous studies,
our results suggest that people can be trained to use audio cues to perform coordination tasks in regimes where visual cues are sparse.

Our results show that even simple low-dimensional, scalar representations of
three-dimensional motion using pitch can enhance the ability to mirror. Similarly, one experiment showed that sonification of a cyclic target motion along
with sonification of the subject’s own motion could have a beneficial effect on
learning greater than natural sounds of motion [13]. Other experiments likewise
support the observation that auditory cues can enhance learning of motor tasks
[16]. Furthermore, pitch information has been found to substitute for missing visual information in motor perception, consistent with our finding of enhanced
performance [12]. Interestingly, subjects responding freely to music showed no
association between pitch and speed of hand in one experiment, but our results
show that such a mapping can help when subjects are instructed to do so. Indeed, humans are adept at recognizing abstracted motion in various representations through both visual and auditory modalities [20, 46] (see reference [46] for
an overview). Flexibility in how human motion can be encoded suggests that
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our approach may be just one way of generating helpful auditory cues for mirroring tasks [3, 46]. More broadly, frequency coding of motion is a commonly
used approach for representing kinematic and motion values in human experiments [9]. In contrast with experiments using multidimensional encoding of
motion [16, 46], we give a simple representation only mapping the speed of the
avatar’s hand to the frequency of a pure tone such that faster speed corresponds
to higher frequency.

We find that overall performance in the Audio and Train conditions are quite
similar despite small but significant differences in the time scales at which performance is improved. One explanation for this difference is that response to
visual stimuli are slower than to auditory stimuli as measured by reaction times
[41], assuming that performance in the Train condition is visually mediated. Indeed, many subjects in the Visual Only condition had a difficult time responding to changes in direction of the avatar’s hand, showing considerable latency
that lessened with the provision of auditory cues. Another possible explanation
for the difference between Audio and Train is that training engages higher-level
cognitive processes that act at slower time scales. Indeed, subjects in the Train
condition had verbal reinforcement and a brief conversation to talk through the
task with the experimenter, perhaps engaging higher-level cognitive functions
for motor planning and social context [21, 24, 50]. Furthermore, familiarity with
a motor task can improve performance [7, 19, 32]. We note that the presence of
longer time scales over which subjects are able to mirror the avatar well in the
Train condition compared to the Visual Only condition suggests that subjects
are engaging cognitive processes with commensurate time scales going beyond
visual reaction times. When we additionally include audio in the Train+Audio
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condition, stable trajectories appear over many seconds and many changes in
direction, posing an interesting question: in which aspects is time-consuming
training substitutable with intuitive perceptual cues?

Our study is just one example of how virtual reality technology combined with
a set of statistical learning tools can advance the study of human behavior [27].
An analogous toolkit has been used in cognitive neuroscience where control
over the sensory apparatus in model systems has led to significant advances in
the understanding of cognitive mechanisms [2, 28, 42]. To adapt this approach
for human subjects, we used learning techniques to cover quickly a large parameter range across four different conditions over an order of magnitude in visual
duration and another in invisible duration. Similar expansive experiments for
mapping multiple conditions and parameters could be used to explore the efficacy of machine-human interfaces [17, 48], determine parameters for athletic
performance, and diagnose motor or cognitive conditions with characteristic
dynamics [51]. In the context of this study, this combination of techniques has
been used to illustrate how visual perception can be augmented with audio signals to enhance coordination. Such developments could prove useful for medical teams synchronizing different tasks, enhancing the fluidity of human-robot
interactions, or even learning to improve one’s tango.
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3.2

Methods

For aligning the velocity trajectories, we use dynamic time warping (DTW) with
a cost function for the trajectory comparing times with indices i and j,




0,
|ti − tj + 1/2| < 1


g(i, j) = 



 |ti − tj + 1/2|6 , |ti − tj + 1/2| ≥ 1

(3.2)

To control the strength of this regularization, we set the coefficient of g to be
λ = 10−3 in the minimized objective function (see Appendix F.2). We first use
FastDTW which can calculate the time warp in nearly linear time instead of
quadratic time [36]. If the found trajectory ventures outside of the bounding
interval ∆t ∈ [−1/2 s, 3/2 s], we then solve the problem using our own (slower)
implementation including the regularization specified in Eq. 3.2. We find that
about 60% of the untrained trials were regularized whereas only 35% of the
trained trials were. We might expect this difference because untrained individuals typically do not replicate the trajectory of the avatar as well and the algorithm is more prone to misaligning stretches of motion.

To measure mirroring error, we measure the fraction of time that the subject is
within some time delay  ∗ measured from alignment with DTW.
π̂(τ, f ;  ∗ ) =

1
T̃ +2


h
P
 i
1 + T̃t˜ Θ  ∗ −  t˜

(3.3)

which is regularized by the Laplace counting estimator. The indicator function, given by the Heaviside theta function Θ(x ≥ 0) = 1 and Θ(x < 0) = 0, counts
when the subject is within or beyond the error threshold. We use the warped
time t˜ and normalize by the length of the warped trajectory T̃ .

The distributions of durations of mirroring runs are given by three classes: an
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exponential, a “sticky” gamma-like function with a dearth of the shortest decay times, and a heavy-tailed “robust” distribution. Although the exponential
decay is a signature of a memoryless process, the remaining two distributions
suggest that the dynamics of how subjects are tracking the motion of the avatar
are generated from a history-dependent process.

The “sticky” distribution is described by the complementary cumulative distribution function (CDF) of decay times, otherwise known as the survival function,
as a function of a single rate constant K
1 − CDF(t0 ) = e−Kt

0

PN
n=0

K n t0n
n!

(3.4)

In the limit of N → ∞, we recover the gamma distribution. We find that the
measured values of N as calculated with maximum likelihood are concentrated
at smaller values. Over 50% of the observed values are smaller than or equal to
5 when  ∗ = 1/2 s, suggesting that enhanced dynamical stability corresponding
to the “sticky” distribution is slight. The “robust” distribution describes the first
passage time for simple diffusion,
1 − CDF t0



=1−

p α R t0 =tα∗ /α
π

1/30

t−3/2 e−α/t dt.

(3.5)

Here, the lower limit is important and is given by our interpolation of the velocity trajectories at 30 Hz.

For more details, see Appendix F.
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CHAPTER 4
APPENDICES

A

Appendix for Chapter 1.1

A.1

Principle of maximum entropy

The maximum entropy formulation is described in detail in many places and the
interested reader is referred to references [7], [45], [58], and [46] for additional
material beyond what is presented here. Here, we will present a brief introduction to the maxent formulation and discuss some of the numerical issues and
techniques summarized in reference [46].
Maximum entropy refers to a method of building statistical models using the
concept of information entropy as described by Shannon. In his seminal paper,
Shannon proved that there was a unique measure of uncertainty S for a probability distribution pi over configurations indexed by i given the three axioms
about continuity of entropy with respect to pi , monotonicity with the number
of independent configurations N, and decomposition of uncertainty when configurations are grouped together.1 This measure is specified up to a positive
constant K
X
S = −K
pi log pi .
(A1)
i

We recognize this as the thermodynamic entropy when the probability of all
microstates is equal and S = kB log N, in units of Boltzmann’s constant.
Shannon was working on a theory of communication and considering the predictability of a future sequence of bits that were to follow in a message. In this
context, the information entropy, or entropy hereon, is a measure of the surprise
of the next symbol in the sequence given the statistics of the ensemble. For example, in the English alphabet it would be very surprising to find a “z” as the
next letter in comparison with the very frequent “e.” This surprise is inversely
related to the predictability of a sequence.
Consider, as another example, the biased coin with probability of heads p and
of tails 1 − p. When the coin is fair and p = 1/2, there is no way of doing better
1

This was later generalized in the Shannon-Khinchine entropy by weakening one of Shannon’s assumptions about arbitrarily large N [42].
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than chance at predicting what the next coin flip will return, and the entropy is
maximized S = log 2 nats (natural units of information). As soon as any bias is
present, the entropy decreases, and there exists some statistical structure in the
data by which we can improve our prediction of the next coin flip.
This simple example demonstrates that the entropy is maximized when the
probability of all configurations is equal, reflecting the express intent to measure the amount of statistical structure encoded in the probability distribution.
By maximizing the entropy, we can squeeze all the available structure in our
model while constraining it to fit features that we believe are important. This is
the maximum entropy principle [37].
Given a probability distribution p(s) of configurations s, observables fn (s) that
we are interested in fitting, and Langrangian multipliers θn , we maximize the
functional


X
X



0
p(s) .
(A2)
L[p(s)] = S [p(s)] +
θn h fn idata − h fn i + θ 1 −
n

s

The term with the Lagrangian multiplier θ0 serves to normalize the distribution such that it sums to unity. Just to be explicit with what we are summing
over,


K
X
X
X  1 X

p(s) fn (s) +
pdata (s) fn (s) −
=−
p(s) log p(s) +
θn 
K k=1
s
s
n


X


θ0 1 −
p(s)
(A3)
s

where we have K data points. By maximizing this quantity, we find the maxent
model, the Boltzmann distribution, the exponential family, or log-linear models
(depending on your field)
.
p(s) = e−E(s) Z
(A4)
with partition function for normalization
X
Z=
e−E(s)

(A5)

s

and energy function
E(s) = −

X
n
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θn fn (s).

(A6)

Thus, we might think of statistical physics models to be the minimal models
consistent with the data, given well-chosen constraints that fix the averages of
observables.

A.2

Numerical solution

Given the maxent model from Eq A4, how do we find the values of the parameters that are consistent with the contraints that we have chosen? This is known
as the inverse problem since we have the observables and must find the parameters instead of the usual problem of finding the behavior of the model given
the parameters. In general, this is a difficult problem.
To find the parameters λn that match the constraints h fn idata , we can minimize
the Kullback-Leibler divergence between the model and the data [20]
!
X
pdata (s)
(A7)
DKL (pdata ||p) =
pdata log
p(s)
s
∂DKL X
∂(−E(s) − log Z)
pdata (s)
=
=0
∂λn
∂λn
s
=⇒ h fn idata = h fn i .

(A8)

In other words, the parameters of the maxent model are the ones that minimize
the information theoretic “distance” to the distribution of the data by matching the constraints. Note that these parameters are not fit in the conventional
sense where there is arbitrariness in the range of possible values. Once the constraints have been chosen, there is a single maxent solution with no free parameters.
With recent interest in this problem, there have been a number of clever algorithms that have been suggested for efficient numerical approximation of the
solution [58]. To provide a simple interface to a number of algorithms, we developed the Convenient Interface to Inverse Ising (ConIII pronounced CONee), an open-source Python project for solving pairwise and higher-order maxent models and a base for future extension [46]. The algorithms that are implemented as part of ConIII include Monte Carlo histogram, pseudolikelihood,
minimum probability flow, a regularized mean field method, and a cluster expansion method. Our goal was to make a variety of maximum entropy techniques accessible to those unfamiliar with the techniques and accelerate workflow for users. We discuss the implemented methods briefly in turn below.
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Enumeration
The naı̈ve approach that only works for small systems is to write out the equations from Eq A8 and solve them numerically. After writing out all K equations,
∂ ln Z
= h fn idata ,
(A9)
h fn i = −
∂λn
we can use any standard root-finding algorithm to find the parameters λn . This
approach, however, involves enumerating all states of the system, whose number grows exponentially with system size.
For the Ising model, writing down the equations has a number of steps O(K 2 2N ),
where K is the number of constraints and N the number of spins. Each evaluation of the objective in the root-finding algorithm will be of the same order. For
relatively small systems, around N ≤ 15, this approach is feasible on a typical
desktop computer and is a good way to test the results of a more sophisticated
algorithm.
Monte Carlo Histogram (MCH)
Perhaps the most straightforward though expensive computational approach
is Monte Carlo Markov Chain (MCMC) sampling. A series of states sampled
from a proposed p(s) is produced by MCMC to approximate h fn i and determine
how close we are to matching h fn idata . The parameters are then adjusted using
a learning rule, and both sampling and learning are repeated until a stopping
criterion is met. This can be combined with a variety of approximate gradient
descent methods to reduce the number of sampling steps by predicting how
the distribution will change if we modify the parameters slightly. The particular
technique implemented in ConIII is the Monte Carlo Histogram (MCH) method
[11].
Since the sampling step is expensive, the idea behind MCH is to reuse a sample
for more than one gradient descent step [11]. Given that we have a sample with
probability distribution p(s) generated with parameters λn , we would like to
estimate the proposed distribution p0 (s) from adjusting our parameters λ0n =
λn + ∆λn . We can leverage our current sample to make this extrapolation.
p0
p
p
Z P
p0 (s) = 0 e n ∆λn fn (s) p(s)
Z
p0 =
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(A10)
(A11)

To estimate the average,
X

p0 (s) fn (s) =

s

P
Z X
n ∆λn fn (s)
p(s)e
fn (s)
Z0 s

(A12)

To be explicit about the fact that we only have a sampled approximation to p,
we replace p with the sample distribution.
h f n i0 =

E
Z D Pn ∆λn fn (s)
e
f
(s)
n
sample
Z0

Likewise, the ratio of the partition function can be estimated
D P
E
Z
n ∆λn fn (s)
≈
1
e
sample
Z0

(A13)

(A14)

At each step, we update the Lagrangian multipliers {λn } while being careful to
stay within the bounds of a reasonable extrapolation. One suggestion is to update the parameters with some inertia [79]
∆λn (t + 1) = ∆λn (t) + ∆λn (t − 1)

∆λn (t) = η h fn i0 − h fn i

(A15)
(A16)

This has a fixed point at the correct parameters.
In practice, MCH can be difficult to tune properly and one must check in on the
progress of the algorithm often. One issue is choosing how to set the learning
rule parameters η and . One suggestion for η is to shrink it as the inverse of the
number of iterations [79]. Another issue is that parameters cannot be changed
by too much when using the MCH approximation step or the extrapolation to
λ0n will be inaccurate and the algorithm will fail to converge. In ConIII, this can
be controlled by setting a bound on the maximum possible change in each parameter ∆λ
and restricting the norm of the vector of change in parameters
P p 2 max
∆λn . Another issue is setting the parameters of the MCMC sampling rouk
tine. Both the burn time (the number of iterations before starting to sample)
and sampling iterations (number of iterations between samples) must be large
enough that we are sampling from the equilibrium distribution. Typically, these
are found by measuring how long the energy or individual parameter values
remain correlated as MCMC progresses. The parameters may need to be updated during the course of MCH because the sampling parameters may need
to change with the estimated parameters of the model. For some regimes of parameter space, samples are correlated over long times and alternative sampling
methods like Wolff or Swendsen-Wang would vastly reduce time to reach the
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equilibrium distribution although these are not included in the current release
of ConIII. We do not discuss these sampling details here, but see references [50,
56] for examples.
The main computational cost for MCH lies in the sampling step. For each iteration of MCH, the runtime is proportional to the number of samples K, number
of MCMC iterations T , and the number of constraints for the Ising model N 2 ,
O(T KN 2 ), whereas the MCH estimate is relatively quick O(tKN 2 ) because the
number of MCH approximation steps needed to converge is much smaller than
the number of MCMC sampling iterations t  T .
Pseudolikelihood
The pseudolikelihood approach is an analytic approximation to the likelihood
that drastically reduces the computational complexity of the problem and is
exact as N → ∞ [3]. We calculate the conditional probability of each spin si
given the rest of the system {sj,i }

 
−1
P
p si |{sj,i } = 1 + e−2si (hi + j,i Jij sj )
(A17)
Taking the logarithm, we define the approximate log-likelihood by summing
over data points indexed by r:
f (hi , {Jij }) =

R
X



(r)
ln p s(r)
{s
}
.
j,i
i

(A18)

r=1

In the limit where the ensemble is well sampled, the average over the data can
be replaced by an average over the ensemble:
X

 

f (hi , {Jij }) =
ln p si | {sj,i } p s; hi , {Jij } .
(A19)
s

To find the point of maximum likelihood for a single spin si , we calculate the analytical gradient and Hessian, ∂ f /∂Jij and ∂2 f /∂Jij ∂Ji0 j0 for a Newton conjugategradient descent method. After maximizing likelihood for all spins, the maximum likelihood parameters may not satisfy the symmetry Jij = Jji . We impose
the symmetry by insisting that
Jij0 = (Jij + Jji )/2.

(A20)

Pseudolikelihood is extremely fast and often surprisingly accurate. Each calculation of the gradient is order O(RN 2 ) and Hessian O(RN 3 ), which must be
done for all N. With analytic forms for the gradient and Hessian, the conjugategradient descent method tends to converge quickly.
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Minimum Probability Flow (MPF)
Minimum probability flow involves analytically approximating how the probability distribution changes as we modify the configurations [73, 74]. In the methods so far mentioned, the approach has been to maximize the objective (the
likelihood function) by immediately taking the derivative with respect to the
parameters. With MPF, we first posit a set of dynamics that will lead the data
distribution to equilibrate to that of the model. When these distributions are
equivalent, then there is no “probability flow” between them. This technique
is closely related to score matching, where we instead have a continuous state
space and can directly take the derivative with respect to the states without
specifying dynamics [35].
First note that Monte Carlo dynamics (satisfying ergodicity and detailed balance) would lead to equilibration to the stationary distribution. One such transition matrix suggested in reference [73] is
X
X
ṗs =
Γss0 ps0 −
Γs0 s ps
(A21)
s0 ,s

s0 ,s

#
1
= gss0 exp (Es0 − Es )
2
"

Γss0

(A22)

with transition probabilities Γss0 from state s0 to state s. The connectivity matrix
gss0 specifies whether there is edge between states s and s0 such that probability
can flow between them. By choosing a sparse gss0 while not breaking ergodicity,
we can drastically reduce the computational cost of computing this matrix.
Imagine that we start with the distribution over the states as given by the data
and run the Monte Carlo dynamics. When data and model distributions are
different, probability will flow between them and indicate that the parameters must be changed. By minimizing a derivative of the Kullback-Leibler divergence, we measure how the difference between the model and the states in
the data D changes when the dynamics are run for an infinitesimal amount of
time.
X
L({λn }) ≡ ∂t DKL (p(0) ||p(t) ({λn })) =
ṗs (λn )
(A23)
s<D

The idea is that this derivative is also minimized with optimal parameters: the
MPF algorithm looks for a minimum of the objective function L.
For the Ising model, each evaluation of the objective function where Γss0 connects each data state with G neighbors has runtime O(RGN 2 ). In a large fully
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connected system, G ∼ 2N would be prohibitively large so a sparse choice is
necessary.
Regularized mean-field method
One attractively simple and efficient approach uses a regularized version of
mean-field theory. In the inverse Ising problem, mean-field theory is equivalent to treating each binary individual as instead having a continuously varying
state (corresponding to its mean value). The inverse problem then turns into
simply inverting the correlation matrix C [19]:
Jijmean−field

=−p

where
Cij = p

(C −1 )ij
pi (1 − pi )pj (1 − pj )
pij − pi pj

pi (1 − pi )pj (1 − pj )

,

,

(A24)

(A25)

and where pi corresponds to the frequency of individual i being in the active
(+1) state and pij is the frequency of the pair i and j being simultanously in the
active state.
A simple regularization scheme in this case is to discourage large values in the
interaction matrix Jij . This corresponds to putting more weight on solutions that
are closer to the case with no interactions (independent individuals). A particularly convenient form adds the following term, quadratic in Jij , to the negative
log-likelihood:
XX
γ
Jij2 pi (1 − pi )pj (1 − pj ).
(A26)
i

i<j

In this case, the regularized version of the mean-field solution in Eq A24 can
be solved analytically, with the slowest computational step coming from the
inversion of the correlation matrix. For details, see references [4, 21].
The idea is then to vary the regularization strength γ to move between the noninteracting case (γ → ∞) and the naively calculated mean-field solution Eq A24
(γ → 0). While there is no guarantee that varying this one parameter will produce solutions that are good enough to “fit within error bars,” this approach has
been successful in at least one case of fitting social interactions [21].
 
The inversion of the correlation matrix is relatively fast, bounded by O N 3 .
Finding the optimal γ, involves Monte Carlo sampling from the model distribution, which has computational cost similar to MCH. It is, however, much more
efficient because we are only optimizing a single parameter.
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Cluster expansion
Adaptive cluster expansion [4, 19] iteratively calculates terms in the cluster expansion of the entropy S :
X
S − S0 =
∆S Γ ,
(A27)
Γ

where the sum is over clusters Γ and in the exact case includes all 2N − 1 possible
nonempty subsets of individuals in the system. In the simplest version of the expansion, one expands around S 0 = 0. In some cases it can be more advantageous
to expand around the independent individual solution or one of the mean-field
solutions described in the previous section [4].
The inverse Ising problem is solved independently on each of the clusters,
which can be done exactly when the clusters are small. These results are used to
construct a full interaction matrix Jij . The expansion starts with small clusters
and expands to use larger clusters, neglecting any clusters whose contribution
∆S Γ to the entropy falls below a threshold. To find the best solution that does
not overfit, the threshold is initially set at a large value and then lowered,
gradually including more clusters in the expansion, until samples from the
resulting Jij fit the desired statistics of the data sufficiently well.
The runtime will depend on the size of clusters included in the expansion. If
the expansion
is truncated at clusters of size n, the worst-case runtime would
N  
n
be O n 2 . The point is that S can often be accurately estimated even when
n  N.
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B
B.1

Appendix for Chapter 1.2
Missing data

For some data sets, missing data is a problem. Sometimes missing data is a genuine additional state (e.g., self-recusal in a court, absenteeism in a legislature)
and sometimes it is a fault of the experimentalist (e.g., equipment miscalibration, he fell asleep). As one strategy for handling missing spins or votes, we
might choose to model the distribution of missing votes such that we assign
some probability to each possible way data points may be missing. This step,
however, will drastically increase the state space and grow the complexity of
the model.
As another strategy, we might try to infer what the missing data point could
have been had the data point not been missing by conditioning on the statistics
of the rest of the ensemble. This, of course, assumes that the fact that a voter was
missing does not substantially alter the pattern of correlations between the remaining voters. Then, the data is a view of the marginalized distribution,
X
rdata (s0 ) =
pdata (s)
(B1)
s\s0

where we have marginalized over the configuration of all spins s except for
the subset that were observed s0 . The same marginalization for the maximum
entropy model is
r(s0 ) =

X

p(s)

(B2)

e−E(s) /Z

(B3)

s\s0

=

X
s\s0

By taking subsets of spins from the set of all spins, we can minimize the KL
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divergence between the marginal distributions
!
rdata (s0 )
DKL [(rdata (s )||r(s )] =
rdata (s ) log
r(s0 )
s0
h P

i
X
∂ log s\s0 e−E(s) − log Z
∂D
=−
rdata (s0 )
∂λk
∂λk
s0
P
−E(s)
X
s\s0 fk (s)e
− h fk i
0=
rdata (s0 ) P
−E(s)
0 e
s\s
0
s
0

0

X

0 = h fk i s
=⇒ h fk i s data = h fk i

0

data

− h fk i

(B4)
(B5)
(B6)
(B7)
(B8)

In contrast with the original objective in Eq A8 where we just try to match the
constraints as measured from the data, the objective for matching marginal distributions introduces a weighted average across this subset of spins accounting
for the frequency with they are observed to appear in the data. By assuming that
the marginalized distribution comes from the model, we no longer have a fixed
average from the data that we converge to as in Eq A8. Instead, the target moves
as we change the parameters, this is no longer guaranteed to have a single fixed
point.2
Instead of solving this hard problem, we will check how well we can do with the
most naı̈ve approach. Returning to the original objective function for matching
the observables in Eq B8, we will minimize the norm distance numerically and
check to see if the solution is close. The reason that this is not guaranteed to succeed is because it is possible to obtain a set of apparently inconsistent marginals
from a finite, random sample where spins are hidden.
To make it clear what we mean by “inconsistent marginals,” let us work through
an example with the pairwise maxent model. Since only subsets of the pairwise
correlations are observed, it is possible to find subsets that are described by
no joint probability distribution. Take for example three voters from which we
2
One can see this by setting up the Langrangian for entropy maximization and noting that the
constraints now involve the reweighted probability distribution, which is nonlinear. Given that
the Shannon entropy is a convex function of the probability p, linear constraints will preserve
the convexity of the Lagrangian function (as we had used for fixing the correlations before), but
nonlinear constraints will not in general.
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happen to sample three configurations with one voter missing every time:
s1
1
1

s2
1

s3

1
−1 1

(B9)

We calculate the pairwise correlations ignoring the missing entries where we
have no data. Clearly, there is no triplet probability distribution that can accommodate this set of pairwise correlations because hs1 s2 i = hs1 s3 i = 1 implies that
hs2 s3 i = 1, whereas the latter is −1 in this sample. This example is a limiting case
where the conflict between marginals is obvious. Such conflicts may be harder
to identify for real data sets, but it is straightforward to describe the general
case.
To state this problem more formally, we define
pij···k = p(si = sj = · · · = sk = 1)

(B10)

For any triplet, we can then write down the probability of every configuration
as
votes
probability
+++
p123
++−
p12 − p123
+−+
p13 − p123
+−−
p1 − p12 − p13 + p123
−++
p23 − p123
−+−
p2 − p23 − p12 + p123
−−+
p3 − p23 − p13 + p123
− − − 1 − p1 − p2 − p3 + p12 + p13 + p23 − p123

(B11)

Each probability must be confined within the bounds 0 ≤ pij···k ≤ 1 and the sum
over all states must be normalized. These constraints present a system of linear
equations consisting of 2n+1 inequalities minus the measured pairwise correlations in the data
0 ≤ Ap ≤ 1

given pij...k = pdata
ij...k

(B12)

A is the matrix of coefficients for each possible configuration with vector of probabilities listed in p and the constraints are given by the data. We check whether
or not the measured marginals are compatible by using the simplex algorithm
that guarantees the discovery of a solution if it exists and the absence of a solution if it cannot find one [2]. Although it quickly becomes computationally
expensive to perform this check for all combinations of higher orders, we can
still check the consistency of many subgroups with large errors below a reasonable size.
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Application to the Super Court
Looking at the Super Court from Chapter 1, we find that nearly all combinations of three voters satisfy these inequalities in Eq B12, but there are a few
exceptions. Out of the 1,851 triplets where we observe at least two of the three
pairwise correlations, 83 triplets violate the consistency requirements for a joint
probability distribution. Although 34 of the 36 justices appear at least once in
this set, most of the violations of the constraints are small. Even for triplets with
the largest violations of the constraint, the errors in fitting the correlations of
the subset pairs are small as show in Figure 1.9 even if beyond what would be
expected from sample size errors.
We again check if the sets of marginals {p1 , ..., p12...k } for subsets of sizes k = 4,
k = 6, and k = 8 are self-consistent. We find that for k = 4, 40% of the 1,554 quartets where all four voters voted together (13,174 quartets are possible if we count
all quartets that compose a connected graph with edges Jij , 0) are inconsistent
and that larger errors are indicative of relatively more inconsistencies. This suggests that inconsistencies are to blame for poor fits. However, there is no such
correlation for k = 6 and k = 8 because all sets of marginals are inconsistent.
As an alternative check, we enumerate the triplets for each subset to calculate a
fraction of inconsistent triplets. we find that the fraction is uncorrelated with the
size of the error suggesting inconsistent constraints are not why larger subsets
are poorly fit. Thus, inconsistencies in the set of marginals may explain some of
the poor fits for subsets of size k = 4, but they do not explain the larger subsets
of k = 6 and k = 8.
This result might be unsurprising because higher order correlations can only be
measured over shorter periods of time with fewer natural courts as justices are
replaced; lower-order correlations can be measured over many natural courts.
If the distribution of cases or interactions fluctuate, we would not expect to extrapolate well to higher-order marginals after observing lower-order marginals
because they come different distributions as we explain in the next section.
We show the fit to the pairwise correlations in Figure 1.9 and with the justices
ordered by a measure of ideology in Figure B1. Though we found that the set
of pairwise marginals was inconsistent, the found model comes close to fitting
all the observed pairwise correlations and does much better than an example of
standard political science model W-Nominate (Appendix B.3).
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Figure B1: Predicted correlations hsi sj i and couplings Jij where justices are
ordered by mean Martin-Quinn ideological scores. See Figure 1.9 for the
justices ordered by date of retirement.

B.2

Evaluating the fit of the maxent model

Since we only fit to pairwise statistics, we test the model against higher-order
correlations. we show the fits to 4th, 6th, and 8th order correlations in Figure 1.9.
The fits are overall good with correlation coefficients ρ4 = 0.81, ρ6 = 0.56, and
ρ8 = 0.24, but there are a small number of correlations that deviate strongly
from the model. As another check, we compare the full probability distribution of votes for all nine-member natural courts in Figure B2. Again, the model
mostly captures these distributions, but there are some natural courts with significantly larger deviations from the model than others. If the deviations were
explained by statistical errors from small sample size, then the errors on the
pairwise correlations
would be given by the width of the binomial distribup
tion δij = (hsi sj i + 1)(1 − hsi sj i)/4Kij with Kij votes. We find that errors on the
pairwise correlations for some natural courts are larger than what would be expected from sample size fluctuations.
To summarize the fit to all the higher-order correlations that we present in Figure 1.9, we calculate the KL divergence between the data distribution of a subset of size k, p(si1 , si2 , ..., sik ), with the model q(si1 , si2 , ..., sik ) normalized by the
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Figure B2: Probability distributions of each 24 nine-member natural court in
the data as predicted by the pairwise maxent model. Each distribution
indicated by color is calculated from a set of cases where the same nine
members voted. One distribution corresponding to a short voting record and is
particularly poorly fit is indicated with bold x’s.
entropy of q,
 p(s) 
p(s)
log
s
2 q(s)
F(p||q) ≡ 1 + P
s q(s) log2 q(s)
P

(B13)

When the pairwise model q is exactly the distribution over the subset of size k
we have F = 1, but if the distributions are completely different such that p(s) = 0
wherever q(s) , 0 we have F = 0.3
For every subset of size k, we plot F as function of the number of votes in which
all k members vote in Figure B3. F is smaller for smaller samples whereas large
samples are fit well. If fluctuations in the sample size for estimating p(s) were to
blame for a poor fit, we would not expect to see a systematic decline as sample
sizes got smaller. As we take larger k, the fit becomes poorer according to F.
Since we are narrowing the measured distributions to fewer natural courts with
larger k, the distribution of votes in some natural courts must be systematically
different from that captured by the pairwise correlations.
Such deviations might be expected because we measure the pairwise correlations averaged over the entire period of overlap between two justices which
3

Information quantities like these can be tricky to estimate correctly with a small sample
size [7, 45]. In particular, the entropy of the data p may be systematically underestimated when
calculated in the way presented in Eq B13, but such a bias would only be significant for larger
subsets, would bias F to be larger, and thus would not change the following conclusions.
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Figure B3: Normalized Kullback-Leibler divergence defined in Eq B13 for all
measured distributions for subsets of size 6 (blue), 7 (cyan), 8 (red), and 9
(green). Pairwise maxent model does systematically worse when compared to
higher-order marginals calculated from fewer data point.
can be over many annual terms. The higher the order of the observed correlations, however, the shorter the time period during which those k justices voted
together, so a plausible explanation would be that correlations are subject to
strong short-time temporal fluctuations that are not captured by the long-time
averaged pairwise correlations.
In Figure B4, we show how strong these fluctuations are for pairwise correlations using two justices as an example. For the two ideologically median voters
on the Second Rehnquist Court (1994–2005), we calculate the autocorrelation
function (ACF) for the pairwise correlations as a function of the year hsi sj it .
There are strong fluctuations from year-to-year and even interesting patterns
on longer time scales. To compare with the ACF for pairwise correlations, we
also show the ACF for the probability that a particular legal topic is decided
that year (as obtained from the Supreme Court Database Project). Again, we
find strong fluctuations and observe that changes in the frequency of some of
the topics follow patterns similar to that of the pairwise correlations. Inspecting
Figure B4, we see that the change in the frequency of First Amendment cases
(topic 1) is correlated with the linear decay in S.D. O’Connor’s ACF with most
other justices. The prominent peaks in A.M. Kennedy’s ACF with A. Scalia and
C. Thomas on even and odd years seem mostly to coincide with the prevalence
of judicial power cases. Without knowing how such topics are chosen (such details are explicitly omitted from the database), it is impossible to know if they
are responsible for the yearly variation in the pairwise correlations. However,
the cases heard by the Supreme Court are not sampled randomly from a fixed
distribution, so it seems likely that fluctuations in pairwise correlations would
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Figure B4: Pairwise correlation hsi sj i autocorrelation functions (ACF) for swing
voters (top) S.D. O’Connor with the 8 other justices during the Second
Rehnquist Court 1994–2005. (middle) Same graphs for A.M. Kennedy. (bottom)
Autocorrelation function of the probabilities of the most frequently occurring
five legal topics during this natural court where τ = 0 refers to Civil Rights,
τ = 1 First Amendment, τ = 2 Due Process, τ = 3 Judicial Power, τ = 4
Federalism, τ = 5 Interstate Relations, τ = 6 Federal Taxation. Remaining 7
issues are shown in light gray. Lines drawn to guide the eye.
be related to those in the cases heard.
We find by probing into correlations that are not well fit that higher-order subsets are more likely to have substantial prediction errors, but that these errors
can be explained by short temporal fluctuations in the measured correlations
between justices. Part of these fluctuations seem to derive from the mix of cases
that justices review in a given year [5]. we show that one proxy, the legal topic,
shows strong fluctuations in the distribution by term that seem correlated with
the variation in pairwise correlations. Another possible explanation is that the
underlying interactions between justices change in time. The Supreme Court
literature points to some justices that show ideological drift like H.L. Blackmun
who became more liberal over time [51], a pattern that also manifests in his pairwise correlation ACFs (not shown). Overall, the poor fit to some of the higherorder correlations can be explained by temporal fluctuations in the higher-order
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interactions that are not reflected in the long-time-averaged pairwise correlations. Though we consider only a statistical model of these pairwise correlations, it may be worthwhile in later research to consider the insights that temporal fluctuations provide about voting behavior on the Court [32, 34, 41].

B.3

W-Nominate model

A standard approach from political science for modeling votes involves spatial voting models. In these models, voters are described by a point in a multidimensional preference space likewise occupied by the cases or legislative bills
on which they vote. The distances in this space determine probabilistically the
preferred vote for the voter. The goal is to uncover latent parameters for the
preferences of voters and of the cases in order to best fit the voting record.
The original Nominate model proposed in reference [62] is still widely used
today. We consider a variation thereof that called W-Nominate that includes a
weight parameter for each preference dimension to account for variability in
how strongly certain issues might influence the voter’s decision.
The W-Nominate model is a classic spatial voting model that is used widely,
with variations thereof, in political science [51, 62]. It is called a “spatial” voting model because it embeds voters and cases in a D-dimensional policy space
where distances between voters’ “ideal points,” or preferences, and the location
of the case determine how voters prefer to vote. The terminology used is that
the voters prefer to maximize their “utility function.” Utility is maximal when
the vote in the case is precisely on top of the voters’ ideal points and decreases
with distance. In a minimal version of the model that ignores temporally fluctuating ideal points, different parametrizations of utility, etc., the utility function
takes the form [62]
 D

 X 2 2 
uik,M = β exp −
wd Mikd /2
(B14)
d=1

uik,m

 D

 X 2 2

= β exp −
wd mikd /2

(B15)

d=1

where Mikd and mikd refer to the linear distance between the ith voter in the kth
case for the dth policy dimension when voting with the majority (M) or minority
(m). Every case has a policy midpoint zkd and spread ∆zkd such that for a voter
with ideal point θid
Mikd = θid − (zkd + ∆zkd )
mikd = θid − (zkd − ∆zkd )
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(B16)
(B17)

In more familiar terms, the utility function corresponds to the negative of the
energy function where energy decreases exponentially with distance as we approach an individual’s preferred orientation. Thus, the probability that a voter
votes either with the majority or the minority is
p(σik = M) = euik,M /(euik,M + euik,m )
p(σik = m) = euik,m /(euik,M + euik,m )

(B18)
(B19)

Here, every voter votes independently, but correlations are induced by voters’
relative distances in policy space.
In the language of machine learning and statistics, spatial voting is a kernel technique [9, 66, 72]. Eq 1.14 describes a form of Gaussian process regression with
a radial basis kernel where the location of points in the space are parameters
along with the weights wd and inverse temperature β that are found by posterior
maximization. This maximization procedure is implemented in an R-package as
described in reference [63].
Spatial voting models are usually less parsimonious than maxent methods both
in their derivation and parameterization. Although will not discuss this point
in much detail here, minimal models are often favorable, especially from the
Bayesian perspective, for generalization [50]. More specifically, the W-Nominate
spatial voting model used here has number of parameters Cnom that scales with
the number of dimensions D, the number of voters N, and the number of cases
K as
Cnom ∼ N × D + K × D × 2
= 36 × 10 + 8738 × 10 × 2
∼ 105 ,

(B20)
(B21)
(B22)

whereas the pairwise maxent model has only
Cmaxent = 630.

(B23)

It is important to point out that the W-Nominate model fits each case individually whereas the maxent model presumes some average over all cases that
have been observed. If were able to describe the distribution of cases p(zkd , ∆zkd )
in some systematic way, could compress the W-Nominate model drastically—at
least in the number of parameters. For example, if p(zkd , ∆zkd ) could be described
by a 10 × 10 covariance matrix (such that a multivariate normal distribution captures the distribution over policy dimensions), would reduce the number of parameters to roughly the same number as the pairwise maxent model. As show
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Figure B5: Policy dimensions zkd for every case k in the data set as given by
Eqs B16 and B17. (left) Principle policy dimensions are related in a complicated
way showing that the W-Nominate model’s policy dimensions cannot be
compressed into a low-dimensional covariance matrix. Complicated features
like seeming discontinuities at zk0 = 0 are apparent in the horizontal line of
points cutting across the distribution. (right) The most correlated policy
dimensions with correlation coefficient ρ = 0.14. Even this pair of policy
dimensions does not follow some simple relationship.
in Figure B5, however, p(zkd , ∆zkd ) is complicated. When compare just two dimensions at a time, find that complicated, strongly non-Gaussian features characterize the distribution of cases. This means 103 parameters is an unrealistic
lower bound for fully describing the W-Nominate model.
Although unanimous votes are a particularly notable feature in the pairwise
maxent model, unanimous votes in the data are excluded from the training set
for W-Nominate. Unanimous votes are degenerate in the sense that every voter
has the same apparent policy preference. In this sense, they give no information
about the relative positions of the voters in policy space (and can negatively
impact accuracy) and so it is standard procedure to exclude them from the analysis. Yet, in what seems inconsistent, unanimous votes can be generated from
sampling from the W-Nominate model, but are not explicitly ruled out from
the sample space [63, 64]. Nevertheless, find that the unanimous vote is the
most frequently occurring pattern for the W-Nominate model as well, but with
probability of only punan = 0.01. For a fair comparison between the models, we
explicitly include the probability of a unanimous vote since it is hidden from
W-Nominate as detailed in Eqs 1.15 and 1.16.
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C
C.1

Appendix for Chapter 1.3
Median Voter Model (MVM)

The MVM, as described in the main text, consists of an odd number of N voters
where a single voter, the Median, who with probability q always votes in the
majority and N − 1 Random voters who vote randomly. More generally, we can
interpolate between a perfect median and set of N random voters by setting a
probability γ that Median votes in the majority and 1 − γ that Median votes
randomly (either −1 or 1). The remaining N − 1 voters are always random. This
model presents a simple testing ground for exploring the information geometry
of a system with a unique, statistically well-defined median voter that can be
range from random (γ = 0) to perfect median (γ = 1).
The probability distribution defined by the MVM cannot be exactly captured
by a pairwise maximum entropy (maxent) model. We recall that pairwise
maxent models can be derived by maximizing the entropy of the model
P
S = − s p(s) ln p(s) while constraining the single component p(si ) and pair
component p(si , sj ) distributions to match the data. From the maxent perspective, the MVM is equivalent to specifying that Median be perfectly correlated
with the majority of Random voters, a correlation of the form,
*

PN−1

sRi
sM Pi=1
N−1
i=1 sRi

+
= 1.

(C24)

In general, this nonlinear correlation cannot be written as the linear combination
of pairwise correlations. Thus, the MVM serves as a testing ground as a reduced
statistical model of a median voter whose nontrivial correlations with the majority vote cannot be captured perfectly by a pairwise maxent model.
The pairwise maxent formulation of the MVM has the energy function
E(s) = −JM

N−1
X
i=1

N−1
JR X
sR sR ,
sM sRi −
2 i,j i j

(C25)

with couplings that connect M with every other R, JM , and every pair of Rs
with one another, JR . The couplings are determined by the chosen value of q. As
usual, the partition function is a sum over all configuration, but we can rewrite
it as a sum over the number of voters in the majority k by using the fact that Rs
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Figure C6: Minimal set of couplings required to calculate Fisher information
matrix. Box on the right represents a fully-connected graph of Random voters
all coupled to one another by Jvii .
are interchangeable:
Z=

X

e−E(s)

(C26)

s

X N!
X N!
=
Zk =
exp(−Ek ).
k
k
k
k

(C27)

The corresponding energy terms are then
!
#!
"
!
k
N−k
k−1
log Ek = exp JM [2k − N − 1] + JR
+
− (k − 1)(N − k) +
N
2
2
!
#!
"
!
k
N−k−1
N−k
exp JM [N − 2k − 1] + JR
+
− (N − k − 1)k , (C28)
N
2
2
accounting for the couplings between M and Rs voting with and against it, the
couplings between Rs within the two opposing sides of Rs, and between the two
opposed blocs of Rs.4 This expression for the partition function can be evaluated
in time linear with N, permitting us to solve the pairwise maxent model for the
MVM efficiently.
Calculating the Fisher information matrix for p(k) is more complicated because
we must consider all the possible ways that the couplings split for each pair of
voters we perturb. For example, if we were to make M like R0 , then the coupling
JM connecting M with every other R must split into a coupling with R0 , JMR0 and
a coupling with the remaining Rs, JMR . Likewise, the coupling between R0 and
4
N  As a simple check, one can see that the total number of couplings accounted for sums up to
2 .
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other Rs will change to JRR0 and the other Rs will be coupled to each other by
JRR . The other possible perturbation involves changing the relationship between
a pair of Rs and not involving the special R0 we have picked out. To encompass
all possible perturbations we can effect, we must expand the model to include
seven couplings indexed by the roman numerals in Figure C6. Using this expanded model, we numerically solve the three different sets of changes to the
couplings: ∆JM→R , ∆JR→M , and ∆JR→R , where the first represents the changes in
the couplings for the perturbation M→R as defined in Eqs C39 and the remaining ones are likewise defined. Then, we combine pairs of these perturbations to
the couplings to calculate the entries of the Fisher information matrix as shown
in Figure 1.16.
That there are only three possible perturbations that we can effect means that
there are only six possible different values in the FIM (three along the diagonal and three off the diagonal). Once these are calculated, we can populate the
entire FIM without any explicit calculation, using the combinations of indices
involved in the rows and columns of the matrix. As a result, we can quickly
construct the FIM for large systems and are then limited by numerical precision
and not computation time.
We calculate the eigenvalue spectrum for each voter subspace (the diagonal
blocks of the FIM) as a function of N for a perfect median in Figure C8. The
increasing importance of M is clear in the linear growth of its principal subspace eigenvalue λ M (N) compared with the increasingly slow growth of λR (N).
This increasing importance of M to the distribution of votes in the majority q(k)
mirrors the increasing divergence between the MVM distribution and a distribution of random voters. When the system size is small, the MVM distribution
is similar to that of random voters, rendering M most similar to R voters. For
larger systems, the unusual role of M becomes increasingly clear and it becomes
the unique, pivotal voter in the set.

C.2

“Pivotal components” maxent examples

Across all the system that we study, we find that the pairwise maxent model
captures well higher-order features of the data even when only fit to the pairwise correlations. To characterize this fit, we use a property of maxent models.
The entropy of the maxent model always decreases with the inclusion of additional constraints such that entropy is largest when all N components are treated
as independent S 1 = log2 N bits and minimized when the entire probability distribution of the data is fit exactly S N = S data , where S i is the entropy of the model
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hsi sj i =
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Figure C7: Overview of method for identifying pivotal voters for the N = 7
Median Voter Model to complement Figure 1.16. (A) Taking the matrix of
pairwise correlations, (B) we solve a pairwise maxent model to learn the
probability distribution p(s; {Jij }) parameterized by the couplings Jij . (C) We
calculate the FIM for q(k), the probability of k votes in the majority, measuring
the sensitivity of q(k) to changes in voter behavior. The perturbation to the
vector of couplings determined by Eqs 1.22 and 1.23 are denoted as ∆xy J. The
matrix is segmented into 6x6 blocks for readability. The variation in the entries
of the FIM clearly indicates the unique role of the median. Each entry Fx0 y0 xy of
the FIM shows how quickly q(k) changes when two pairs of voters (y becomes
x and y0 becomes x0 ) are changed together. When at least one index is M, we
find values different from when only R’s are involved. (D) The principal
eigenvector of the FIM vxy , reshaped into an “eigenmatrix.” (E) The asymmetry
ay measures the difference in perturbations localized to a specific voter vs. all
its neighbors in turn. The principal subspace eigenvalues, computed from each
outlined diagonal block in panel C, give our pivotal measure after
normalization.

matching all correlations up to and including order i.5 Thus, as we increase the
number of parameters, we impose higher-order structure, and we monotonically approach the entropy of the data. This suggests as a measure for comparing maxent models, the total multi-information captured [45], which varies
from 0 (no improvement beyond the independent model) to 1 (exact fit to the
data). For the examples considered in the main text, the pairwise maxent model
serves as an excellent fit, capturing over 94% of the multi-information in all
cases. The pairwise maxent model captures over 98% of the multi-information
for the N = 7 MVM. Overall, the pairwise maxent model is a minimal but convincing approximation of the ensemble statistics of the examples we consider
[8, 52].

C.3

Specifying the Fisher information metric

If we have a statistical model described by a probability distribution p(s; θ) over
a set of discrete states s and parameterized by parameters θ, how do we measure
how different one model is from another? The Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence
is one such measure that tells us how much information is necessary to reach a
5
For how to estimate the entropy of the data see references [45] or [7]. Calculating an unbiased estimate entropy of the entropy of the data can be an issue for sparse samples, but is
straightforward for the relatively large number of samples we have.
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Figure C9: Pairwise correlations and couplings for AK Supreme Court.
distribution p(s; θ̃) if we know p(s; θ) [20, 64],
DKL [p(s; θ)||p(s; θ̃)] =

X
s

!
p(s; θ)
p(s; θ) ln
.
p(s; θ̃)

(C29)

In the limit where the two distributions are infinitesimally close to one another,
the KL divergence becomes a metric. The constant and linear terms go to zero,
and the first nonzero term is the curvature of the divergence, the Hessian, which
is also known as the Fisher information,
Fij =

∂2 DKL [p(s; θ)||p(s; θ̃)]
∂θ̃i ∂θ̃j
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.
θ̃i =θi ,θ̃j =θj

(C30)
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Figure C14: Pairwise correlations and couplings for NJ Supreme Court. The
initials stand for Barry T. Albin, Helen E. Hoens, Jaynee, LaVecchia, Virginia
Long, Stuart Rabner, Roberto A. Rivera-Soto, and John E. Wallace Jr.
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Thus, the FI is a description of how quickly the probability distribution changes
if we move along various directions in parameter space. Because it is a metric,
the eigenvectors of the Hessian correspond to orthogonal directions in the tangent space of the model manifold, where the eigenvalues describe how quickly
the manifold is varying along these directions.
The Fisher information also measures how much information about a parameter is in a random sample [20]. When a parameter is extremely sensitive to
the distribution of data, then the information shared is high, whereas when it is
fairly insensitive the information shared is low. This is described formally by the
Cramér-Rao bound, which sets a lower bound on the precision of an unbiased
estimator for the parameters [20]. This picture, more formally, has been used
as technique for model reduction, removing degrees of freedom in parameter
space to which the system is insensitive [80]. Here, we focus on the sensitive degrees of freedom, using them to identify components interesting because their
behavior is precisely determined by the statistics of the data, or equivalently on
whose behavior collective statistics depend the most sensitively.
We propose using as parameters aspects of the system that provide transparent
insight into how perturbation of the parameters affects the system. In physical
systems, it is natural to consider the couplings Jij , or more generally the Langrangian multipliers from the maximum entropy formulation, as the parameters by which to control the system because they are experimentally accessible
(e.g., a magnetic system can be tuned by an applied field or by changing temperature that modulates all couplings by a factor). For a statistical model of a
social system, however, the meaning of the terms in the energy functional are
opaque and often nontrivial. In other words, we do not know how to access the
coupling parameter Jij . Certainly, we could be methodical about it, calculate the
corresponding changes in the set of pairwise correlations for a perturbation in
Jij , but that would result in changes across all pairwise correlations in varying
amounts. This change may be difficult to effect in a social system when opportunities for control are often limited.
This impracticality suggests a different approach, where we instead consider
how the measured behavior of the system might be perturbed directly since
these are straightforward to measure. This reasoning leads us to consider as parameters the observables. Formally, the observables for a maxent model are the
conjugate variables to the Langrangian multipliers as given by the Legendre
transform [85]. There is no difference in knowing one or the other: the transformation is a one-to-one mapping. For the pairwise maxent model, the “natural parameters” are the couplings and their conjugate the pairwise correla-
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tions
D E
Jij ⇔ si sj
N
N−1 X
X
D E
D E
Jij si sj .
− ln Z({Jij }) + S ({ si sj }) =

(C31)
(C32)

i=1 j>i

Eq C32 states the well-known relation that the “free energy,” − ln Z, is the Legendre transform of the Shannon entropy, having set the units from Boltzmann’s
constant and temperature kB T = 1. By working in the space of observables, we
do not lose any information—indeed the model started with the observables in
the first place—but find a more amenable representation.
In the main text, we take one further step by choosing to consider changes to
the observables that are interesting as specified in Eq 1.22. For example, it is a
common thought experiment in discussing Supreme Court voting to imagine
how the system would change if the justices were different. The justices could
be different in any which way, but we narrow the range of possible perturbations substantially by focusing on relative voting records, restricting ourselves
to the range of behavior already observed in a system. It makes intuitive sense
to ask how the Court would change if Justice Scalia were to vote more like Justice Thomas because their behaviors are specified by the voting record, but it
requires much more work to determine what would happen if Scalia were to
vote more like a judge picked from the appellate courts. There is no reason such
a counterfactual could not be entertained in principle, but it would require modeling that judge’s votes on the same set of cases that Scalia voted on. We restrict
ourselves from considering such open-ended questions, leaving them as potential extensions of our work. Importantly, we choose perturbations that are localized to particular components, interpretable in their mapping to behavioral
changes, and applicable across a wide range of systems.
Another advantage of treating observables as parameters is that it offers some
independence from the choice of model. As a simple example of the distinction
between treating an observable as the parameter or a term in the energy function, consider the biased coin. With probability p the coin flips heads and with
probability 1 − p it flips tails. If the parameter is the bare observable, the average
coin flip, that is equivalent to changing p up to a constant factor.
p̃ = p + 

(C33)

Taking the transformation in Eq C33, we calculate the Fisher information (FI) to
find (Figure C15)
"
#
1
1 1
.
(C34)
+
F=
log 2 p 1 − p
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The Fisher information diverges at the boundaries of the parameter space p = 0
and p = 1 because that is where a finite change in p can lead to a diverging
information distance. More closely with the perturbation considered in the main
text, we could insist that the coin “mimic” a perfectly biased coin such that
p̃ =  + (1 − )p

(C35)

Under this scenario, the Jacobian captures the fact that the coin’s bias makes
no finite jump near p = 1, but changes ever more slowly when it is almost a
perfectly biased coin. As a result,
"
#
1 1
−1 ,
(C36)
F=
ln 2 p
which goes to zero at p = 1.
Now, consider a maxent version of this problem which is the nonlinear transformation
p = [tanh(x) + 1]/2
where the field determining the bias is x and
 
sech x2
F=
.
2 ln 2

(C37)

(C38)

In contrast with using p as the parameter, the quantity in Eq C38 peaks at p = 1/2
and decays to 0 at the boundaries, and an infinite change in x is necessary to
reach p = 0 and p = 1. Of course, we could have chosen any possible model,
choosing instead of the maxent transformation in Eq C37, our favorite nonlinear transformation. Thus, by choosing our favorite model, we would end up
effectively specifying the FI. This is generally not an issue if one cares about
measuring the relationship between a particular model and the data, but it does
become an issue if one cares more about the statistics of the data rather than of
the particular model specified.
If we restrict ourselves to perturbing p, we ensure that the choice of perturbation does not depend on the choice of model. Additionally when the probability
distribution is matched exactly, there is no dependence on the model class. In
the special case of the biased coin, the probability distribution is specified exactly by a single parameter. Assuming we can measure it with infinite precision
and we have a model that can fit the measured p exactly (e.g., a model limited
to 0 ≤ p ≤ 1/2 does not count), the calculation of FI—whether Eq C34, C36,
or some other choice—is concretely defined. More generally, data resolution is
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Figure C15: Fisher information for biased coin according to different choices of
perturbation: changing p directly (Eq C34), substitution with a biased coin
(Eq C36), and changing the “field” (Eq C38).
not perfect and so we must infer probabilities for configurations that we have
not observed. As an example, the pairwise maxent approach assumes that the
pairwise marginal distributions are known exactly, but the higher-order joint
probabilities are assumed to conform to the maxent principle. When any such
model feature is used in the calculation of the FI, clearly the FI will depend on
the assumptions of the model. For the pairwise maxent model, this means that
the calculation of FI on features of the distribution that are constructed explicitly from pairwise marginals matches the data exactly, but in general the distribution of majority-minority divisions does depend on the maxent assumptions.
This is not always unfavorable: if the higher-order terms decrease in importance
such that they behave as small perturbations on top of the pairwise model, the
FI will show weaker dependence on these corrections [52]. Thus, we propose a
generalizable approach that links minimal, maxent models with a simple class
of perturbations defined on the range of relative component behavior.

C.4

Calculation of the Fisher information matrix (FIM)

Here, we calculate the FIM for the transformation described in Eqs 1.22 and 1.23
and go through some examples to show how to calculate the FIM. We go into
some detail with the derivation to make clear how to perform such a calculation
for those less familiar with maxent models and information geometry.
In Eqs 1.22 and 1.23, we consider how the correlations between component y
and all other components x0 change when component y appears to vote more
like component x. To effect this perturbation, we use a parameter  → 0 that
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leads to a linear change in the couplings Jx0 y0 as described by the rate of change
dJx0 y0 , where we are taking a total derivative with respect to the change in the
pairwise probabilities described by the vector r(sx = sy ). To obtain this derivative, we perturb to first order in  the expression for the pairwise correlations to
obtain the self-consistent equation
D
E
D
E
− sx sy =
sx sy
pert

N
D
E D
E D
E
1X
∆xy Jx0 y0 sx sy sx0 sy0 − sx sy
sx0 sy0 .
pert
2 x0 ,y0

(C39)

By self-consistent, we
D are
E referring to the fact that the new pairwise correlations
depend on the change in the couplings ∆xy Jxy , so the
after perturbation si sj
pert

perturbation to the couplings determine quantities on both sides of Eq C39.6
The coupling perturbations, ∆xy Jx0 y0 , are related to the linear response of the
couplings to change in the collective statistics induced by perturbing the pair
of components x and y,
dJx0 y0 = lim ∆xy Jx0 y0 /.
→0

(C40)

The resulting matrix of new couplings is
J˜x0 y0 = Jx0 y0 + ∆xy Jx0 y0
p̃(s; { J˜x0 y0 }) = p(s; {Jx0 y0 + ∆xy Jx0 y0 }).

(C41)
(C42)

The set of the perturbations ∆xy J ≡ {∆xy Jx0 y0 } appear in Figure C7C.
Eqs C39–C42 describe the numerical algorithm for calculating the changes in
the statistics of the system under the perturbation described in Eqs 1.22 and
1.23. Note that the algorithm implicitly depends on , which must be taken to
zero. The remaining calculations are to coarsen the full distribution p(s) to q(k),
the distribution of k votes in the majority and to calculate the FIM on q. For
pedagogical clarity, we will first show how to calculate the FIM without coarsegraining.
There is a simple, intuitive form for the FIM for maxent models. Under an infinitestimal change in the parameters such that the energy of each voting con6
Another way to describe Eq C39 is as the linear combination of the linear response functions
of every pairwise correlation to a change in the corresponding coupling, also known as the
susceptibility.
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figuration E(s) → E(s) + ∆E(s), we can expand
e−E(s)−∆E(s)
−E(s0 )−∆E(s0 )
s0 e
e−E(s) (1 − ∆E(s))
≈ P −E(s0 )
(1 − ∆E(s0 ))
s0 e
≈ p(s)[1 − ∆E(s)][1 + h∆Ei]

p̃(s) = P

(C43)

= p(s)[1 + h∆Ei − ∆E(s)] + O(∆E 2 )
Now calculating the Kullback-Leibler divergence to second order,
X


DKL [p|| p̃] =
p(s) ln p(s) − ln p̃(s)
s

E
1D
=
(∆E − h∆Ei)2 + O(∆E 3 ).
2

(C44)

The constant term is zero because the DKL [p||p] = 0 and the linear term is zero
because the changes to the probability function under perturbation must sum to
zero to preserve normalization. The FI is the second order term, or the curvature,
so we must send the norm change in the energy |∆E| → 0,


F = lim  −2 h∆Ei2 − h∆Ei2 ,
(C45)
→0

where  is defined in Eq C40. For the symmetrized pairwise maxent model class,
∆E is the sum over all couplings. Thus, the FI of the distribution over the full
state space p(s) has a simple form in terms of the change in energy for maxent
models.
Alternatively, the result from Eq C45 can be expressed as a matrix of correlation
functions. In other words, the correlation functions are the linear response functions for perturbations to the natural parameters, here the couplings Jxy . As the
simplest example, consider an Ising model under perturbation to a particular
coupling Jxy . Using our form Eq C45 for the FI and ∆Jxy ≡ J˜xy − Jxy ,
D
D
E E
−2
(∆Jxy sx sy − ∆Jxy sx sy )2 .
(C46)
Fxyxy = lim ∆Jxy
∆Jxy →0

The perturbations to the couplings ∆Jxy do not depend on the state s, so they
can be pulled out of the averages to obtain
D
E D
E2
= s2x s2y − sx sy
D
E2
= 1 − sx sy .
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(C47)
(C48)

The diagonal entries of the FIM are the variance of the pairwise correlation,
which is a well-known result. It is straightforward
D
E toD see Ethat
D the
E off-diagonal
elements of the FIM are the covariance sx sy sx0 sy0 − sx sy sx0 sy0 . Thus, the FI
for maxent models reduces to the covariance of the set of observables chosen as
constraints, when we are dealing with natural parameters.
As a more general formulation, consider the set of Lagrangian multipliers θn
and their corresponding bare observables fθn (s) (“bare” referring to the fact that
we have yet to dress them with brackets by averaging over the ensemble). For
the pairwise maxent model, the Lagrangian multipliers are the couplings and
the bare observables are the pairwise products sx sy . Working through the same
calculation as before but with this general formulation of a maxent model, we
find for the FI,


i

X 2 hD 2 E
2
f
−
f
+
∆θ
F = lim  −2 
θ
θn
n
n


→0
n

X




∆θn ∆θm fθn fθm − fθn fθm 
,
(C49)


n,m

where the ∆θn depend implicitly on . As noted earlier, the perturbation in the
pairwise agreement probabilities leads to a nontrivial combination of changes to
the entire vector of couplings. As a result, the FI in Eq C49 contains cross terms
between all pairwise correlations and the change in the Langrangian multipliers
∆θn each come with a factor of the Jacobian relating changes in the pairwise
marginals to the couplings as described by Eq C39.
For the analysis in the main text, however, there is an additional step. We do not
consider the full state space, but coarse-grain each p(s) to the distribution of k
votes in the majority q(k). As a result, we are not calculating the variance in the
energies for the pairwise maxent model as described in Eq C45, but the variance
in the logarithm of the sum of all terms in the partition function with k voters
in the majority. We label the set of all states with k voters in the majority S k to
write
X
1 X −E(s) 1 −Emaj (k)
(C50)
e
= e
q(k) =
p(s) =
Z s∈S
Z
s∈S k

k
X

Emaj (k) ≡ − ln 
e−E(s)  .
(C51)
s∈S k

Eq C51 defines an effective “k majority” energy such that under perturbation to
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the pair of components x and y as indicated by ∆xy
D
E D
E2 
2
Fxy = lim  −2 ∆xy Emaj
− ∆xy Emaj .
→0

(C52)

Eq C52 is the form that the limit in Figure 1.16C takes.
To summarize the algorithm, we first find the total derivative of each coupling
dJx0 y0 with respect to the change in the pairwise marginals as explained in
Eq C40. Then, we calculate the change in the distribution of k votes in the
majority for both the model without the perturbation q(k) and with q̃(k) for a
range of small values  as in Eq C44. By comparing these two distributions
for increasingly smaller , we estimate numerically the FIM, relying on the
definition of an “effective” energy Emaj as in Eq C51 to deal with issues in
numerical precision that may arise when comparing ratios of floating point
numbers. These steps generate the FIM as shown in Figure 1.16C with which
we calculate the eigenvalue spectrum to measure our pivotal voters.

C.5

Dissenting coalitions

In Figure 1.17, we project the eigenvectors onto the probabilities of dissenting
coalitions to obtain a detailed picture of how the parameter directions obtained
from the FIM affect dissenting coalitions. Such a projection involves taking the
sum over all the probabilities of the states with the particular dissenting bloc
and calculating the effective energy. Expanding the log-likelihood to first order,
we calculate the rate at which this probability changes to be
D
E
1
∆Emaj (k) − ∆Emaj (k) .
→0 

d ln q(k) = lim

(C53)

The limit  → 0 refers to an infinitestimal perturbation of q(k) along the first
eigenvector of the FIM. Then, the rate of change in the log-likelihood simplifies to comparing the change in the effective majority energy Emaj (k) with the
average change across p(s).

C.6

Measure of asymmetry

As a way of measuring the heterogeneity between the components of a system, we calculate the asymmetry of the “eigenmatrices” of the Fisher information matrix as defined in Figure 1.16D. Given that the matrices are normalized
P 2
xy vxy = 1, the total asymmetry can be written


X

1 
A = 1 −
vxy vyx  .
(C54)
2
xy
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Figure C16: Total asymmetry for the binary system specified by the 2x2 matrix
in Eq C55.
Thus, we might think of the asymmetry as a measure of correlation between the
entries in the upper triangle and lower triangle of the eigenmatrix. When they
are perfectly correlated such that the matrix is symmetric, A = 0. If the entries
vxy are completely uncorrelated with their partners in the transpose vyx , then
A = 1/2. When they are anti-correlated, the summation in Eq C54 can become
negative and A > 1/2.
As an example, consider the asymmetry for a 2x2 matrix
!
0 α
β 0
The normalization constrains α and β to the unit circle,
p
α = ± 1 − β2 .

(C55)

(C56)

In Figure C16A, we have colored the upper and lower halves of this circle (for
positive and negative values of α) by different colors. Now calculating the total
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Figure C17: Retrospective time series analysis of the SPDR for the two most
pivotal indices XLE and XLU and least pivotal XLY. We use a moving
windowed window of duration t = 256 days and a shift of ∆t = 50 days. The
width of the moving window is delimited by the gray box. We compare the
maximum of the normalized eigenvalues of the covariance matrix with η∗ , the
projection of the windowed time series fluctuation onto the stock index
principal subspace eigenvector (Eq C58). Lines are drawn for readability.
asymmetry,
A=

1 1 p
∓ β 1 − β2 .
2 2

(C57)

We plot Eq C57 in Figure C16B and again color the curves differently depending
on the half of the unit circle that we are tracing out. When β = −1, normalization asserts that α = 0 and the total asymmetry A = 1/2. As we increase β, we
can follow α along the positive
√ (negative) route which leads to maximization
(minimization) of A at β = −1/ 2. As we keep increasing to β = 0, we return to
A = 1/2 and have effectively swapped the roles of α → −β and β → α (a rotation
of the matrix in Eq C55 by −π/2).

C.7

Time series analysis of SPDR

The temporal fluctuations of the sector indices in the SPDR represent potentially useful information about changing economic conditions. As a preliminary
demonstration of the type of analysis that may be interesting in this context,
we consider a retrospective analysis of how local temporal fluctuations in the
market are reflected in the subspace eigenvectors of the FIM.7
To do this, we take a long temporal window t = 256 days that allows us to obtain
a precise estimate of the distribution of configurations in a time window pwin (s).
7

Note that the subspace eigenvectors are calculated from the entire time series available,
whereas realtime analysis would rely only the statistics available up to the current time. This is
why we call this example “retrospective.”
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Figure C18: Comparison of the cumulative distribution functions (CDF) of
(left) the total asymmetry A and (right) the dominant pivotal measure across
CA state legislatures and the US House of Representatives and Senate. We
compare the distributions of λ̃max in Figure C19.
Then, we minimize the KL divergence between pwin and the pairwise maxent
model solved on the entire data set with change in the couplings J˜ij = Jij + η∆Jij
constrained to be along the principal stock index subspace eigenvector ∆Jij by
adjusting the coefficient η,
!
X
pwin (s)
∗
.
(C58)
η = arg min
pwin (s) ln
p(s; {Jij + η∆Jij })
η
s
The magnitude of this coefficient |η∗ | is a measure of how strongly the fluctuations in the windowed time series are reflected in the direction of parameter
space specified by the subspace eigenvector. As we show in Figure C17, the fluctuations show patterns that diverge at many points from the maximum of the
normalized eigenvalue of the windowed covariance matrix, a measure used to
determine when economic conditions are changing [10]. In particular, we note
that periods of time where the best fit value η∗ between the various stock indices are correlated or anti-correlated may be useful indicators. Although it
remains to relate these patterns to recognized features of the time series, this
presents a potentially useful complement to existing tools for analyzing market
data.8

C.8

Comparison of CA state and federal legislatures

Are institutional differences captured in our measures of the eigenvectors of
the FIM? As an example, we compare the CA Assembly and Senate with the
8

We do not discuss in detail here the difficulty of estimating information quantities in the
limit of small data, an important issue for realtime forecasting of changing economic conditions.
Entropy estimation for small samples remains an active research problem [7, 55], and we avoid
this issue by taking long windows.
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Figure C19: Results of Kolmogorov-Smirnov test on the dominant pivotal
measure across CA state legislatures and the US House of Representatives and
Senate.
US House of Representatives and Senate using our measures of the dominant
pivotal measure and total asymmetry defined in Figure C18.
When we inspect the distribution of the principal pivotal component λ̃max , we
find significant distinction between the state vs. federal levels. With the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test—testing whether or not the largest difference between
the two sample cumulative distribution functions (CDF) rules out a coincident
underlying distribution—summarized in Figure C19, we show the KS statistics
to be larger and the p-values smaller between state and federal levels. Thus,
the distribution of the principal pivotal measure is one way of distinguishing
between the different levels of legislature. Notwithstanding further questions
about the choice of coarse-graining—which was implemented following the
same procedure outlined for the CA legislatures in Appendix E.1—our findings
suggest that the structure of CA state legislatures makes them more conducive
to the presence of pivotal voting blocs that precisely determine the distribution
of majority-minority coalitions.
After measuring the total asymmetry for all the sessions we solved, we find that
the distributions of total asymmetry for the House and the Senate are strongly
similar, but those of the CA Assembly and CA Senate are not. We find that
the large difference between the House and the CA Senate and between the
Senate and the CA Senate is not statistically significant, given the number of
data points. However, all three are significantly different from the CA Assembly with p < 0.05, suggesting that some systematic, institutional pattern might
be gleaned from inspecting total asymmetry.
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Figure C20: Total asymmetry for the natural courts in the AK and NJ Supreme
Courts. We show the calculated asymmetry with lines spanning the first to last
years on record for a full vote (including every sitting justice). There is overlap
between natural court years because some of the data are mislabeled and show
justices participating in votes after their official date of retirement.

C.9

Additional notes on data sets

US state supreme courts
We obtained the latest data set from the State Supreme Court Data Project (SSCDP) and used their binary coding of justice votes [49].
We show the total asymmetry for all the natural courts on the Alaska and New
Jersey Supreme Courts we considered in Figure C20. We only considered natural courts with at least 100 where the full complement of justices were voting.
As we mention in the main text, there is variation in the measured value of
asymmetry that makes it unclear whether or not there is relationship between
the total asymmetry and the codified institutional rules of voting.
SCOTUS
We use data from the Supreme Court Database Version 2016 Release 1, taking
their binary coding of majority-minority votes [75]. This same data set and version has been analyzed previously. See references [44, 45].

C.10

SPDR

The SPDR Select Sector indices track the Standard & Poor’s (S&P) and Morgan
Stanley Capital International (MSCI) Global Industry Classification Standard
(GICS) sectors. As described on Wikipedia, GICS “is an industry taxonomy developed in 1999 by MSCI and S&P for use by the global financial community.
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Figure C21: Names of congressmen and congresswomen in 1999 CA Assembly
session by voting bloc as determined by ranking on first W-Nominate
dimension. Though all members were included for the W-Nominate analysis,
only members who voted in more than 20% of the recorded votes were
included for the coarse-graining and maxent solution.
The GICS structure consists of 11 sectors, 24 industry groups, 69 industries and
158 sub-industries into which S&P has categorized all major public companies.
The system is similar to ICB (Industry Classification Benchmark), a classification
structure maintained by FTSE [Financial Times Stock Exchange] Group.”
We focus on these assets and their adjusted price action because (1) they are
the most heavily-traded and representative sector assets in the world, so their
prices and volumes reflect actual interest in exposure to the sectors, (2) they
have been traded daily without exception for over 20 years, and (3) unlike the
Dow indices, the S&P indices are not subject to effects of price-weighting such
as reverse-split over-weighting. The historical price data is available online on
Yahoo! Finance.

C.11

Twitter

We analyze one of the communities from the data considered in reference [33].
In this work, the authors divide the Twitter community into smaller subcommunities using the CNM algorithm [16]. We take one example from their K-pop
community with 10 individuals.

C.12

CA Assembly and Senate

Session records were obtained from Prof. Jeff Lewis’ scrape of the CA legislature’s public data API [47]. For all sessions from 1993–2017, we solved the WNominate model using the code provided in reference [63]. We then removed
any voter who did not participate in more than 20% of the votes, rank-ordered
the voters by the first W-Nominate dimension, and divided them as equally as
possible into 9 groups as shown for the 1999–2000 session in Figure C21.
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For the results of bootstrap sampling to calculate error bars, we found that 3% of
the Assembly samples showed significant error from the fit correlations because
of numerical precision issues. This is generally an issue for systems that are
poised near the boundaries of the model manifold where the couplings become
large. For the error bars on the normalized subspace eigenvalues, however, the
contribution from these three missing samples is negligible.
In Figure 1.19, the most pivotal bloc that we observe, Bloc 8, is constituted of Republicans whilst the State Assembly’s majority is held by the Democratic party.
Indeed, we find that the mutual information between the vote of Bloc 8 with the
majority vote across the blocs is I8 = 0.96 bits versus that of a Democratic Bloc 1,
I1 = 0.17 bits. This measure of correlation indicates that this Republican bloc is,
like a median, highly predictive of the majority outcome across all of these blocs
and, additionally, is pivotal.9

C.13

US House of Representatives and Senate

Data was obtained from Voteview [48]. We analyze the 80–113th Senate sessions
and the 80–115th House sessions. The 80th congressional session started in 1947
and each session lasts two years.
For filtering voters and coarse-graining, we used the same procedure as specified by the CA Assembly above.

Examples of blocs that are predictive of outcome but not pivotal include Bloc 3 (I3 = 0.96 bits
but λ̃3 = 0.02) and A.K. and S.O. on SCOTUS [45].
9
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D
D.1

Appendix for Chapter 2.1
Empirical Methods & Study System Description

Study system
In this section, we provide details on our empirical study system. The data
were collected by JCF in 1998 from a large group of captive pigtailed macaques
(Macaca nemestrina) socially-housed at the Yerkes National Primate Center in
Lawrenceville, Georgia. Pigtailed macaques [12] are indigenous to south East
Asia and live in multi-male, multi-female societies characterized by female matrilines and male group transfer upon onset of puberty. Pigtailed macaques
breed all year. Females develop swellings when in Œstrus. Macaque societies
more generally are characterized by social learning at the individual level, social structures that arise from nonlinear processes and feed back to influence
individual behavior, frequent non-kin interactions and multiplayer conflict interactions (reviewed in reference [26]).
The study group contained n = 64 non-infant individiuals (adults, subadults
and juveniles) and 84 individuals in total. The study group had a demographic
structure approximating wild populations and subadult and adult males were
regularly removed to mimic emigration occurring in wild populations. All individuals, except 8 (4 males, 4 females), were either natal to the group or had
been in the group since formation. The group was housed in an indoor-outdoor
facility, the outdoor compound of which was 125 x 65 ft.
Data on social dynamics and conflict were collected from this group over a stable, four month period. Operational definitions are provided below in the next
section.
Operational definition of a fight
Fight: includes any interaction in which one individual threatens or aggresses
a second individual. A conflict was considered terminated if no aggression or
withdrawal response (fleeing, crouching, screaming, running away, submission
signals) was exhibited by any of the conflict participants for two minutes from the
last such event. A fight can involve multiple individuals. Third parties can become involved in pairwise conflict through intervention or redirection, or when
a family member of a conflict participant attacks a fourth-party. Fights in the
data set analyzed here ranged in size from 2 to 35 individuals, counting only the
socially-mature animals. Fights can be represented as small networks that grow
and shrink as pairwise and triadic interactions become active or terminate until
there are no more individuals fighting under the above described two minute
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criterion. In addition to aggressors, a conflict can include individuals who show
no aggression or submission (e.g., third-parties who simply approach the conflict or show affiliative/submissive behavior upon approaching, and recipients
of aggression who show no response to aggression (typically, threats) by another
individual). Because conflicts involve multiple actors, two or more individuals
can participate in the same conflict but not interact directly.
In this study only information about the number of participants in a fight and
duration are used. Only fights that included two or more socially-mature individuals were used in the analysis; the data includes N = 1,086 such fights. We
do not consider internal aspects of the fight, such as who does what to whom,
except for the order of each individual’s first involvement in the fight (used to
estimate time-ordered conditional probabilities for use in the dynamical branching process model). Time data were collected on fight onset and termination but
only total duration data are used in these analyses.
Data collection protocol
The data were collected by Jessica C. Flack using all-occurrence sampling using a voice recorder and digital stop watch and working from an observation
tower. All individuals were visible during data collection. Observations were
uniformly distributed over the hours of 1100 to 2030.

D.2

Peace is different from conflict

Pigtailed macaque conflict is characterized by long peaceful periods, with mean
duration ∼400 s, that are interrupted by brief periods of conflict, with mean duration ∼40 s. We compare the distributions of peace and fight durations in Figure D1. Both span multiple orders of magnitude, but are distinct in shape. We
emphasize this difference in Figure D1 by rescaling each distribution by its standard deviation. Fight durations have a fatter tail quantified by a skewness of 5.1
compared to 3.3 for peace (KS statistic of 0.40, p < 10−9 ).
Similar scale free forms for growth processes have been found in distributions
of votes in elections [27], size distributions of unicellular eukaryotes [29], bacterial cell sizes in varying conditions [77], and more generally under the name of
fluctuation scaling in a variety of systems [24]. Additionally, growth processes
produce distributions well-approximated by lognormals when they are the result of many independent multiplicative factors (by the analogue of the Central Limit Theorem in log-space). Below, we argue for a different mechanism in
our system: our scaling collapse results from pairwise fight durations having a
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Figure D1: Comparison of peace and conflict durations. (left) Distributions of
peace and conflict durations. (right) Complementary cumulative distribution
function of peace and conflict durations rescaled by standard deviation for
comparison. The distributions are different as captured by the KS statistic of
0.40 (p < 10−9 ). The difference in the decay of the tailsDis reflectedEin the
skewness—defined as the normalized third moment ((t − µ)/σ)3 —of 3.3 and
5.1 for peace and fights, respectively.
nearly lognormal distribution and larger conflicts consisting of correlated sums
of pairwise durations.

D.3

Diffusion models

The scaling collapse with a universal lognormal curve suggests that the standard deviation is proportional to the mean: σ ∝ µ̃. As we show in Figure D4,
however, many of the measured variances fall below the line and weighted
least squares returns a sublinear
relationship, σ ∝ µ̃0.95 . If conflict duration is
n
explained as the sum of α 2 random variables representing the duration of pairwise interactions then this scaling implies that the interactions are correlated in
duration, but the correlation is not perfect (Table 2.1). If they were uncorrelated,
we would observe σ ∝ µ̃1/2 . Here, we describe the two different diffusion-drift
models we use to measure the deviation from perfect correlation.
We propose a random walk model where a single conflict consists of a sequence
of pairwise interactions each with some duration tk at the kth interaction. In the
limit that the duration of all interactions in a sequence are perfectly correlated,
tk = t j for all pairs ( j, k), the correlation time is infinite and the probability distribution of the first interaction p(t0 ) should be consistent with the observed distribution p2 (t) so that we recover the observed lognormal distribution (Eq 2.5).
In the limit where each sequential interaction is completely independent of the
past, the distribution at each time step should be consistent with p2 (t) and con-
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Figure D2: Scaling of the arithmetic means of conflict duration with fight size
with error bars spanning two standard deviations. See Figure 2.4 for analogous
plot with geometric means.
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Figure D3: Fits to aggregated distribution of conflict duration. Maximum
likelihood fits of several common families of distributions to observed conflict
durations. Exponentially decaying distributions like the Weibull cannot fit the
heavy tail. Note that on a logarithmic plot, deviations in the tail are highly
conspicuous [17, 57].
sequently the equilibrium distribution p(tk→∞ ) = p2 (t), but this leaves open the
question of the temporal dynamics that lead to it.
A simple and solved set of dynamics that converges to the observed lognormal distribution corresponds to diffusion in logarithmic space, or the
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process in statistics and more commonly known as the
Fokker-Planck equation in statistical physics [68, 81]. Besides having the proper
stationary distribution, it has a single parameter D that controls how quickly
correlations disappear in sequential interactions. Generally speaking, different
dynamics will lead to differently shaped curves for decorrelation, but we are
primarily interested in the characteristic decay time for correlations which
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Figure D4: PDM scaling of variance with geometric mean as a function of
diffusion constant D. Data follows σ2n ∝ µ̃1.9
n (dashed black), significantly faster
scaling than the completely uncorrelated case where σ2n ∝ µ̃n (dashed green),
2
2
but not quite the perfectly correlated case σ2n = µ̃2n eσ̃ (eσ̃ − 1) (solid green).
Weighted linear fit has slope between with D = 10−3 and D = 10−4 but data
seems to also agree with τ & 102 s, consistent with the results from the FPM
suggesting τ > 270 s (Figure 2.7).
determines the scaling between the variance and the means. Moreover, we
show that we find similar results for another model with different dynamics
later.
In the Fokker-Planck model (FPM), the initial interaction takes some duration t0
with distribution p2 (t0 ) and the next duration is given by a random multiplicative factor ξ1 that multiplies the duration of the previous interaction t1 = ξ1 t0 .
This corresponds to a random walk in logarithmic space. The variance of the
multiplicative factor is controlled by a diffusion constant D that determines how
quickly sequential pairwise interactions decorrelate. The corresponding differential equation for the movement of the random walk (during a single conflict)
in log-duration space (η = ln t/µ̃2 ) is
∂k p(η, k) = γ∂η [η p(η, k)] + D∂2η p(η, k)

(D1)

where k corresponds to the kth pairwise interaction in the sequence. The ratio
D/γ determines how quickly the random walker returns to the equilibrium distribution.
The stationary distribution is given by
r
p(η, k → ∞) =
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γ −γη2 /2D
e
.
2πD

(D2)

Thus, the parameter γ is fixed by the observed geometric variance D/γ = σ̃2 ,
and there is only one parameter that determines how quickly correlations decay.
The correlation of the duration of sequential pairwise interactions is the average
over all initial starting conditions and all possible trajectories given an initial
starting duration t0
Z ∞
Z ∞
2
2
dt0 t0 p∞ (t0 )
dtk tk p(tk |t0 ) − e2 ln µ˜2 +σ̃
(D3)
ht0 tk i − ht0 i =
0
0


2
2 −kD/σ̃2
= e2 ln µ̃2 +σ̃ eσ̃ e
−1 ,
(D4)
where the transition probability p(tk |t0 ) is the Greens function for the OrsteinUhlenbeck process. Normalizing Eq D4 we find that the correlation in duration
of sequential pairwise interactions decays with k as

 

2 −kD/σ̃2
2
χ(k) = eσ̃ e
− 1 eσ̃ − 1 .

(D5)

We take the unitless characteristic decay time k∗ to be the number of interactions
it takes for χ to decay to 1/e:

  σ̃2

  e − 1

σ̃2 
2
∗
+ 1 .
(D6)
k =
ln σ̃ − ln ln 
D
e

To get some intuition for this expression, we expand around small σ̃2 , finding
χ(k) ≈ e−kD/σ̃

2

(D7)

in which case
k∗ ≈ σ̃2 /D

(D8)

As we expect, a larger diffusion coefficient means that correlations decay
faster.
Given that the (arithmetic) average pairwise fight has duration µ2 = 10.0 s, we
define a decorrelation time in units of seconds as
τ := µ2 k∗ .
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(D9)

We find that the data is consistent with D < 0.0175, or τ > 270 s, well beyond the
typical duration of a conflict.
The distribution of conflict durations at the kth interaction is the convolution of
all distributions up to k − 1.
In an alternative set of dynamics that we consider is the Probability Density
Model (PDM). We imagine that we sample interactions from the data, where
we choose we choose data points more similar to previous ones in low diffusion and more randomly in high diffusion. More formally, let x be a unitless
“aggression” variable that varies from 0 to 1, and corresponds to the cumulative probability that the duration of a pairwise interaction is less than x: as a
function of interaction duration tk ,
Z tk
xk = x(tk ) =
p2 (t) dt.
(D10)
0

The diffusion model does a random walk in x-space. At each step, the probability of moving a distance δx in x-space is a Gaussian with variance D, with
reflecting boundaries so that the step does not take x outside [0, 1].
This model is expensive to simulate and difficult to analyze analytically. Instead
of computing the shape of the full probability distribution like we do with the
FPM, we approximate the distributions by simulating a set of trajectories. We
compare the samples with the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test in Figure D5 over and
plot the cumulative error between the data and approximate CDFs in Figure D6.
We find similarly as with the FPM that characteristic decay times τ & 102 s return
similar fits to the data. The results of the tests are summarized in Figure D5, and
the corresponding decorrelation times are shown in Figure D7.

D.4

Predicting conflict growth

A crucial question for managing conflict is estimating the size and duration to
which an ongoing conflict might grow. Accurate predictions of these quantities
could help decide when to allocate limited resources to limit or even promote
conflict. Using our model, we can make predictions of how many more individuals will join an ongoing fight and how long we can expect the conflict to
last.
In the previous section, we have shown how our model captures the distribution of conflict duration conditional on the conflict size p(t|n), and we combine
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Figure D5: PDM fit to data. (left) PDM prediction of distribution of conflict
duration. Conflict sizes go from 3–10 from black to green. Data as circles and
model predictions are connected by a line. (right) KS test statistics and
p-values, where the size of the circle is proportional to the conflict size and the
color represents relative frequency of the conflict size (top). Dashed line
demarcates p ≤ 0.05. Fits are within expected fluctuations for D = 0 and
continue to be reasonable for D ≤ 10−3 . See Figure D6.
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Figure D6: Cumulative CDF error between data and PDM. The cumulative
error is the integral of the absolute difference inRlogarithmic space weighted by
P
∞
the fraction of data for a conflict of size n: n pn −∞ |CDFdata (t) − CDFmodel (t)| d ln t.
Cumulative error starts to plateau between D = 10−2 and D = 10−3
corresponding to a decorrelation time of 100 s < τ < 1000 s (Figure D7), in
agreement with the more precise measurements from the FPM in Figure 2.7.
this with the observed p(n) to model the full distribution p(t, n) = p(t|n)p(n).
The probability that a fight will extend by time ∆t with ∆n additional members
given that we have observed n0 participants at time t0 is an application of Bayes’
theorem:
p(t0 , ∆t, n0 , ∆n)
p(t0 , n0 )
p(t = t0 + ∆t, n = n0 + ∆n)
=
p(t0 , n0 )
p(t|n)p(n)
=P R
p(t0 + ∆t|n0 + ∆n)p(n0 + ∆n) d∆t
∆n

p(∆t, ∆n|t0 , n0 ) =

(D11)
(D12)
(D13)

where we have used the fact that the full duration of the conflict t = t0 + ∆t and
the final size of the conflict n = n0 + ∆n.
By marginalizing out either ∆t or ∆n, we can focus on how large a conflict might
become or how long it might last:
Z
p(∆n|n0 , t0 ) =
p(∆t, ∆n|t0 , n0 ) d∆t
(D14)
X
p(∆t|n0 , t0 ) =
p(∆t, ∆n|t0 , n0 )
(D15)
∆n

We show an example of a dyadic n0 = 2 conflict that has been ongoing for
t0 = 10 s in Figure D8. In this particular example, the conflict is more likely
to grow to size 3 or 4 before resolving, reflecting the fact that most conflicts of
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Figure D7: PDM decorrelation time as a function of diffusion constant D using
the average pairwise interaction duration µ2 = 10.0 s as the scale.
size 2 are less than 6.7 s. On average, this fight will grow by 2.5 individuals but
with rather large standard deviation of 2.8. The average time extended is (63 s)
with standard deviation (177 s), the large standard deviation reflecting skewed
statistics from a heavy-tailed distribution.
We can compare potential consequences of stopping the conflict at particular
times. In Figures D9 and D10, we consider interventions that stop an ongoing
fight between two individuals that has progressed for 2 s, 10 s, and 20 s.
One possible goal is to minimize total conflict size. Here, an early intervention
at t0 = 2 s does not prevent as many individuals from joining as an intervention
at t0 = 10 s when the probability of another individual joining grows to a factor
of 2 above the probability of no other individuals joining. At t0 = 20 s it is 3x
more likely that another individual will eventually join.
Another objective could be to control the total duration at the time of observation t0 , but this scenario again depends on the particular risk we wish to minimize. If maximizing the probability that the fight ends immediately, we note
fights are relatively most likely to end immediately sometime between t0 = 2 s
and t0 = 20 s when it might make more sense to wait for the conflict to end rather
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Figure D8: Probabilities p(∆t, ∆n|t0 = 10, n0 = 2) of an ongoing fight with 2
individuals after 10 s continuing for ∆t seconds and ∆n more participants. We
use the lognormal model of fight duration instead of the empirical
distributions and use the empirical distribution of fight sizes up to 18
(although we only show ∆n < 10).
than intervening. On the other hand, given a single opportunity to intervene,
the most consequential intervention on average is at 20 s because the average
duration extended is 47 ± 145 s, 63 ± 177 s, and 87 ± 215 s, respectively; thus,
a late intervention causes the most change in the expected duration of conflict.
Averages, however, are skewed for heavy-tailed distributions. Indeed, this dominance of the tail beyond 20 s suggests that a risk-averse objective—minimizing
the possibility of long conflicts—would involve stopping conflict early.
If only a limited number of interventions are available for a large number of
conflicts, mitigating total time spent in conflicts or the number of participants
would involve choosing intervention times order for maximum effect. In this
particular scenario, efficient use of intervention opportunities may be an identifiable strategy applied by conflict managers in social systems.

D.5

Human conflict

We look at how the geometric mean of human armed conflict durations scales
with the number of participating entities using two openly available datasets:
the Correlates of War (COW) and Uppsala Conflict Data Program (UCDP) databases [30, 43, 70].
The COW database only includes wars that “must involve sustained combat, involving organized armed forces, resulting in a minimum of 1,000 battle-related
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Figure D9: Probabilities p(∆n|t0 , n0 = 2) that fights with 2 individuals still
ongoing at 2 s, 10 s, and 20 s grow by ∆n more participants as from Eq D14.
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Figure D10: Probabilities p(∆t|t0 , n0 = 2) that fights with 2 individuals still
ongoing at 2 s, 10 s, and 20 s last for ∆t more seconds as from Eq D15.
combatant fatalities within a twelve month period” as well as be between entities that can provide “effective resistance” [70]. As we show in Figure D11, the
geometric means for conflicts with n ≥ 3 follow a binomial scaling better than
a simple linear scaling as with the macaque conflict data. We compare the linear and binomial models by assuming a lognormal distribution for each conflict
size with a mean given by the model with some unknown universal variance
σ̃2 . When we take the log-likelihood ratio R of the binomial model to the linear model, the variance cancels out, and R = 9.0 for N = 29 conflicts of size
n ≥ 3.
One clear anomaly that we do not consider for our fit is the distribution of wars
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Figure D11: Scaling of geometric mean durations of interstate
wars. (left) COW
n
database and (right) UCDP. The COW means scale as 2 like with the macaque
conflict
data for n ≥ 3, and the scaling of the UCDP means is compatible with
n
growth for small conflicts.
2
between only two states. Here, the distribution is much wider compared to
larger wars, and the geometric mean is higher than for conflicts with 3, 4, or
6 states. It is not clear why conflicts for n = 2 do not follow the trend established by larger conflicts. One possibility is that pairwise interstate conflicts are
different. Other possibilities may have to do with the classification of pairwise
conflicts or how the duration is determined.
The UCDP database counts conflict episodes “defined as years of continuous
use of armed force in a conflict” [43] where an armed conflict is “a contested
incompatibility that concerns government and/or territory where the use of
armed force between two parties, of which at least one is the government of a
state, results in at least 25 battle-related deaths in a calender-year” [30]. Here, it
is clear that there is a discrepancy in the growth of the mean after n & 10. Fitting
to conflicts 3 ≤ n ≤ 10, we find that the log-likelihood ratio R = 1.0. This means
that for small conflicts there is insufficient evidence to show that one scaling is
a better explanation than the other.
That the scaling of means with size follows a similar pattern at all is highly intriguing because the UCDP dataset includes a variety of conflicts between states
and between states and non-states within shared territory or even on outside
territories. Furthermore, the definition of conflict and duration differ between
the COW and UCDP databases. Evidently, other details are important for comparing analogous human conflicts with the macaque system on which we focus,
but it seems that similar scaling ideas may provide a place to start for compari-
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son across these systems.
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Appendix for Chapter 2.2

E.1

Armed Conflict Location & Event Data (ACLED) Project

We use the data set provided online as ACLED Version 7 [65]. This project measures political violence around the world with a focus on African states for 20
years (Jan. 1, 1997 through Dec. 31, 2016). The data set is organized around
events, which have a specific date and time. We analyze three types of events
included in the data set: Battles between armed groups (K = 42, 738), Violence
Against Civilians (K = 39, 127), and Riots/Protests (K = 37, 582).
According to the codebook, there are three different kinds of battles that we
include in our Battles analysis. As quoted from the codebook, these are defined
as

1. Battles - No change of territory: “A battle between two violent armed
groups where control of the contested location does not change. This is the
correct event type if the government controls an area, fights with rebels
and wins; if rebels control a location and maintain control after fighting
with government forces; or if two militia groups are fighting. Battles take
place between a range of actors.”
2. Battle - Non-state actor overtakes territory: “A battle between two violent
armed groups where non-state actors win control of a location. If, after
fighting with another force, a non-state group acquires control, or if two
non-state groups fight and the group that did not begin with control acquires it, this is the correct event. There are few cases where opposition
groups other than rebels acquire territory.”
3. Battle - Government regains territory: “A battle between two violent
armed groups where the government (or its affiliates) regains control of a
location. This event type is used solely for government re-acquisition of
control. A small number of events of this type include militias operating
on behalf of the government to regain territory outside of areas of a
government’s direct control (for example, proxy militias in Somalia
which hold territory independently but are allied with the Federal
Government).”

We also investigate Violence Against Civilians (VAC):

Violence against civilians is a violent act upon civilians by an
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Figure E1: Spatial distribution of 10 largest conflicts involving Violence Against
Civilians (VAC) given b = 140 km and a = 128 days. Map made with Natural
Earth.
armed, organized, and violent group. By definition, civilians are unarmed and not engaged in political violence. Rebels, governments,
militias, external forces, and rioters can all commit violence against
civilians. Protesters are also civilians, and significant violence against
protesters falls under this category.

Finally, there are Riots/Protests:

A protest is a public demonstration in which the participants do
not engage in violence, though violence may be used against them.
Often—though not always—protests are against a government institution. Rioting is a violent form of demonstration where the participants engage in violent acts, including but not limited to rock throwing, property destruction, etc. Both of these can be coded as onesided events. All rioters and protesters are noted by generic terms
(e.g. ‘Rioters (Country)’ or ‘Protesters (Country)’); if representing a
group, the name of that group is recorded in the respective ‘associated actor’ column.
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Figure E2: Spatial distribution of 10 largest conflicts involving Riots/Protests
given b = 140 km and a = 128 days.
In the analysis, we only consider statistics of the conflict avalanches where T >
1, S > 1, F > 1, and L > 0 although an event does not have to satisfy cutoffs
simultaneously, i.e., we may use it for P(S ) but not P(F). We find that the statistics of events below these lower cutoffs generally deviate from the observed
power law statistics in the rest of the distribution, and such deviations are likely
attributable to data problems. For some events, ACLED sets the estimate of fatalities F = 0 unless they have confirmed with a “reputable source,” so some of
these cases are simply missing statistics (there is no way to distinguish between
missing data or no fatalities). As for time scales, the highest precision available
in the data set is to the day which defines a lattice scale below which we cannot
probe. As for length scales, we find many events occur exactly at the same geographic coordinates which presumably also involve some lattice scale below
which the data aggregators either could not access or did not find a pressing
need to do so.10 Such resolution effects are akin to “lattice” artifacts common
in human reported data. Such artifacts occur in other data sets like the Iraq War
Logs where soldiers round the time at which events happened to 10 or 30 minute
intervals. Importantly, these anomalies matter little at large length scales where
such effects are dominated by the large scale regularities of the system.
10

Accurate data on conflict is difficult and even dangerous to collect and necessarily this data
set does not sample all events with equal accuracy or detail. Nevertheless, a conflict data project
of this scale is unprecedented.
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Step 0

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Done

Figure E3: Schematic of clustering algorithm for building a conflict avalanche.
At Step 0, the algorithm picks a random event and begins building a cluster
there. Then, all new neighbors (gray) of new tiles added to the cluster (red) are
evaluated for events (black circles). When no more tiles can be added, the
algorithm stops.
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Figure E4: Distributions of scaling variables for several random Voronoi tilings.
Bootstrapped confidence intervals of 90% for the data in Figure 2.11B are
shown behind the distributions for three other Voronoi tilings (points
connected by lines for visibility). These all fall well within expected statistical
variation. (inset) Measured exponents for the four distributions where the
circled exponent corresponds to data used in the main text. The choice of tiling
does not substantially alter the exponent. The fluctuations in the means visible,
for example for τ0 , reflect variation in the lower bound found for the data,
variability that is inherent in the fitting procedure when a single lower bound
is chosen [17]. Importantly, this fluctuation is captured by the bootstrapped
confidence intervals.

E.2

Clustering algorithm

To generate our conflict avalanches, we choose a separation length scale b and
separation time scale a that correspond to the minimum separation between sequential pairs of events in a single avalanche. To do this, we first bin the time
points into bins of width a and consider any contiguous sequence of bins with
at least one event to be potentially (we must account for geographic distance
too) part of the same conflict avalanche. In contrast to how avalanches are constructed for neural systems [78], we do not discretize the day on which avalanches occurred to the scale a after constructing the avalanche, but preserve
the precise time at which events were reported (except for rate profiles which
are shown here in the SI). Such discretization to a lattice scale is unnecessary for
exploring scaling relations. As a result, the temporal clustering procedure constructs sequences of contiguous events where breaks are inserted between any
pair of events with at least separation of a days.
An exact analog of this unidimensional procedure to the surface of the Earth
is impossible because no regular tiling of the surface of a sphere exists. Surely,
one approach without bins would be to measure directly the pairwise distance
between every pair of events, but this approach scales as O(N 2 ) and is slow because geodesic distance calculations are expensive. With our data set of 104 –105
events, such a procedure would take inordinately long on a desktop computer.
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Instead, we generate a Voronoi tiling of the Earth using a Poisson disc sampling
algorithm to generate a regularly-spaced set of tiles with average spacing of b/2
[22]. Neighboring “bins” correspond to Voronoi tiles whose centers are within a
fixed distance b, and we can search for contiguous sets of tiles that have at least
one event.11 Importantly, this Voronoi algorithm only involves distance calculations that scale as the square of the number of tiles regardless of the density of
events.
As a simple demonstration of the algorithm, we provide a schematic in Figure E3 that iterates through the construction of a single conflict avalanche in a
2-dimensional space (or one dimension of space and one of time). In this particular example, each tile has exactly 8 neighbors, whereas the actual number of
neighbors will vary randomly in the Voronoi tiling. At each step, all new closest
neighbors (gray) of the cluster (red) are evaluated and appended onto the existing cluster if they contain an event (black point). Once the cluster can no longer
grow because there are no neighboring tiles with events, the algorithm stops.
This procedure defines a systematic way of constructing sequences of related
events given spatial and temporal scales.
Although different random Voronoi tilings will cluster events in a slightly different way, we find that the variation from such randomness is small compared
to the statistical variation estimated from bootstrapped confidence intervals for
a single Voronoi tiling. As we show in Figure E4, the distributions of conflict
statistics across several random Voronoi tilings are all very similar. The measured exponents likewise agree within the bootstrapped confidence intervals.
Thus, the Voronoi clustering procedure serves as a computationally efficient
way of generalizing the temporal discretization procedure used to identify contiguous events in one dimension to curved surfaces.
As we mention in the main text, we focus on b = 140 km because it presents a
“Goldilocks” zone where avalanches occur over a wide range of sizes. In Figure E5, we show the spatial distribution of the largest 10 Battle conflict avalanches as we vary a with b = 140 km fixed as in the main text. In Figure E6, we
present an overview of avalanche statistics across a much broader range of spatiotemporal scales (b, a) ranging from 35 ≤ b ≤ 2,200 km and 1 ≤ a ≤ 512 days.
When the temporal scales are short, avalanches do not percolate far and we are
limited to very small, short, and spatially localized conflicts (pink box repre11

More generally, a tiling with spacing b/k has resolution (and computational cost) that increases with k, reducing variability with different random Voronoi grids such that when k → ∞,
there is a unique clustering. For our data, we find that k = 2 is sufficient to return similar statistics between different Voronoi grids.
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Figure E5: Spatial distribution of 10 largest Battle conflict avalanches for
b = 140 km and multiple separation scales a. (clockwise from top left)
a = 16 days, a = 32 days, a = 64 days, a = 256 days.

208

209

1 ≤ a ≤ 512 days. (center) We show the average avalanche size hS i given a clustering spatiotemporal scale (b, a) to give a sense of the
variation across all scales. Where we have K < 50 data points above the lower cutoff, the region is whited out. (top, pink) When b is small,
avalanches are likewise small (S < 102 including the largest observed avalanche) and show little dynamic range (T < 102 ). (top left, gray)
In a middle range of b, conflict avalanches exist for a wide range of scales, corresponding to the data that we analyze in the main text.
(middle left, black) When the time scale a is comparable to the total duration of the data set (∼ 8,000 days), a few avalanches approach the
limits of the data, we have many fewer conflicts to examine, and we lose dynamic range in the statistics. (bottom left & right, teal & gold)
When the length scale is comparable to the entire extent of the African continent (∼ 8,000 km), most conflict avalanches span the system as
visible from the diameters L, and the data set becomes sparse.

Figure E6: Battle distributions of scaling variables S , F, T , and L across a range of spatiotemporal scales 35 ≤ b ≤ 2, 200 km and
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Figure E7: Results of statistical tests for power law fits to (A) Battles, (B) VAC,
and (C) Riots/Protests. We consider distributions with p ≥ 0.1 to be statistically
indistinguishable from power laws [17]. The separation time we use in the
main text a = 128 days is highlighted in gray.
senting b = 35 km and a = 1 day). Although most of the variables here show
limited dynamic range, the distribution of fatalities is spread out across three
orders of magnitude. This property reflects the prominence of conflict fatalities
in the armed conflict literature given that fatalities are heavy-tailed even without accounting for spatiatemporal scales. When we go to much larger scales of
b = 1,080–2,060 km and a = 512 days (black, teal and gold boxes), a few avalanches start to span the physical size of the African continent (∼ 8,000 km) and
the time series (∼ 8,000 days). We would expect boundary effects to dominate
in this regime and correspondingly avalanche space and time scales are compressed to a small region along either cutoff. As a result, we have many fewer
conflict avalanches on which to estimate scaling parameters, so we avoid this
regime. For a middle range of b around 102 km, we can probe a wide range
of temporal scales for avalanches that display scale-invariant statistics in the
tails while also accumulating a reasonable number of temporal profiles to evaluate.
Indeed, the choice of appropriate scale on which to define related events is a
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Figure E8: Measured exponents for VAC. All shown distributions for
a = 128 days are indistinguishable from power law distributions at the p ≥ 0.1
level according to the KS test. There is a missing point for ν at a = 16 days
because the measured value exceeds the upper 90% confidence bound. Such an
artifact can occur when the tail of the distribution is not sampled well as can
happen with a large lower cutoff. In these cases, the measured exponent may
be unreliable.
problem that has received much attention in the context of neural avalanches.
For neural avalanches, researchers must determine appropriate interspike intervals and often must account for a fixed electrode spacing [6]—although new
high-resolution, nearly single-cell optical techniques have become possible [61].
In principle, the physical layout of axonal and dendritic connections determines
a causal network for neural spikes and so direct measurement of true (not only
statistical) sequences should be possible. In practice, such measurements are
not yet feasible and spatiotemporal proximity is often used as a proxy where
a good rule-of-thumb is the average interspike interval as a measure of characteristic time scale. When electrode arrays that effectively define a coarse grid
are used, the time scale defining related events must be scaled with the distance
between the electrodes because the finite propagation velocity of neural signals
sets a relevant scale [6]. Furthermore, other statistical techniques for detecting
causality have been explored for constructing “causal networks” that induce
very different distributions [84]. Such techniques for determining networks of
related events present an opportunity for further work in armed conflict avalanches.
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Figure E9: Measured exponents for Riots/Protests. All shown distributions for
a = 128 days are indistinguishable from power laws at the p ≥ 0.1 significance
level according to the KS test except for P(S ). Yet, the separation times nearby
a = 128 days, namely a = 32 days and a = 256 days, are in statistical agreement
with the power law model which serve as bounds on the possible bias of the
exponent estimate. Given that the bound is tight and continuing with the best
estimate of the exponent, the scaling relations specified in Eq 8 are satisfied.
For our work, sociopolitical information could be used to cluster events into familiar notions of battles or wars, but such clustering is not deterministic and
includes ambiguity both in identification of actors and attribution of responsibility [65]. We take the simplest (and neutral) approach where correlations
can be imputed to physical spatiotemporal proximity, leading to the surprising
conclusion that the spread of armed conflict might be described directly in the
language of critical phenomena.

E.3

Power law fitting

Given the conflict avalanches for a given length scale b and time scale a, we
extract the scaling variables S , F, T , and L to measure the distribution exponents
τ0 , τ, α, and ν. To fit the exponents, we use the standard procedure described in
reference [17]. First, we numerically find the maximum likelihood fits for a given
distribution across a logarithmically spaced range of lower cutoffs. For each
lower cutoff, we calculate the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) statistic (the maximum
distance between the cumulative distribution functions) and choose the lower
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Size

S vs. T

F vs. T

dF /z

L vs. T

1.96
1.65
2.78
2.44
(1.91, 2.02) (1.61, 1.87) (2.60, 3.29) (2.26, 2.67)

2.0
(1.7, 2.5)

2.5
(2.1, 3.2)

0.78
(0.64, 0.96)

Violence
2.03
1.66
2.98
2.28
Against Civs. (1.94, 2.08) (1.59, 1.84) (2.71, 3.22) (2.02, 2.50)

1.9
(1.5, 2.2)

2.3
(1.9, 2.7)

0.69
(0.56, 0.85)

1.97*
1.69
2.68
2.17
(1.92, 2.07) (1.64, 1.86) (2.56, 3.19) (2.09, 2.32)

1.6
(1.4, 1.8)

1.5
(1.3, 1.7)

0.66
(0.57, 0.77)

1.57

0.88

τ′

Battles

Riots/Protests
Percolation
growth 2D
Forest fires
2D

Fatalities

τ

2.05

Diameter

Duration

ν

α

2.87

2.65

dS /z

1/z

2.14
1.28
1.27
(2.11, 2.17) (1.19, 1.37) (1.20, 1.34)

1.89
0.96
(1.86, 1.92) (0.94, 0.98)

2.09
1.87
(1.91, 2.27) (1.81, 1.93)

1.55
0.80
(1.51, 1.59) (0.69, 0.91)

Barkhausen
2D

2

Manna
sandpile 2D

1.28
(1.26, 1.30)

1.47
(1.37, 1.57)

ARW 2D

1.3

1.5

Neural

2.10
(2.09, 2.11)

2.86
(2.85, 2.87)

1.85
(1.82, 1.89)

Neural [28]

1.7
(1.5, 1.9)

1.6
(1.4, 1.8)

1.3
(1.25, 1.35)

Wars

1.53
(1.46, 1.60)

Terrorism

2.38
(2.32, 2.44)

Confrontation
2D

1.9*

1.79
(1.72, 1.85)

Table 4.1: Complete table of exponents showing more examples and
uncertainty intervals compared to Table 2.2. For percolation growth, the
exponents ν and α are calculated from the other exponents using scaling
relations used in the main text. The power law model for sizes for
Riots/Protests is not significant within our p ≥ 0.1 threshold, as is indicated by
an asterisk. Here, we also include another example of neural avalanches from a
cortical culture [28], terrorism [18], and a coalescence-fragmentation model
applied to confrontation [39]. For the latter model, Neil F. Johnson notes that
this exponent can be found for confrontation on a two-dimensional space
although the power law is not statistically significant [38]. For conflict
avalanches, the uncertainty range corresponds to 90% bootstrapped confidence
intervals. For the other examples, we take the error bars directly from the cited
work.
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cutoff with the smallest statistic. This procedure defines how to determine the
exponents and lower bounds from the distributions shown in Figure 2.11.
To calculate significance, we sample from the power law fit. If there is a lower
bound, we bootstrap sample from the data points below the lower cutoff to construct a full realization of a sample that is a combination of an unparameterized
model below the cutoff and a power law above. We then run the same fitting
procedure 2,500 times (again fitting the lower bound to each sample) to measure
the distribution of the KS statistic. Thus, the KS statistic determines the p-value
that we use for significance such that p ≥ 0.1 indicates that the observed distribution has a KS statistic smaller than 90% of all bootstrapped samples. Across
much of the data, the distributions that we find satisfy this stringent criterion
for significance demonstrating that the power law form is a convincing model
for armed conflict statistics.
For the data that we consider in the main text where b = 140 km and a =
128 days, the distributions are statistically indistinguishable from power laws
with p ≥ 0.1. It is not the case, however, that every distribution for which
we measure exponents satisfies this stringent criterion (Figure E7). In the cases
where the statistical test fails, often the power law model is a reasonable fit to
the tail of the distribution. As a result, we can still measure an exponent though
it may be a biased estimate. Such biases appear to be small because the estimated exponents across a range of spatiotemporal scales all take similar values
(Figure 2.11). Thus, across a large swathe of data, we find statistical evidence
that power laws serve as accurate models when accounting for the spatiotemporal spread of conflict beyond individual events as have been investigated in
other examples of armed conflict [15, 39, 60].
We measure the exponents for VAC and Riots/Protests and show them in
Figs. E8 and E9 for fixed b = 140 km and across the same range of a as with
Battles. In the top row of Figs. E8 and E9, the distributions for a = 128 days
are all statistically indistinguishable from power laws except for P(S ) for
Riots/Protests. Inspecting this distribution in more detail, we find a hump
near the maximum sizes that deviates from the power law form.12 Thus,
the evidence of strict adherence to a power law form is less clear for this
12

Similar deviations from the power law seem visible both for Battles and VAC size
distributions—though they are possibly statistical artifact, such coincidence is noteworthy. Intriguingly, such humps are characteristic of finite-size effects in physical systems near the critical
point where the largest avalanches “pile up” near the system size [13, 71]. Although we do not
do so here, it is tantalizing to consider what signals of (universal) finite-size corrections may
exist for armed conflict data.
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particular distribution as we indicate in Table 2.2. Nevertheless, we point out in
Figure E9 that the exponents for the adjacent separation times a = 32 days and
a = 256 days tightly bound the range of possible values for a = 128 days, which
falls in between.

E.4

Dynamical exponents

Next, we measure the dynamical exponents by regression on the appropriate
pair of scaling variables. A simple parameterization of the scaling relation
is
X = aT δ

(E1)

with coefficient parameter a and exponent parameter δ. If errors are multiplicative, the fitting procedure is equivalent to least-squares regression in logarithmic
space. However, the typical regression problem only accounts for noise along
the dependent variable (here X) which returns a solution that is not guaranteed
to be symmetric about a fit to the inverse scaling relation
T = (X/a)1/δ .

(E2)

This asymmetry presents ambiguity in the choice of which regression to use to
measure the scaling exponents.
Instead, we define a fitting procedure that ensures symmetry about the inversion of the scaling relation. We minimize a symmetrized cost function that treats
both X and T as dependent variables in turn
C(a, δ, σX , σT ) =

K
X



log Xi − δ log T i − log(a) 2 /σ2X +

i=1



(log Xi − log(a))/δ − log T i 2 /σ2T .

(E3)

The variance parameters σX and σT account for the possibility that magnitude
of the noise along the X dimension may be different than that of the noise along
the T dimension. By numerical simulation, we find that the regression procedure using the symmetrized cost function shows similar or less bias than the
simple least-squares fit with noisy data, and thus we adopt Eq E3 for fitting the
dynamical exponents.
In Figure 2.12, we show the results of regression using Eq E3 to measure the
dynamical scaling exponents for sizes and fatalities of conflict avalanches. As
we write in the main text, we measure dS /z = 2.0, dF /z = 2.5, and 1/z = 0.8 with
the corresponding 90% confidence intervals in Table 2.2.
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Figure E10: Temporal profiles for Battles with separation scale a = 64 days
before collapse (A, C, E) and after (B, D, F). Scaling exponents dS /z and dF /z
were fit by first taking the average profile over bins then minimizing the
logarithm of the geometric variance. Even this particularly nice collapse is
noisy, but the exponents and that we measure from the collapse agree with
those from the scaling relations. For all these profiles, we removed the single
conflict avalanche of duration T > 210 days, which showed variability of about
an order of magnitude above the shown curves. These events in this large
conflict avalanche collectively span much of the Horn of Africa and eastern
Central Africa including conflicts related to events in Darfar and all the way to
eastern Somalia. There are also reports included from the Second Congo Civil
War and the Angolan Civil War to the west. Some of these unusually large
conflicts had started well before the scope of our data set and correspondingly
very large events in truncated dynamical profiles would be consistent with the
scaling description. These events are included in the cumulative profiles in the
main text.
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Figure E11: Temporal profiles for VAC events converge to universal profiles
similar to those of Battles from Figure 2.13.

E.5

A cumulative temporal profile

We take a non-parametric approach to showing the collapse of conflict temporal
profiles, using a cumulative curve because of our small data set. In contrast, rate
profile curves are often shown elsewhere such as with neural avalanches [28, 59,
61, 78]. Whereas controlled experiments permit observation of multiple systems
with & 104 avalanches, we have at most < 103 avalanches for (T ≥ 8 days, S >
2 reports, F > 2 fatalities), and many fewer for large b and a. For the temporal
bins shown in Figure 2.13, the number of samples ranges from < 10 to a few
hundred in the best sampled bins even with logarithmic spacing. As a result,
the rate temporal profiles show considerable variability as in Figure E10, and the
statistical similarity between the profiles is overshadowed by visible noise.
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Figure E12: Temporal profiles for Riots/Protests.
The importance of noise is apparent in the example of a rate profile collapse in
Figure E10. Despite such noise, we can use an aggregate of many such noisy
profiles to measure the dynamical scaling exponents via collapse and compare
them with the exponents determined from the scaling relations S vs. T , F vs.
T , and L vs. T . In the spirit of the standard rate profile collapse procedure, we
average across bins spaced logarithmically by factors of 2 and measure the exponents that return the best collapse by minimizing the logarithm of the geometric
variance between the curves. We find agreement with the dynamical exponents
measured from comparing the scaling variables directly against one another—
though we note that we were not able to successfully collapse the largest conflict
avalanches as described in more detail in Figure E10. Thus, various measurements of the dynamics of conflict through exponent relations, direct comparison
of scaling variables, and profile collapse are all in agreement across sequences
of conflict events lasting from weeks to years.
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Figure E13: Distribution of finite jump at t = 0 in temporal profiles. For sizes
(blue), nearly all conflict only involve a single report on the first day which can
be accounted for as a lattice bias. For fatalities (orange), a much wider
distribution can be accounted for by a lattice bias taken over the ensemble of
all fatality profiles for a given time bin h1/S i (T ).
To construct the cumulative size profiles s(t), we use the right-handed cumulative distribution function counting the number of events scaled by total size
of the conflict, S , and by the total duration, T , on the time axis. This profile is
a series of step functions that increments first at t = 0, subsequently at every
later day on which at least one report is observed, and finally at t = T . By definition, all the size profiles must end at 1 and they must start at 1/S (Figure E13).
This offset constitutes a lattice bias that disappears geometrically as S → ∞, but
many of our profiles involve small avalanches. To account for this bias, we subtract from the profile the value 1/S , again subtract 1/S from t = T , and then scale
the profile such that it ends at 1. As a result, profiles of avalanches of size S = 2,
by definition, are flat, and we exclude them from this analysis. The same lattice
bias appears in rate profiles since avalanches by definition start with at least one
event per time bin. As with the cumulative profile, the finite jump decays geometrically to 0 with the size of the avalanche although we are not aware of any
explicit mention of such corrections with neural avalanches—they are typically
left uncorrected in collapsed profiles—perhaps because neural avalanches are
much bigger. Here, the prevalence of few events in conflict avalanches means
that accounting for such biases is essential for capturing the temporal profile
collapse.
For fatalities, however, subtracting a similar 1/F bias per avalanche is an illposed solution to addressing the lattice bias because some reports include no
fatalities. Indeed, any number of fatalities may occur at t = 0 so there is no a
priori reason to account for a lattice effect of 1/F (Figure E13). Yet, we find a
substantial fraction of events occur on the first day, accounting for about 30% of
all fatalities for conflicts of duration T ≤ a and 10–20% in conflicts T > a and
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decreasing in a roughly geometric manner with conflict duration. Motivated by
the nearly linear profile between the endpoints, we first take the average over
cumulative fatality profiles h f (t)i and assume that fatalities occurred with uniform probability across all S reports filed during a conflict avalanche. In other
words, such a null model would imply that an average fraction of h1/S i (T ) fatalities on the first and last days of a conflict avalanche of duration T . Similar to
size profiles, we find that the finite jumps at t = 0 and t = T can be largely accounted for by a 1/S lattice bias subtracted from the averaged trajectories. Thus,
we find a collapse of the temporal profiles for both sizes and fatalities after accounting for substantial lattice bias incurred by the discrete nature of conflicts
in the data.
The growth in diameter l(t), however, is not naturally discrete and for which a
piecewise interpolation function would serve as a poor approximation. Instead,
we treat diameter growth as a continuous function that we approximate using
minimal, linear interpolation between the observed distances.
We find that the temporal profiles for VAC and Riots/Protests resemble those
of Battles as pictured in Figures E11 and E12. Although the smaller size of Riots/Protests events introduces more variability, we find most of the profiles are
largely consistent with those of Battles: the temporal profiles for long avalanches
are nearly linear in size and resemble diffusion in diameter. Overall, this coincidence in temporal profiles leads to the surprising possibility that the dynamics
of armed conflict are similar across multiple kinds of conflict when observed
over a sufficiently large scale.

E.6

Temporal shuffle

As a test of the apparently uniform rate at which conflicts grow in size and fatalities, we show the result of randomly and uniformly placing reports of conflict
events on any day between the first and last days within each conflict avalanche
in Figure E14 (stipulating that events must occur at both the first and last days).
As we might have expected from the flat profiles of size and fatality evolution,
s(t) and f (t), respectively, this shuffling procedure does not substantially alter
the collapse. For diameter growth l(t), however, the profile changes, deviating
in a slightly curving fashion from the scaling behavior observed in the data.
These results show that though sizes and fatalities may accumulate for Battles
in a way consistent with a uniform rate, the geographic extent of a typical conflict avalanche grows nonlinearly.
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Figure E14: Battle conflict avalanche temporal profiles after time shuffle
remained largely unchanged from Figure 2.13 except for the growth in
diameter l(t).

E.7

Activated random walkers & percolation growth

We simulate the activated random walkers (ARW) model described in reference
[23]. The model consists of “walkers,” or particles, living on lattice sites that are
inactive when alone but are activated when there are multiple sites on the same
site. At every site with multiple walkers, two walkers move to randomly chosen
neighbors. As long as any walkers are active, the cascade continues and grows
in size S , measured by the cumulative number of walkers that move at each
step, and duration T , measured by the number of simultaneous updates over
the entire lattice. To produce the distributions we show in Figure E15, we used a
square lattice with edge length l = 103 with free boundary conditions such that
walkers that left the boundaries disappeared. Whenever the dynamics stopped,
we added a walker at a random site to start the dynamics again and collected
104 samples. Using maximum likelihood, we find the distribution exponents for
size τ = 1.31 with lower cutoff of 60 and duration α = 1.55 with lower cutoff of
45.
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Figure E15: Distributions of size and duration for activated random walkers
model in 2D [23].
“Percolation growth” in Table 2.2 refers to the growth of a percolation cluster
on a square lattice [14, 76]. This model is akin to the way that forest fires in the
model grow on connected clusters of trees at the critical point. After seeding
a lattice with an occupied site at the origin, we grow a percolation cluster by
occupying the neighbors of any occupied site with some probability p that the
connecting bond is “open.” We count time in units of shells such that the unoccupied neighbors of any of the currently occupied sites are simultaneously
occupied in one time step. Using a square lattice with edge length l = 104 , open
bond probability p = 0.49, K = 103 samples, and fitting to trajectories with duration T ≥ 10, we recover the dynamical exponents mentioned in reference [14]. To
recover the distribution exponents, we assume that the percolation clusters live
a two-dimensional lattice, yielding τ = 2, and calculate the remaining exponents
ν and α using the exponent relations from the main text.
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F
F.1

Appendix for Chapter 3
Experimental protocol

All subjects were informed about the purpose and goal of the study at the beginning of the experiment and gave consent. After a preliminary survey about
experience in sports or performing arts and questions about any conditions
that would exclude them from the study (including vision, hearing, and arm
motion problems and history of poor experience with virtual reality headsets),
they were shown how to use the motion capture suit and virtual reality headset
comfortably. The subject was familiarized with the mirror game outside of the
virtual reality environment through two quick practice rounds (one hand at a
time) with the researcher. Subjects were then instructed to “mirror [simultaneously] the motion, or velocity, of the avatar” where the word “simultaneously”
was included in the training conditions because it was unclear if all subjects
understood what was implied by mirroring in the untrained condition. When
audio cues were used, they were also told, “Try to use the sound to predict the
motion of the avatar’s hand.” Immediately previous to the start of the mirroring task, they were reminded visually by a floating script to “Mirror the hand.”
Periodically throughout the trial, the comfort of subjects in the virtual environment was assessed verbally. At the end of the experiment, all subjects filled out
a post-experiment survey to assess the comfort of the suit and virtual headset,
importance of fatigue, clarity of instructions, and to check if they had been following instructions.
A sequence of trials for a single hand consisted of 16 different 30 s trials where
the first and last trials were always a fully visible condition. During the experiments, the task was paused every 2–3 minutes to assess the subject for any
poor reactions to the virtual environment and to ask explicitly about fatigue.
If the subject expressed any sign of fatigue, a rest of time of at least 15 s was
taken.
We tested four different experimental conditions including no training and no
audio (Visual Only), no training with audio (Audio), training without audio
(Train), and training with audio (Train+Audio) each with subject sample size N
and unique subject and hand combinations M: (N = 10, M = 17), (N = 10, M =
10), (N = 7, M = 13) and (N = 8, M = 15), respectively. Nearly all subjects participated in two experiments, one with each hand and the first hand chosen randomly. The exceptions were when coding bugs prevented us from continuing
the experiment.
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Figure F1: Statistics on the avatar’s motion. (left) Autocorrelation function
(ACF) of the velocity along the y and z axes on which we assessed performance
and the norm velocity |v|. There is little structure in the velocities after the 1 s
time scale because the motion is aperiodic. (right) Cumulative distribution
function (CDF) of the velocities. The velocities are relatively slow and nearly
all within a speed of 1 m/s.
For the Train and Train+Audio conditions, subjects were told that the first 5
minutes of the experiment would consist of a practice round with a single break
in the middle. During the break, subjects were asked if they had any questions
about their performance. When audio cues were used, the experimenter emphasized the instruction to use the audio cue and asked the subjects to explain
how they were using the audio cues. If they made incorrect inferences about
how the audio corresponded to the motion—for example, one subject thought
the volume of the audio changed with the location of the avatar’s hand—the
experimenter explained to them how they were incorrect. To all subjects, the experimenter explained that the audio cue had pitch proportional to the speed of
the avatar and became higher in pitch when the avatar was moving faster and
lower when the avatar was slowing down or changing directions.
We collected data from 35 participants, but one subject was excluded from the
analysis because of professed disinterest in the experiment and cursory completion of the post-experimental survey that included answering an inapplicable
question without any mention or question to the experimentalist. All subjects
were assigned to one experimental condition per visit. Subjects ranged in ages
from 18–42 with varying levels of experience in physical activities requiring coordination with others. Experimental protocol was approved by the institution’s
IRB and the HRPO at the DoD.
The motion of the avatar was generated by the experimenter with the goal of
keeping it aperiodic and within velocity bounds that would be well tracked by
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the PN motion capture suit. In Figure F1, we show the autocorrelation function
(ACF) of the avatar’s motion and the distribution of velocities. The autocorrelation function shows small periodicities at the 1 Hz time scale but otherwise little
other periodicity at longer time scales. The CDFs show that the velocity of the
avatar was limited to a small regime bounded by 1 m/s.

F.2

Experimental apparatus architecture

To run the experiment, we combine several commercially available or open
source platforms to run the virtual environment, capture the motion of the subject, and train the online learning algorithm. We discuss how these are combined
in an overview and then discuss details of the platforms in more detail.
The main components of the system are detailed in Figure 3.2. The apparatus involves running a virtual reality environment on Unreal Engine 4 (UE4), a game
development engine. Subjects are immersed in the environment with the Oculus
Rift virtual reality headset. We capture their motion using the Perception Neuron motion capture suit. We compare the subject’s motion with the prerecorded
avatar’s on a Python backend and learn the subject’s performance landscape the
results of which are sent to UE4 to determine the course of the experiment.
UE4 is a standard game development engine used to develop applications for
virtual reality environments built on a C++ backend [25]. Since it is widely used,
many plugins and features are ready to use, and the Oculus Rift requires no further programming to interact with the three-dimensional environment that we
build. We use the environment to display visual instructions to the subjects,
manipulate the visual appearance of the avatar, play the audio cue, and provide feedback to the subjects on their performance in the form a green “health
bar” above the avatar’s head. This environment is displayed in the Oculus Rift
virtual reality headset that was originally designed for gaming and is available
on the consumer market. It provides a 3-dimensional perspective through two
lenses that refresh the visual field at 90 Hz. Although each eye has a high definition 1080p view of the world, the width of the field of view means that pixelation
is visible.
To check that this environment was adequate for controlling the visual appearance of the avatar during our experiments, we verified that the internal loop
controlling whether or not the avatar was visible was accurate to the tens of
milliseconds level. We did this by recording the system clock time every iteration of the loop found it to be accurate within tens of milliseconds. Instead, the
limiting factor in how low we can reduce the shortest visual gap or visual ap225

pearance of the avatar is the refresh rate of the headset. This pins us at a lower
limit of about 0.1 s which is close to the minimum for human reaction time.
Perception Neuron (PN) is a motion capture suit developed by Noitom. Instead
of relying on optical marker tracking, PN is based on a network of inertial measurement units (IMUs) that measure local acceleration and angular velocities.
This is a relatively new technology because drift error can become a serious
problem for systems not tethered to a fixed coordinate system.13 Nevertheless, it
is the case that in recent years IMU-based systems have made notable advances
and easily portable, energy efficient, and significantly cheaper than most optical
marker tracking systems.
PN comes with software that rapidly (within a delay of 15 ms) computes and
transmits via port the motion of the subject including position, velocity, acceleration, and rotation angles [82]. However, these measurements are processed by
a custom algorithm based on proprietary technology and the raw acceleration
and orientation data from the suit sensors are inaccessible. Although we cannot
inspect the algorithm in detail, we note that the widely-used algorithm used to
calculate lower-order moments of motion (velocity and position) are almost always variations on the Kalman filter [83]. Typically, results are more biased by
particular assumptions of the algorithm the higher the order of the integral or
derivative one takes from the data, so we focus on measuring the velocities of
the subjects and do not consider positions or orientations of the body.
For our analysis, it is important that the total latency in our system be below
100 ms which is the lower limit to human reaction time. Across a few tests, we
find that the PN system compares remarkably well to other well-tested equipment systems and latency errors are easily below 100 ms.
First, we compare the PN suit with a known standard and well-tested Vicon
optical marker tracking system in a local facility. This system provides a different way of measuring the motion of the subject because it tracks the location
of each of the markers which can be used to calculate the velocities instead of
the acceleration. When properly calibrated, the Vicon system can measure the
position of its markers down to millimeter precision and with a latency of single milliseconds. We find that on a computer system with sufficient processing
power (otherwise a significant time varying delay is incurred) and when the PN
13

Drift error refers to the fact that the measurement components cannot measure directly the
position or velocity of the IMUs directly, but that they must be calculated from integration of
noisy measurements.
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Figure F2: Comparison of velocity with an ultrasound distance meter. A box
was held between the two hands of the experiment and moved towards and
away from the detector. We show the resulting estimates of the velocities from
the detector (black), the Perception Neuron left hand (blue), and the right hand
(red). Zero crossings in the velocities agree within 50 ms, below the lower limit
of our analysis in performance (Figure 3.3).
suit is physically connected to the computer, latency is well below 50 ms as advertised. The values of the velocities do not agree with those estimated from the
Vicon system but they constitute roughly a scaled transformation such that velocities < 1 m/s like those encountered in the avatar’s motion do not incur more
than 10% error in the conditions we explored. Reassurringly, the zero velocity
crossings match almost exactly in the two systems. Given the high accuracy and
precision in timing of direction changes but relatively significant errors in the
magnitudes, we do not consider directly the magnitudes of the velocities in our
analysis.14
We furthermore compare the timing of the suit with an ultrasound Vernier Motion Detector. The ultrasound distance meter is reportedly accurate to a single
millimeter with a maximum recording frequency of 30 Hz [53]. To compare the
PN suit with the detector, we held a box between both hands and moved it towards and away from the detector and measured the velocities along this axis
of motion as shown in Figure F2. By interpolating the measured velocities to estimate the zero crossings, we find that disagreements were below 50 ms. Again,
we found nothing to suggest that the latency of the PN suit was large enough
to affect our results when estimating the velocities. Indeed, we find close agreement between the two systems and the timing of direction changes is precise
within few tens of milliseconds.
14
For the alignment of the subject’s motion with the avatar’s, we use the magnitude of the
measured velocities but we design our cost function to rely on linear differences between the
velocities to minimize the effects of scale. In principle, we could also account for such scaling
errors by introducing a scaling error parameter, but we did not find this necessary.
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Figure F3: Example velocity trajectories as measured using the Perception
Neuron suit when the subjects hands are clasped together. Errors in the
inferred orientation of the hands lead to larger relative errors in the x direction
which corresponds to the axis pointing from the subject to the avatar
(Figure 3.1). We ignore this axis for our analysis.
Finally, we tested the suits by fixing the hands together checking for consistency between the two velocity trajectories, an example of which is shown in
Figure F3. Here, we found that rotational errors in the orientation of the arms
would leads to differences in timing and velocity along the x axis (pointing from
the subject to the avatar). The other axes y and z seemed to be less affected by
this problem. For our analysis, we do not consider the x direction.

F.3

Dynamic time warping (DTW)

Although spectral techniques provide one way to compare motion in coordination tasks (including variants of cross correlation, wavelet analysis, and recurrence plots), we use DTW to align the velocity trajectories of the subject with
that of the avatar [36, 54, 67]. One major issue with using spectral techniques
to identify temporal delays in aperiodic motion is ambiguity in deciding which
local peak in the time-lagged cross-correlation corresponds to the time delay especially when individuals are failing to mirror the partner well. DTW, on the
other hand, finds the globally optimal alignment and thus can use global information to resolve these ambiguities in local alignment. Overall, DTW is a
computationally efficient way of accounting for strong local nonlinearities in
multiple dimensions when comparing motion trajectories.
The goal of DTW is to align two curves by allowing local temporal stretching.
This is accomplished by a combinatorial algorithm that involves finding the
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optimal path in the matrix defined by Eq F1
Dij = ~vs (ti ) − ~va (tj ) + λg(i, j)

(F1)

The corresponding path minimizes the total accumulated distance between the
warped curves with some extra cost g and strength of regularization λ for disfavoring unrealistic trajectories. The resulting path defines a warped time t˜i that
gives a measure of the local time delay (or anticipation) that the subject shows
while tracking the avatar.
The first term in Eq F1, what we call the cost, is often quadratic in the distance.
For our system, the linear distance between the two velocities is essential because of both human motion and limitations of the experimental apparatus that
we are using to capture motion. Some subjects change directions very rapidly
to correct for errors in direction and this results in large velocities with temporal profiles that are almost correct while velocity magnitude deviations can
be large. With a cost function that grows superlinearly with the velocity, error
peaks would be aligned even at the expense of many features smaller in magnitude but indicative of mirroring. Furthermore, we have found that the motion
capture system can overestimate absolute velocities especially when the acceleration is large. Thus, peaks in velocities are especially prone to systematic error. In both these cases, a superlinear distance measure between the velocities
would favor weight large peak matching instead of aligning the many smaller
features of trajectories, and so we rely on a cost linear with distance between the
trajectories.
As for second term in Eq F1, the regularization, we design g to avoid situations
in which the subject is impossibly anticipating the motion of the avatar (as can
happen when motion seems briefly periodic) and when the inferred delay is so
large that subjects would have to remember far into the past while memorizing new motion simultaneously. To design a sensible regularization function in
Eq F1, we find that when λ = 0 DTW will find some trajectories where the subject is leading the avatar by seconds or is behind the avatar by seconds. These
trajectories tend to appear in cases where the subject is doing very poorly and
so it is difficult to find a temporally local trajectory that resembles the avatar’s
motion. They also occur where brief periodicities mean a phase shift of 2π overlays the trajectories. Noting that when the avatar is fully visible, subjects infrequently venture outside a time delay of 3/2 s or are ahead by more than 1/2 s,
we define g to be zero within the interval ∆t ∈ [−1/2 s, 3/2 s] and then sharply
increasing outside of that range.
(
0,
|ti − tj + 1/2| < 1
g(i, j) =
(F2)
6
|ti − tj + 1/2| , |ti − tj + 1/2| ≥ 1
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with λ = 10−3 controlling the strength of regularization.
To calculate alignment, we first use FastDTW which can calculate the time warp
in nearly linear time instead of quadratic time [69]. If the found trajectory ventures outside of the bounding interval ∆t ∈ [−1/2 s, 3/2 s], we then solve the
problem using our own (slower) implementation including the regularization.
We find that about 60% of the untrained trials were regularized whereas only
35% of the trained trials were. We might expect this difference because untrained individuals typically do not replicate the trajectory of the avatar as well
and the algorithm is more prone to misaligning stretches of motion.

F.4

Velocity error thresholds

In the main text, we only consider the temporal delays  ∗ to characterize the performance of the subjects. Here, we explore the effect of a threshold in the alignment of the velocities v∗ . In agreement with our results when only considering
the time delay threshold as shown in Figure 3.3, we find that Visual Only performance is much worse when compared to the other conditions, there is a range
of timescales from about 200–800 ms where the largest variation in performance
between conditions appear, and that beyond those limits performance variation
is small. We also find that audio cues have a larger effect on performance for
the shortest time scales, in contrast with training where performance is worse
at faster time scales. Overall, inclusion of the velocity error threshold reaffirms
our results about the change in mean performance in the main text where we
only consider the time delay threshold.
To measure velocity error, we focus only on normalized velocities. We ignore the
speed because the size of the avatar does not scale with the size of subject and
because we find that the PN suit system is prone to scaling errors with velocity
estimation (See SI Section F.2). To compare the velocity directions, we define the
error to be


 1 1 ~va t˜ · ~vs t˜
(F3)
v t˜ = −


2 2 ~va t˜ ~vs t˜
that is 1 when the velocities are anti-aligned, 1/2 when they are orthogonal,
and 0 when they are exactly parallel. As with the timing delays, we choose a
threshold v∗ and measure when subjects are below the fixed threshold. Now
instead of a single threshold, we have two thresholds in both velocity v∗ and
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Figure F4: (A) Difference in average performance of Visual Only relative to
Train+Audio for different combinations of the time delay  ∗ and velocity
direction v∗ threshold. Rightmost column corresponds to the difference
between the mean performance values shown in the bottom of Figure 3.3. (B)
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relative to Train+Audio.
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(F4)

We calculate the mean performance hπi i ∗ over the average per subject as we
change the thresholds. To do this, we infer the entire predicted landscape given
the data points from Eq F4 for every combination of  ∗ and v∗ of interest. We
summarize the results of the predicted landscapes in Figure F4 where we show
the change in average performance from (A) Visual Only to Train+Audio, (B)
from Train to Train+Audio, then (C) from Audio to Train+Audio. The deepness of the blue indicates how much worse average performance in the shown
condition is relative to Train+Audio, whereas red indicates relatively better performance. Consistent with results in the main text, subjects do much better with
either training or audio than in the Visual Only condition as indicated by the
blue-dominated leftmost graph. The rightmost column of these graphs corresponds to the differences in the mean performance values shown in Figure 3.3.
In the Train and Audio conditions in Figs. S5B and C, the enhancement for
Train+Audio is concentrated at 0.2 s <  ∗ < 0.8 s across all v∗ . At the smallest
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shown v∗ = 0.1, we again are at the limit where subjects all perform poorly because the threshold for error is so low, and so we find, as expected, a narrowing
the range of performance across all conditions.

F.5

Learning the performance landscape

Mapping the topology of the performance landscape by measuring every combination of parameters (τ, f ) is infeasible. If, however, we assume that that the
average performance landscape changes smoothly as we change the visual appearance of the avatar with parameters τ and f , we can measure a few key
points and interpolate the missing ones. We model any particular measurement
of the subject i’s performance as a stochastic variable.
π∗i (τ, f ) = pi (τ, f ) + ηi ,

(F5)

where π ∈ [0, 1] has been mapped to the real line with the inverse logistic transform π∗ = − log [1/π − 1] such that 0 → −∞ and 1 → ∞. The first term in Eq F5
refers to the variation inherent to the subject, embodying how fluctuations in
the performance landscape are correlated across different τ and f . It has mean
hpi i = µi . The second term in Eq F5 refers toD anE independent source of statistical noise ηi with mean hηi i = 0 and width η2i = α2i . The expected covariance
between any two measurements is then



hπi (τ, f )πi (τ0 , f 0 )i = pi (τ, f ) − µi pi (τ0 , f 0 ) − µi +
δτ,τ0 δ f, f 0 α2i

(F6)

with delta function δ x,x0 = 1 only if x = x0 and 0 otherwise.
We model the distribution characterized by the covariance in Eq F6 using Gaussian process regression (GPR). This technique is equivalent to a multivariate
normal distribution of the observed data points with covariance that typically
decays with increasing distance between two parameter sets (τ, f ) and (τ0 , f 0 ) [9,
66], where the decay length determines the typical size of local features in the
performance landscape.
When modeling the covariance function during the course of an experiment, we
used different formulations for running the experiments including radial basis
kernel G or an exponential kernel K, which are both common parameterizations
of the kernel function. They are, respectively,


(F7)
Ki (d) = θi exp −d2 /2s2i
Gi (d) = φi exp (−d/λi )
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(F8)

with coefficients φi and θi and scale parameters λi and si . Typically, the diagonal
terms representing the noise are considered separate from the kernel function
such that the covariance is the sum of the two:
hπi (τ, f )πi (τ0 , f 0 )i = Ki (d) + α2i δτ,τ0 δ f, f 0

(F9)

In addition to the kernel, we must also decide on a geometry for the performance landscape that determines the distance d in Eq F9. We use the geodesic
distance on a hemisphere to observe the singularities at f = 1 and f = 0 corresponding to the north and south poles, where the longitude lines of performance at different τ all converge [31].
Combining these elements, the log-likelihood of the set of observed data points
for subject i is given by the multivariate normal distribution
log Li ∝ −

X

πi (x)K x,x0 πi (x0 ) −

x=(τ, f )
x0 =(τ0 , f 0 )

1
log |K|
2

(F10)

If the hyperparameters are not optimized at every step, the parameter combination (τ, f ) of maximal predicted uncertainty is deterministic after every measurement because the log-likelihood does not depend on the value of performance
measured at that point. If the hyperparameters are optimized, then the parameter combination with maximal uncertainty can change, but the computational
cost of the calculation can be much higher.
We used different formulations of GPR depending on the experimental condition. For the untrained conditions, we used a radial basis kernel function without hyperparameter optimization at every trial. Thus for all the untrained trials,
all the same points were measured on the performance landscape in the same
order, though ensuring that the parameter combination with maximum uncertainty was selected next. For the trained conditions, we used an exponential
kernel with online hyperparameter optimization. The difference in procedures
means that the sets of points collected for the untrained trials are fixed throughout all subjects whereas for the trained subjects the measured points are scattered differently throughout the parameter space. When we model the aggregate landscapes at the end, however, we model all performance landscapes in
the same way.

F.6

Aggregate performance landscape

We combine the measured values across all subjects for a given experimental condition to construct an aggregate performance landscape that captures
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Figure F5: Aggregated performance landscapes for the Visual Only, Audio, and Train
conditions from top to bottom as predicted using Gaussian process regression. Blue lines are
best fits to level contours of the rescaled performance hπ̃i = 1/2 of the form given by Eq 3.1.
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subject-specific fluctuations and structure common across subjects. We add onto
Eq F5 a common landscape P across Dall subjects
and noise H that is iid for every
E
2
observation made with hHi = 0 and H = β.
πi (τ, f ) = pi (τ, f ) + ηi + P(τ, f ) + H

(F11)

The terms P and H do not have indices because they are shared across all subjects.
Then, we assume the corresponding covariance matrix has the block form


Kij (d) = a Kco (d) + δij bi Ki (d) + δτ,τ0 δ f, f 0 α2i +
δij δτ,τ0 δ f, f 0 δn,n0 β2

(F12)

with common kernel Kco , weight coefficients a and b, and each data point has a
unique index n. Here, we use the more flexible Màtern kernel,
K(d) = Θ

21−ν
(d/λ)ν κν (d/λ)
Γ(ν)

(F13)

where κ is the modified Bessel function of the second kind [40]. The Màtern
kernel has a smoothness parameter ν such that when ν = 1/2 (with 0 ≤ ν ≤ 1/2
on a spherical surface) it is the exponential kernel from Eq F8.
Given the large number of parameters, we regularize the problem by imposing a sparseness constraint on the coefficients of the subjects when maximizing
likelihood
N

f ({θi }) =

1X
|θi |
N i=1

(F14)

such that subject specific terms in Eq F12 are driven to zero when the common
landscape is sufficient to describe the subject’s behavior. When the coefficient θi
is driven to 0, the other parameters for that subject’s kernel become irrelevant so
this is an efficient way of reducing the dimensionality of the parameter space.
We also find that the noise terms are often driven to 0 if they are not constrained
even though fluctuations in the data seems to be strongly important even when
comparing the same subject’s performance for f = 1. Therefore, we add a weak
regularization for the noise terms
N

1 X
|αi − 1/2|
103 N i=1
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(F15)

As validation of our choice of the structure of the covariance matrix, we find
that the ratio of coefficients a/ hbii is not driven to 0, but varies from 0.2 to 4.8 indicating that shared structure in the performance landscape is important.
The maximum likelihood parameters we find describe a model that agrees well
with the measured data points across all 24 combinations of the 4 experimental conditions and 6 values of  ∗ with correlation coefficient of ρ = 0.98 when
comparing π with π̂. We also perform a cross-validation test by leaving one data
point out of the data (such that the covariance matrix is one row and one column smaller) and comparing the prediction with the measured data point and
find still yet ρ = 0.95 [1]. For each single landscape (for a fixed  ∗ and experimental condition), we check directly the prediction error of this cross-validation
procedure and find that the average norm error per landscape is less than 0.01.
These statistics show that we have found a good fit to the performance landscape.
As we describe in the main text, we must aggregate over rescaled performance
landscapes to show the transition curve shown in Figure 3.1C. First, we rescale
them such that they all reach the value of π̃ = 1/2 at (τ, f ) = (2.0, 0.6). Then, we
set π̃( f = 1) ≈ 1 and π̃( f = 0) ≈ 0. The precise values for this last step in rescaling
are chosen for maximum contrast, but the shape of the transition region does not
depend on the upper and lower limits of the rescaled performance landscape.
The result of this aggregation for the Train+Audio condition is in Figure 3.1C
and the other conditions are shown in Figure F5.

F.7

Modeling the transition

In the main text, we fit the level curve of performance in the region between
high and low performance using a linear relation between the visible duration
τvis and the invisible duration τinv parameterized by the two constants a and b
in Eq 3.1. We find this curve by minimizing the total value of the boxes that the
contour passes through
!2
K
X
a
1
−
(F16)
C=
π τk , f =
1 + b (1 + b)τ
k=0
where τK = 2 s. Since we restrict our contour to the limits of the parameter space
we explore in this work, however, Eq F16 can be minimized by simply reducing
the length of the contour.
In order to ensure that the contour passes through the grid and does not minimize length at the expense of fitting the level curve, we normalize by the length
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Transition contour parameters
Condition
Visual Only
Train
Audio
Train+Audio

a
0.41
0.38
0.49
0.34

b
0.28
0.42
0.25
0.50

Table 4.2: Transition contour parameters. Parameters found for Eq 3.1 using
objective function in Eq F19. Compared to the other conditions, Train+Audio
has a flatter transition zone showing that the transition to poor performance
varies less with τ.
of the contour on the grid. This length is
s
Z τ=2
df 2
1+
dτ
L=
dτ
τ=τ0

(F17)

where τ0 corresponds to value of τ where the contour crosses the bottom limit
of the measured performance landscape where f = 0.1,
τ0 =

a
−0.1b − 0.9

(F18)

Combining Eqs F16 and F17, we have the objective function that we use to find
the parameters in Eq 3.1
min C(a, b) = C(a, b)/L(a, b).
a,b

(F19)

The discreteness of the landscape means that a gradient-based minimization
routine will fail. Instead, we evaluate the function across a grid of a and b to
find the optimal solution. For all the experimental conditions, we find the values of a and b to yield very similar transition curves. The values are shown in
Table 4.2.

F.8

Decay distributions

When we inspect the durations of time t that subjects are tracking the avatar
closely, we find that the distributions p(t) can be described by three main classes
characterized by either an exponential tail, a gamma-like function with a dearth
of the shortest decay times, or a heavier-tailed distribution. Although the exponential decay is a signature of a memoryless process, the remaining two distributions indicate that the dynamics of how subjects are tracking the motion of
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Figure F6: Distribution of decay times for stable runs as indicated by shaded
regions in Figure 3.1B. (left) The most frequently occurring distribution is close
to an exponential decay. (middle) “Sticky” distributions show a dearth of very
short decay times. (right) “Robust” distributions show a power-law like decay
with a heavy tail.
the avatar are not generated from an time-independent process. Here, we provide more detail on a few possible explanations for the form and origin of these
distributions.
The predominant class of distributions are exponential. In the language of control theory, exponential decays are considered a “first to failure” process in a
multicomponent system where failure manifests when the first component fails.
This intuition suggests that while the average decay rate of the subject might
depend on subject handedness, fatigue, difficulty of the task, or other factors,
much of the variation around the average can be explained by a memoryless
process as if the subject is susceptible to random fluctuations that lead to failure.
In contrast, we find another class of decay distributions that show a characteristic depletion of short decay times as indicated by a flat region of the CDF
at small durations. If it were the case that subjects were not to decay straight
from success (S) to failure (F) at mirroring but first had to decay to intermediary states behaviorally indistinguishable from S, we say subjects show “sticky”
mirroring:
k0

kN−1

k1

kN

S0 → S∗1 → · · · → S∗N → F

(F20)

with decay rate constants ki . For N > 1, we would expect a flat region in the
complementary CDF near t = 0 whose extent depends on the number of intermediary states before decay. Since the average time to decay is only determined
P
by the sum of the rate constants K = Ni=0 ki , we write the complementary CDF of
decay times, otherwise known as the survival function, as a function of a single
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rate constant
−Kt0

1 − CDF(t ) = e
0

N
X
K n t0n
n=0

n!

(F21)

where the distributions have been rescaled such that K = 1 in Figure F6. In
the limit of N → ∞, we recover the gamma distribution. We find that the measured values of N as calculated with maximum likelihood are concentrated at
smaller values. Over 50% of the observed values smaller than or equal to 5 when
 ∗ = 1/2 s, suggesting that enhanced dynamical stability corresponding to the
“sticky” distribution is slight.
In the remaining trials, we find distributions dominated by very short decay
times but with a heavy tail of “robust” long runs. With the exponential and
“sticky” distributions, we observe dynamics that are consistent with subjects
occupying success or failure states separated by “energy barriers.” When the
dynamics are dominated by the time it takes to escape a local energy minimum,
we may expect an exponential distribution for decay times. When one energy
minimum becomes strongly dominant such that there is little switching, however, the dynamics will instead be dominated by the width of the local energy
basin. Using this intuition, we might expect that the first passage time for simple
diffusion as shown in Figure F6 model the data better than the other distributions,
r Z t0 =tα∗ /α

α
t−3/2 e−α/t dt.
(F22)
1 − CDF t0 = 1 −
π 1/30
Here, the lower limit is important and is given by our interpolation of the velocity trajectories at 30 Hz. We cannot get a scaling collapse by rescaling by the
mean. Instead, we rescale by the parameter α using a constant α∗ = 0.05 as we
show in Figure F6. For robust mirroring, it is as if the subject is trapped in some
wide region characterized by successful mirroring.
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